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ABSTOACr
Three experiments are reported that attempt to further our knowledge of the preparation 
and production o f rapid sequential aiming movements. Specifically, these experiments 
examined possible reasons why in sequential aiming responses, the second movement 
segment (MT2) is consistently performed more slowly than first and third movement 
segments (M Tl and MT3). Li the first experiment, participants struck 1,2, or 3 targets 
in sequence without the benefit of visual feedback and without time stress to determine if 
MT2 is slowed due to a visually based on-line trajectory-correction process. The results 
showed that MT2 was not slower than M Tl under these condition. These findings 
suggest that either visual feedback or reaction time (RT) signal are partly responsible for 
slowing MT2 when present. The second experiment was conducted using a  different 
avenue of investigation to address the issue o f the use of visual feedback. Participants 
struck three targets in each of five conditions that differed with respect to the size of the 
first-target (1.5-10 cm diameter) under simple reaction time (SRT) paradigm. The results 
revealed that MT2 was not slower than the M Tl under the smallest first-target condition. 
These findings might suggest that lengthening M Tl allowed participants to correct 
movement error on-line during that segment The final experiment investigated the 
possibility that MT2 is lengthened due to the on-line programming of the remainder o f the 
response. Participants were required to perform three-, four-, five-, and six-segment 
responses within SRT and self-initiation paradigms. The results showed that under RT 
stress, MT2 was significantly slower than the other movement segments in all responses. 
However, in the self-initiation condition, MT2 was not significantly slower than MTl 
apart from in the six-segment responses. These results suggest that rapid sequential 
aiming movements might be controlled by a hierarchically organized program that 
attempts to produce the response in two phases. The first phase of programming controls 
the first half of the response while the second half of the response tends to be 
programmed during the end of the execution of the first half of the response.
vm
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Much of human culture takes the form that it does because o f what we do with our 
hands. We draw pictures, pilot airplanes, play J^lophones, and gesture with the 
strength, flexibili^, and precision o f hand movements. Many studies on the control o f 
hand movements have been concerned with the simple task of moving a hand hom  one 
position to another, generally as quickly and accurately as possible. This Qrpe of task 
was first studied by Robert Woodworth (1899). He believed that simple movements 
were constructed finm two processes, an initial impulse that ballistically propelled the 
limb toward its destination, followed by a graded current control phase in which feedback 
from the moving effector and information about the goal were compared to fine tune the 
movement to its end location. Later, Fitts (1954) was the first to describe a mathematical 
principle of speed and accuracy in simple reciprocal aiming movements.
While Woodworth and Fitts were concerned with the production of movements, 
other researchers examined the preparation of such rapid movements. Lasbley (1951) 
suggested that the initial phase of movement was controlled by a central nervous system 
mechanism that was largely independent of peripheral feedback for its operation. A 
continuing research effort investigating the nature of this central control mechanism was 
sparked by the seminal work o f Franklin Henry (Henry & Rogers, I960). This work 
was the first to suggest that an understanding of central control processes might be had by 
an examination of the time required to initiate responses o f varying complexity. If a 
response is controlled by a centrally prepared motor program, then the time to initiate a 
response - reaction time (RT) - would reflect the length of the programming process. By 
manipulating response complexiQ^, researchers have thus been able to investigate the 
underlying composition and parameterization of motor programs.
Of those investigated, two response parameters have been shown to consistently 
affect the length of the programming process (for a recent review see Christina, 1992).
The first of these, the number o f connected movement parts, was originally proposed by
1
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Henry and Rogers (1960) to be the key response parameter determining programming 
time (i.e„ RT and premotor time). Since this original proposition, a large number of 
studies have supported the notion that by increasing the number of movement parts, for 
example the number of targets to be contacted, programming time and consequently RT is 
increased (e.g., Chamberlin & Magill, 1989; Christina, Fischman, Lambert, & Moore, 
1985; Christina, Fischman, Vercmyssen, & Anson, 1982; Fischman, 1984; Fischman & 
Lim, 1991; Hschman & Yao, 1994; Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978). A 
more recent proposal by Sidaway (Sidaway, 1991; Sidaway, Christina, & Shea, 1988) 
suggested that the number of targets is not the only factor to affect programming time. 
Rather, Sidaway suggested that the accuracy constraints imposed on the limb by the size 
and placement of the targets can also influence the time required to program a response.
A number of recent experiments have lent some support to the notion that accuracy 
demands can affect programming time (e.g., Fischman & Mucci, 1990; Gordon & 
Christina, 1991; Short, Fischman, & Wang, 1996; Sidaway, 1991; Sidaway, Sekiya, & 
Fairweather, 1995; Smiley-Oyen & Worringham, 1996).
The majority of previous research on response programming has assumed that the 
entire response is completed through programmed control. It is unlikely, however, that 
long sequences (e.g., 5 targets, Fischman, 1984) are programmed entirely in advance. 
Researchers interested in the on-line programming/control o f responses have generally 
used larger numbers of movement sequences (e.g.. Brown & Carr, 1989; Garcia-Colera 
& Semjen, 1988; Hulstijn & van Galen, 1983, 1988; Piek, Glencross, Barrett, & Love, 
1993; Semjen & Garcia-Colera, 1986; Smiley-Oyen & Worringham, 1996; Van 
Donkelaar & Franks, 1991; Verwey, 1994,1995). On-line programming occurs when a 
movement sequence is controlled by a hierarchically organized response program. On­
line control, however, is usually thought to be the result of feedback processes involving 
various aspects of the interface between the central nervous system and the effector. A
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single program is hypothesized to control the response with tuning of the program 
occuring on-line as a result o f feedback.
Experiments designed to investigate on-line programming control have usually 
required participants to execute repetitive, finger t*q*ping, typewriting, and handwriting 
responses. For example. Brown and Carr (1989) examined key pressing sequences and 
found that inter-press intervals varied with sequence length. The authors concluded that 
slower intervals were an indication of the on-line programming o f later key presses. Piek 
et al. (1993), in a finger tapping task, found a similar lengthening o f inter-tap intervals 
prior to a stressed tap. Van Donkelaar and Franks (1991) investigated the convergence 
between the acceleration traces of an arm movement and the RT/movement complexiQr 
relationship with a repetitive arm extension/flexion movement under a simple reaction 
time (SRT) paradigm. They suggested that movements completed as quickly as possible 
were preprogrammed; whereas, when the speed of response was decreased, on-line 
control became more dominant
Few researchers have attempted to examine both the preparation and production of 
aiming movements within the same experiment hi a recent study, however, Sidaway, 
Schoenfelder-Zohdi, and Moore (1990) proposed that aiming accuracy may be a key 
variable in programming time in addition to its previously accepted important role in 
determining movement time (MT). They found that recent studies that required rapid 
striking of a series o f targets in an SRT paradigm, all found that the second movement 
segment (MT2) was performed significantly more slowly than the first and third 
movement segments (MTl and MT3). For example, in Sidaway's (1991) third 
experiment, three conditions were examined with mean MTls, MT2s, and MTBs of 135, 
161, and 122; 144, 164, and 139; and 186,207, and 194 ms respectively. Furthermore, 
when they reexamined two other studies that have used a similar experimental paradigm, 
with three targets being struck sequentially in an RT paradigm (Chamberlin & Magill, 
1989, Experiments 1 and 2; Fischman, 1984), they also found a similar pattern for MT2
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
to be peifoimed madœdly slower. For example, ia  Fisclunaa's straight line, three-tap 
condition, MTs o f 134,161, and 142 ms were found for the first, second, and third 
response segments respectively. Why is MT2 slower than the other segments in 
sequential aiming movements? Sidaway et al. (1990) intimated that this lengthened MT2 
may be the result o f feedback-mediated trajectory corrections (i.e., on-line control). 
Alternatively, the occurrence of a relatively slow MT2 may be taken as evidence for the 
motor program being organized hierarchically. A hierarchical programming interpretation 
would suggest that only the first part o f the response was programmed before movement 
initiation and that MT2 is slower owing to the programming of the remainder o f the 
response (i.e., on-line programming).
The finding that MT2 is slower than M Tl and MT3 in rapid sequential aiming 
movements has, however, largely been ignored, and apart fiom Sidaway et al.'s (1990) 
tentative speculation, no explanation has been proffered for this ubiquitous effect 
Therefore, one of the purposes o f this dissertation is to investigate the possibility that this 
lengthened MT2 is the result of participants performing a visually based on-line 
trajectory-correction process during this stage of the response. Under pressure to react 
and move quickly, participants might produce a  movement trajectory that is not 
sufficiently accurate to complete the whole response and so a visually based check and 
correction process occurs during MT2. Evidence of such very rapid feedback based 
movement corrections has been found in a wide varieQr of studies (e.g., Girouard, 
Protean, Laurencelle, & Black, 1987; Gordon & Ghez, 1987; Protean, Girouard, & 
Black, 1987; Spijkers & Spellerberg, 1995; Zelaznik, Hawkins, & Kisselburgh, 1983).
A second purpose of this dissertation is to investigate another possibility; that this 
lengthened MT2 is due to on-line programming processes during this stage of the 
response. Klapp and Wyatt (1976) proposed that on-line programming may be evidenced 
by a slower execution rate of one or more individual elements in the sequence. Also, 
conclusions from a number of investigations on handwriting (e.g., Hulstijn & van Galen,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1983,1988) have proposed that only the more general features of a  response are 
programmed before movement initiation and that more specific parameterization occurs 
during actual movement execution. Therefore, a possible reason for lengthened MT2 
may be due to a time requirement to program the remainder of the response after only first 
part of the response is programmed before movement initiation.
The first experiment in this dissertation (Yook, Sidaway, & Russell, 1994) 
investigated the possibiliQr that this lengthened MT2 is the result of participants 
performing a visually based on-line trajectory-correction process during this stage of the 
response (i.e., on-line control). Participants struck 1,2, or 3 targets in sequence with a 
hand held stylus. Participants performed 42 trials in each condition. On separate days, 
participants initiated movement immediately after, or 10 s after they closed their eyes.
The 10 s delay condition was included to explore the possibili^ that participants might 
use an iconic visual store o f the environment to perform the responses. All responses 
were performed slower in the 10 s delay condition. More interestingly, contrary to 
previous tapping research in which vision was available, in both conditions, MT2 was 
not slower than MTl. These findings support the notion that a visually based correction 
process may occur during MT2 in sequential tapping responses.
Although Experiment 1 provides support for a visually based on-line trajectory- 
correction process, this is not the only possible explanation for the observed results.
With a self-initiated response, participants may have programmed the complete response, 
therefore, obviating the necessity for a  visually based on-line trajectory-correction. The 
results o f Experiment 1 showed that MT2 was not significantly slower than MTl in the 0 
s and 10 s delay conditions due to a combination of shorter MT2 and longer MTl than in 
the RT conditions of previous research (cf., Chamberlin & Magill, 1989; Fischman,
1984; Sidaway, 1991). It is possible that the slower M Tl prevented trajectory errors 
obviating the need for corrections during MT2.
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The second experiment of this dissertation (Yook & Sidaway, 1995) forced 
participants to slow MTl by decreasing the size o f the first target The rationale behind 
this experiment was that if MTl is slowed sufficiently, participants would have time to 
correct errors during the lengthened M Tl, therefore, they may not need to correct errors 
during MT2. MT2 would thus be decreased. In Experiment 2, participants struck three 
circular targets in sequence with a hand held stylus, in an SRT paradigm. Participants 
performed 50 trials in each of five conditions, over two days. The conditions difiered 
with respect to the size o f the first-target (1.5-10 cm diameter). The effect of target size 
resulted in significantly slower RT as size decreased. Analysis of the movement time data 
revealed a  significant interaction of first target size and movement segment. Consistent 
with previous research, in the four largest target conditions, MT2 was significantly 
slower than the other movement segments, hi contrast, MT2 was not slower than the 
previous segment (MTl) under the smallest first-target condition (1.5 cm). These 
findings might suggest that lengthening M Tl allowed participants to correct movement 
error on-line during that segment, and therefore MT2 was not differentially slowed.
However, although MT2 was shorter than M Tl in the smallest first-target 
condition, MT2 in this condition was still longer than MT2 in aU other conditions and so 
these data do not completely resolve the issue being investigated. The final experiment 
investigated another possibiliQr for the increase in MT2 over M Tl. It might be that MT2 
is slowed due to the on-line progranuning of the remainder o f the response. Control of 
the response is thus achieved through hierarchically programmed commands. In the final 
experiment, participants were required to make three-, four-, five-, or six-segment 
responses within SRT and self-initiation paradigms. The results indicated that under RT 
stress, participants may not sufficiently program responses prior to movement initiation 
and therefore may strategically slow MT2 in order that corrections can be made or further 
programming accomplished during this time. In the self-initiation condition, MT2 was
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
not significantly slower than M Tl ^lart fix>m in the six-segment responses. Furthermore, 
there was a clear trend for the slowest response segment to be the middle segment
Li summary, this dissertation presents a series o f three experiments designed to 
further explore the preparation and production of r^ id  sequential aiming movements and 
particularly investigate the cause of the lengthened MT2 previously found in such 
responses. Experiment 1 investigated the possibility that this lengthened MT2 is due to a 
visually based on-line trajectory-correction process. Experiment 2 examined the 
possibiliQr that forcing participants to slow MTl, by increasing the accuracy demand of 
the first target, would shorten the time required to produce MT2. Experiment 3 
investigated the possibili^ that this lengthened MT2 is due to on-line programming which 
participants would suggest that reprogramming of the remaining segments occurs during 
MT2. Taken together, the results &om this series of experiments will help to understand 
preparation and production of rapid sequential aiming movements.
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENT I 
Introduction
Previous studies that have required r^ id  sequential tapping responses, in a simple 
RT paradigm, have all found that the second movement segment (MT2) was performed 
far more slowly than all other segments (e.g., Hschman, 1984; Chamberlin & Magill, 
1989; Sidaway, 1991). Hschman (1984) found that MT2 was slower than the other MT 
segments when he used responses that ranged from 1 to 5 target taps. Also, Sidaway 
(1991) found that MT2 was slower than the other MT segments even though target sizes 
and movement distances were different.
The implication o f this finding, however, has not usually been addressed in such 
research, most attention being devoted to the RT analysis o f response programming. One 
possible interpretation of the lengthened MT2 would suggest that RT pressure encourages 
participants to perform M Tl at a rate at which trajectory errors are a potential problem. 
MT2 is slowed therefore in order that on-line feedback can be used to correct any ' 
trajectory errors accrued. Sidaway, Schoenfelder-Zohdi, & Moore (1990) suggested that 
this lengthened MT2 may be the result of subjects performing a visual check of the 
movement trajectory after the very rapid initial movement Thus, the purpose of this 
experiment was to examine the possibility that this lengthened MT2 is the result of 
participants performing a visually based on-line trajectory-correction process at this stage 
of the response. Two conditions were examined which both required participants to 
perform the responses with their eyes closed. The only difference between conditions 
was that in one condition participants initiated responses 10 s after closing their eyes.
This 10 s delay condition was included to examine the possibiliQr that some sort of short­
lived visual representation of the environment might be employed, along with 
proprioceptive feedback, to correct trajectory errors. Elliott and Madalena (1987) and 
Elliott, Calvert, Jaeger, and Jones (1990) have previously found a large increase in error
10
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in rapid aiming responses when participants were required to wait as little as 2 s in the 
dadc prior to movement initiation.
It was hypothesized that if  the use of visual feedback is responsible for slowing 
MT2, one might expect that preventing this use would attenuate the differences between 
MTl and MT2. MT2 might decrease as no feedback corrections are possible, while MTl 
might increase to prevent the trajectory errors horn occurring that feedback would 
normally correct
Method
Participants
Participants were twelve right-handed male universiQr students between 19 to 36 
years in age (M = 24.2 years). None of the participants had any prior knowledge of the 
hypotheses being tested or prior experience with the experimental task. The participants 
received extra credit in undergraduate classes in return for volunteering. All participants 
signed informed consent forms prior to any testing.
Apparatus and Task
A schematic o f the apparatus is shown in Figure 2.1. The apparatus consisted of 
a 57 cm by 31 cm plywood board, painted matte black, on which the start position and 
three targets were mounted. The board was placed flat on a table at which the participant 
sat. The three targets were made of circular sheet brass (1.5 mm thick) while the start 
position was the 1 cm diameter head of a brass screw embedded flush with the top of the 
target board. The targets consisted of 6 cm diameter circles of sheet brass placed on the 
board at 10 cm intervals extending to the left of the start position (see Figure 2 .1). The 
targets were struck with a hand-held stylus that consisted of a wooden dowel (2.4 cm 
diameter, 11.5 cm long) from which a steel nail protruded (0.5 cm diameter, 3.5 cm 
long). The apparatus was interfaced with IBM 386 microcomputer that was programmed 
to control all procedures and to store and analyze participants’ segmental MTs.
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Figure 2. I. Schematic representation of the apparatus and task
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Procedures
Paiticipants signed informed consent forms (Appendix B) and read a standardized 
set of instructions for this experiment (Appendix Q  before proceeding with the 
experiment A t the beginning o f first testing session each participant was given a brief 
explanation of the nature o f the experiment The participants sat on an adjustable stool 
facing the target ^ paratus midway between the start position and the final target The 
participants held the sQrIus with a fist-like grip in their right hand. At the start of each 
response, participants were required to place the stylus in a vertical position on the start 
position. Participants were required to perform two blocks of 21 self-initiated trials of the 
one-target, two-target, and three-target responses. The first block in each response was 
considered practice while the second block was subjected to statistical analysis. The three 
responses were performed under two conditions on separate days. Order of conditions 
was counterbalanced across days.
In one condition (0 s delay), each trial began with a verbal "ready" command. 
Participants were told to close their eyes and then strike the required targets, as rapidly 
and accurately as possible. After finishing the response, participants opened their eyes 
and returned the sQrlus to the start position in preparation for the next trial.
The second condition (10 s delay) proceeded in the same manner with the 
exception that participants were required to close their eyes 10 s before the response was 
initiated. The experimenter gave the participants a verbal signal when 10 s had elapsed.
Participants were instructed to strike the required number of targets in order as 
rapidly and accurately as possible and at a rare at which they would commit 10 % target 
errors. After each trial, the participants received feedback as to their total MT (i.e., sum 
of all segment MTs). They were instructed to attempt to reduce this total MT. If a 
participant made three target errors in any set of 21 trials, he was immediately informed 
after the third error that he must try to be more accurate in the responses. If a participant 
made no errors in any set of 21 trials, he was instructed to try to move faster.
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Participants were also encouraged to perform the response smoothly and not to pause 
over the targets before attempting to hit them.
Results and Discussion
The reliability o f the MT data fiom the last 21 trials for all target conditions was 
determined by a one-factor repeated measures analysis o f variance (ANOVA) and 
calculation of intraclass reliabiliQr coefficients. Both tests indicated the data to be highly 
reliable. Outliers (i.e., those raw scores ±  3 standard deviations fiom the block mean) 
were discarded fiom further analysis. Block means and standard deviations were then 
recomputed. For all £  tests, the probabili^ level was computed using the Greenhouse- 
Geisser degrees-of-fieedom adjustment (Greenhouse &  Geisser, 1959). Probability 
levels had to be less than the alpha level o f .05 before being considered significant. If the 
resulting F ratios were significant, post hoc analyses were used to examine the 
differences between the means. All post hoc analyses were performed using the Fisher's 
least significant differences (LSD) test 
Movement Time
The results of response segment MTs are presented in Table 2. 1. The most 
important question to be answered by this experiment was whether lengthened MT2 could 
be explained by a visually based on-line trajectory correction process. The primary 
analysis conducted on the data was therefore a 2 (Order; 0/10 s, 10/0 s) x 2 (Delay; 0 s,
10 s) X 3 (Response Segment; M Tl, MT2, MT3) ANOVA with repeated measures on the 
last two factors performed on the three-target responses. The main effects of Order, £  (1, 
10) = .013, p  < .91, and Delay, £  (1, 10) = 4.34, p  < .06, failed significance although it 
should be noted that for Delay, there was a consistent trend for the Os delay to have 
shorter MTs (M -  122 ms) than the 10 s delay condition (M = 128 ms). This trend could 
not be attributed to a speed-accuracy trade-off as there were a  greater number of target 
errors in the 10 s delay condition. The main effect of Response Segment was highly 
significant, £  (2,20) = 12.5, p  < .001. The post hoc test on Response Segment showed
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Table 2 .1 . Means and Standard Deviations (In ms) o f R e ^ n s e  Segmental
Movement Tmie m Two Different Delay Conditions
15
Delay/
Response
MTl M n MT3 TMT
O s/1 90 90
(10) (10)
O s /2 115 113 228
(14) (13) (24)
O s/3 128 127 111 366
(14) (18) (16) (42)
1 0 s /1 92 92
(8) (8)
IO s/2 120 114 234
(24) (14) (30)
IO s/3 135 132 118 384
(20) (13) (17) (42)
Note. M Tl, MT2, MT3 = Response Segmental Movement Times; TMT = Total 
Movement Time. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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that MT2 CM = 129 ms) was slightly shorter than MTl (M = 131 ms) with MT3 CM. = 114 
ms) being significantly shorter than MT2. There were no significant interactions.
As Figure 2 .2  shows, the pattern o f segmental MTs in the three-target responses 
is quite different fiom  that found in previous research (e.g., Fischman, 1984; Chamberlin 
& Magill, 1989; Sidaway, 1991). In the current experiment MT2 was shorter, although 
not significantly, rather ± an  significantly longer than M Tl. Therefore, one might argue 
that preventing the use o f visual feedback shortens MT2. The present experiment, 
however, involved self-initiated responses. Even though participants had closed their 
eyes, they may have programmed the complete response during the 10 s delay, therefore, 
obviating the necessity for a visu^y based on-line trajectory-correction. Participants 
were not placed under time stress to initiate responses as there was no reaction time 
signal. Clearly, more research is necessary to establish the role of vision in the 
production of these responses.
One further ANOVA was computed to examine response segmental MTs (MTl, 
MT2) in the two-target responses. There were no significant main effects or interactions 
found in the 2 (Order) x 2 (Delay) x 2 (Response Segment) ANOVA. However, as 
Figure 2. 3 shows, M Tl (M “  120 ms) was slightly slower than MT2 (M =114 ms) 
under the 10 s delay condition, contrary to previous research that had used vision (e.g., 
Fischman, 1984; Chamberlin & Magill, 1989; Sidaway, Yook, & Russell, review).
Target Errors
A summary o f number of target errors made in each of the six conditions is 
presented in Table 2 .2 . A 2 (Order; 0/10 s, 10/0 s) x 2 (Delay; 0 s, 10 s) x 3 (Response; 
one-target, two-target, three-target) ANOVA was computed with repeated measures on 
the last two factors. The analysis revealed main effects o f Delay, E (1, 10) = 5.21, p  < 
.05, and Response, E  (2, 20) = 18.75, p <  .0001. The post hoc test on Response 
showed that the three-target response (M = 19.9 %) had significantly more target errors 
than the one-target (M = 4.6 %) and two-target (M *  9.1 %) responses. This was
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Table 2 .2 . Number and Percentage of Target Errors as a  Function of Delay and
Response
Response
Delay 1 2 3
0 s 8 16 42
(3.2 %) (6.3 %) (16.7 %)
10 s 15 30 58
(6% ) (119) (23 %)
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expected because with mote targets to be bit the probability o f an error increases. The 10
s delay (M = 13.6 %) had significantly more target errors than the 0 s delay (M = 8.7 %).
This pattern o f results was previously found by Elliott and Madalena (1987). Elliott and
Madalena assumed their results were due to a visual representation that decays over the 2
s delay when the eyes are closed thus the number of target errors increase.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT 2 
Litroductioa
It has been suggested that the time taken to initiate a response sequence is related 
to the complexity inherent in that sequence (Henry & Rogers, 1960). Specifically, RT 
increases as the response becomes more complex. This increase in RT has been used as 
evidence to suggest that responses are controlled through a series o f internal processes, 
each o f which takes a finite amount of time to complete.
There is, however, research in which increases in response complexiQr do not 
lead to increases in RT (e.g., Canic & Franks, 1989; Franks & van Donkelaar, 1990; 
Garcia-Colera & Semjen, 1987, 1988; Van Donkelaar & Franks, 1991). For example. 
Van Donkelaar and Franks (1991) suggested that if  subjects produce a response sequence 
by programming or preparing it prior to its actual execution, then increasing the number 
of elements within the sequence should also cause an increase in this preparation time; 
with the result being a longer RT. However, if increasing the number of elements does 
not cause an increase in RT, then the subjects must not have platmed the entire sequence 
beforehand; rather, some aspect of this process must have been undertaken during the 
period of movement execution. Van Donkelaar and Franks assumed that this process was 
on-line' control achieved through the use of feedback.
In Experiment 1, the results revealed that MT2 was not slower than M Tl contrary 
to previous tapping research in the three-target responses (e.g., Fischman, 1984; 
Chamberlin & Magill, 1989; Sidaway, 1991). This result supports the notion of on-line 
control with visual feedback because preventing the use of visual feedback shortened 
MT2. Experiment 1, however, involved self-initiated responses in which participants 
were given sufficient time to program the entire response before movement initiation. 
Even though participants had closed their eyes, they may have programmed the complete 
response before initiation. Ifso,M T2 would not be slower than M Tl. One should note 
that MT2 (M = 129 ms) in Experiment 1 was slightly shorter than MT2 (M = 133 ms) in
21
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previous research under SRT conditions (Sidaway, Yook, & Russell, in review) 
whereas, M Tl (M= 131 ms) in Experiment 1 was significantly slower than M Tl (M =
119 ms) in previous research under SRT conditions (Sidaway, Yook, & Russell, in 
review). This increase in M Tl might prevent trajectory errors obviating the need for 
corrections during MT2. The purpose of this second experiment, therefore, was to 
further explore the cause o f the increase in MT o f the second segment in the three- 
segment responses.
By decreasing the size of the first target, it was hypothesized that M Tl would 
increase (cf., Fitts' Law, 1954) allowing time for any on-line corrections to be made.
This then would obviate the need for corrections in MT2 and hence decrease MT2. It was 
also hypothesized that if the response were preprogrammed, then increases in RT with 
decreases in the initial target size would be observed.
Method
Participants
Participants were twelve right-handed male university students between 19 to 30 
years in age (M = 22.9 years). All were naive as to the purposes of the experiment and 
none bad any prior experience with the task. All participants signed informed consent 
forms before starting the experiment 
Apparatus and Task
The target board and stylus were the same as that used in Experiment 1, however, 
the five conditions differed with respect to the size of the initial target; 1.5 cm, 3 cm, 6 
cm, 8 cm, and 10 cm in the three-segment response (see Figure 3.1). The apparatus was 
interfaced with four millisecond clocks (Lafayette, model 52010) which recorded 
participants' RTs and all response segment MTs (MTl, MT2, MT3). An interval timer 
(Lafayette, model 51012) controlled the auditory warning signal, the foreperiod, and the 
imperative signal.
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Figure 3. 1. Schematic representation of apparatus
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Procedures
Each participant first read and sign an informed consent form (Appendix B). 
Participants also read a  ^ ta iled  set of instructions (Appendix Q  that explained the 
responses to be performed. The participants sat on an adjustable stool which had been 
positioned so that the middle of the body would be in line with a point 15 cm to the left of 
the start position. The participants held the handle of the stylus with the right hand and 
positioned it in a vertical position at the start position. The participants, then, received 
two auditory signals; the first was a  warning signal, the second was the signal to initiate 
the response. A constant 1 s foreperiod separated the two signals. To prevent 
anticipation of the imperative signal, 20 % randomly assigned catch trials were included 
in which the warning signal was presented but not the imperative signal. The participants 
were instructed to sequentially hit the three targets in all five response conditions as 
rapidly and accurately as possible. The participants were also instructed that they should 
move at a speed that would generate approximately 10 % target errors. After each trial, 
total response time (i.e., RT plus MT) was given as feedback to motivate them to react 
and move quickly.
Participants performed five blocks o f 10 trials of the three-target response in each 
condition on two days. On the first day, participants performed two blocks of 10 trials in 
each condition of the randomly ordered five different initial target sizes. On the second 
day, participants performed three blocks of 10 trials in each condition. The first 20 trials 
in each condition were considered practice trials on the first day and last 30 trials in each 
condition were acquisition trials on the second day. In each condition, the last 20 trials of 
the second day were subjected to statistical analysis.
Results and Discussion
The reliability of the RT and MT data from the last 20 trials for all target 
conditions was determined by a one-factor repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) and calculation of intraclass reliability coefficients. Both tests indicated the
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data to be highly reliable. Outliers (i.e., those raw scores ±  3 standard deviations from 
the block mean) were discarded from further analysis. Block means and standard 
deviations were then recomputed. For all £  tests, the probability level was computed 
using the Greenhouse-Geisser degrees-of-fiœdom adjustment (Greenhouse & Geisser, 
1959). Where appropriate, follow-up analysis was performed using the post hoc 
procedure. All post hoc analyses used the {usher’s least significant differences (LSD) 
test. In all analyses, the rejection region was <  .05.
Only seven catch-trial errors were committed by all participants throughout the 
experiment, indicating that participants were waiting for the imperative signal before 
initiating the response. The means and standard deviations o f RT and segmental MT as a 
function of different initial target size are shown in Table 3 .1  and in Figure 3.2. 
Movement Time
The most important question to be answered by this experiment was whether 
forcing participants to slow M Tl, by decreasing the size o f the first target, would shorten 
the time required to produce MT2. If time permitted, participants might correct any 
trajectory errors during lengthened MTl, therefore, they may not need to correct errors 
during MT2 thus decreasing MT2. The primary analysis conducted on the data was 
therefore a 5 (Initial Target Size; 1.5 cm, 3 cm, 6 cm, 8 cm, 10 cm) x 3 (Response 
Segment; M Tl, MT2, MT3) repeated measures ANOVA. There were significant main 
effects of Initial Target Size, £  (4,44) = 41.85, p  < .0001, and Response Segment, F (2, 
22) = 23.32, p  < .0001. The post hoc analysis on Initial Target Size showed that the 1.5 
cm (M = 170 ms) initial target condition was significantly slower than 3 cm (M = 154 
ms), 6 cm (M = 143 ms), 8 cm (M= 141 ms), and 10 cm (M = 139 ms) initial target 
conditions. In addition, the 3 cm initial target condition was significantly slower than the 
6 cm, 8 cm, and 10 cm initial target conditions. The post hoc analysis on Response 
Segment showed that MT2 (M = 166 ms) was significantly slower than M Tl (M = 144 
ms) and MT3 (M = 139 ms). More importantly, the ANOVA also revealed a significant
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Table 3. I. Means and Standard Deviations (in ms) of RT and {Response Segmental 
Movement Time in Hve Different W tial Target Size Conditions
Initial Target 
Size
RT MTl MT2 MT3 TMT
1.5 cm 239 187 180 143 510
(31) (21) (25) (22) (49)
3cm 222 151 171 140 462
(24) (18) (18) (17) (43)
6 cm 217 131 160 138 429
(24) (16) (14) (20) (39)
8 cm 199 126 161 135 422
(18) (13) (15) (16) (33)
10 cm 196 123 157 138 418
(27) (15) (13) (19) (39)
Note. RT = Reaction Time; M Tl, MT2, MT3 =  Response Segmental Movement Times; 
TMT = Total Movement Time. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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interaction of Initial Target Size and Response Segment, £  (8,88) = 17.21, g  < .0001. 
The post hoc tests on this interaction showed that MTl o f the 1.5 cm (M = 187 ms) initial 
target condition was significantly slower than M Tl in all other initial target conditions 
(see Table 3 .1). hi addition, MT2 of the 1.5 cm  (M = 180 ms) initial target condition 
was significantly slower than MT2 of 6 cm (M = 160 ms), MT2 of 8 cm = 161 ms), 
and MT2 of 10 cm (M = 157 ms) initial target conditions.
As Figure 3 .2  shows, consistent with previous research (e.g., Fischman, 1984; 
Chamberlin & Magill, 1989; Sidaway, 1991) in the four largest initial target conditions, 
MT2 was significantly slower than the other response segments, hi contrast, MT2 was 
not slower than MTl under the smallest initial target condition (1.5 cm). These results 
might be interpreted to suggest that the lengthening MTl may have allowed participants to 
correct movement errors on-line, therefore, MT2 was not slower than M Tl. However, 
although MT2 was not slower than MTl under the 1.5 cm initial target condition, MT2 
was significantly slower than the MT2s of three of the four largest initial target 
conditions. Furthermore, MT2 (M =171 ms) was still slower than MTl (M = 151 ms) 
and MT3 (M = 140 ms) in the 3 cm initial target condition. Clearly then, decreasing the 
size of the first target, even though it increased the length o f M Tl in the 1.5 cm condition, 
did not decrease the time required for MT2. It may be that in the 1.5 cm condition 
biomechanical constraints prevented a more r^ id  MT2. The 1.5 cm initial target may 
have increased dwell time on the first target and the acceleration off this target may have 
been lower as a result of target impact (e.g., Adam, 1992; Adam, van der Bruggen, & 
Bekkering, 1993; Teasdale & Schmidt, 1991). Clearly, more research is necessary to 
investigate these possibilities as the methodology of the present experiment is unable to 
differentiate between these explanations.
One further one-way (Initial Target Size) repeated measures ANOVA was 
computed to examine total movement time (TMT). There was a main effect of Initial 
Target Size, £  (4,44) = 41.85, p  < .0(X)1. The post hoc test on Initial Target Size
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showed that the cm (M —510 ms) initial target condition was performed significantly 
slower than all other initial target conditions, fir addition, the 3 cm initial target condition 
was significantly slower than 6 cm, 8 cm, and 10 cm initial target conditions. As shown 
in Figure 3 .2 , it is clear that TMT increases as the initial target size decreased primarily 
due to increases in M Tl.
Reaction Time
The RT data were analyzed in a one-way Qhitial Target Size) repeated measures 
ANOVA. The analysis revealed a main effect o f Initial Target Size, £  (4,44) = 18.23, g  
< .0001. The post hoc analysis showed that the 1.5 cm (M = 239 ms) initial target 
condition was significantly slower than 3 cm  (M = 222 ms), 6cm (M  = 217 ms), 8 cm 
(M — 199 ms), and 10 cm (M = 196 ms) initial target conditions. Also, the 3 cm initial 
target condition was significantly slower than 8 cm and 10 cm initial target conditions and 
the 6 cm initial target condition was significantly slower than 8 cm and 10 cm initial target 
conditions. As Figure 3.3 shows, these results support the notion that accuracy demand 
(Sidaway, Christina, & Shea, 1988) is an important variable in the programming process 
because significantly slower RTs resulted from decreases in initial target size.
Target Errors
A summary of target errors is presented in Table 3 .2 . A one-way (Initial Target 
Size) repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of Initial Target Size, £  (4,44) = 
5.1, p  < .001. The post hoc test on Initial Target Size showed that the 1.5 cm (M = 19.2 
%) initial target condition had significantly more target errors than the 3 cm (M =7.5 
%), 6 cm (M = 7.9 %), 8 c m (M = 7.9 %), and 10 cm (M =9.2 %) initial target 
conditions, which did not differ significantly firom each other.
As Table 3 .2  shows, the error rates were largest in the smallest initial target 
condition, but all conditions had target errors under 20 %  of total trials. Although 
participants were encouraged to maintain a 10 % error rate, they may have produced 
shorter RTs at the expense of accuracy in the large initial target condition. Inspection of
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Number and Percentage of Target Errors as a  Function of Five Different 
Initial Target Size in tte  Three-Target Responses
Initial Target 
Size
1.5 cm 3cm 6cm 8cm 10 cm
Total 46 18 19 19 22
Errors (19.2 %) (7.5 %) (7.9 %) (7.9 %) (9.2 %)
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the error rates, however, revealed that the small initial target condition had a higher error
rate than the large initial target condition. These results do not support a  speed-accuracy
trade-ofif explanation o f the results.
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENT 3 
Introduction
Since the classic studies o f Woodworth (1899) almost 100 years ago, who 
described rapid aiming movements as having an initial adjustment phase and a current 
control phase, manual aiming research has been historically important in the study of the 
response complexity effect and speed-accuraty relationships in goal-directed movement 
There have been many studies examining reaction time (RT) and movement time (MT) in 
aiming response experiments. RT is usually considered an indicator of increases in 
programming time during investigation o f response complexiQr, whereas examination of 
MT is often looked at under a H tts' law paradigm in which MT is examined as a function 
o f accuracy.
Research investigating the role o f response complexity on motor programming 
time has hequendy examined target striking tasks within a simple reaction time (SRT) 
paradigm Typically, the number and spatial arrangement of the targets to be stmck is 
varied and the resulting effect on SRT analyzed. In such experiments, a consistent 
finding is that SRT increases with an increase in the number of targets to be hit (e.g., 
Chamberlin & Magill; Christina, Fischman, Lambert, & Moore, 1985; Fischman, 1984; 
Fischman & Lim, 1991; Sidaway, 1991; Sidaway, Schoenfelder-Zohdi & Moore, 1990). 
Such research also usually reports the inter-target movement times (segment MT) but 
makes no attempt to analyze and discuss these data. A review of this research 
interestingly also finds a remarkably consistent pattern in the segmental MTs. The 
experiments reviewed all showed that the second movement segment (MT2) is performed 
much slower that both the first ^dT I) and third (MT3) movement segments. Sidaway et 
al. (1990) suggested two possible causes of this effect: lengthened MT2 may be the result 
of the motor program being organized hierarchically and/or on-line feedback-based 
trajectory corrections. Experiments 1 and 2 investigated the possibility that lengthened
34
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MT2 was due to a visually based ou-line trajectoiy-conection, and on-line feedback 
control.
Although Experiment 1 partially supported the notion that the lengthened MT2 
may be due to a visually based on-line trajectory-correction process, participants were not 
only being deprived o f visual feedback, but they were also self-initiating their responses.
It might be the fact that self-initiation allowed more complete programming of the 
response and hence visual feedback was obviated by such programming. Additionally, 
Experiment 2 suggested that lengthening M Tl allowed participants to correct movement 
error on-line during that segment, and therefore MT2 was not differentially slowed. The 
data, however, were equivocal because MT2 in the smallest first target condition was still 
slower than MT2 in most target conditions of previous research.
Experiments I and 2 were both designed to examine the causes o f the lengthened 
MT2 component of three-segment responses. The theorizing behind these investigations 
assumed that MT2 was o f critical importance as it was the first opportuni^ for on-line 
correction or further programming after the initial rapid M T l. However, it should be 
noted that MT2 is also always the middle segment in such three-segment responses. 
Experiment 3 takes this confound as a point of departure and examines responses with 
greater number of segments. It is possible that if participants perform tapping movements 
in longer sequences (e.g., 5 or 6 taps), the location of the lengthened MT segment may 
change. For example, Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, and Wright (1978) examined the 
latency and duration of small-scale movements like rapid speech and Qrpewriting. In this 
experiment, participants typed one to five letters by alternating hands or using the same 
hand. Response latency increased with sequence length in one hand and alternating 
hands. For sequences o f four and five letters, the stroke rate was slower toward the 
middle of the sequence than at either end, but Sternberg et al. (1978) considered it an 
anomaly. This phenomenon was also found in Fischman's (1984) tapping experiment.
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In contrast to the self-initiated three-segment responses study of Sidaway, Yook, 
and Russell (in review) that found participants could completely program the movement 
sequence prior to initiation, longer movement sequence may prove too complex to be 
fully preprogrammed. Alternatively, although longer movement sequence could be 
completely preprogrammed, additional time may be required during the movement 
execution to modulate the original program and correct movement errors that have 
accumulated. Therefore, the purpose of this Gnal experiment was to further examine the 
preparation and production of rapid sequential aiming movements. Specifically, this 
experiment examined the pattern o f segmental MTs in longer response sequences and 
investigated whether or not response initiation conditions would influence the pattern of 
segmental MTs.
This experiment then, was conducted with two main questions in mind. First, 
when participants are required to perform longer response sequences, would the second 
segment (MT2) still be slowest segment as is found when three-segment responses are 
examined ? Second, would allowing participants to self-initiate their responses alter the 
pattern of segmental MTs as has been seen in previous research on three-segment 
responses (Sidaway, Yook, & Russell, in review) ? Answers to both questions will 
hopefully shed more light on the nature of control employed in the production of 
sequential aiming responses, under RT conditions MT2 is still slower than other 
segments, it would confirm the importance of this segment in hierarchical programming 
or on-line corrections. However, if  the slowest segment under these conditions is not 
MT2, but in fact is the middle segment, it would suggest that the response is being 
controlled by a hierarchical programming process that divides the response into two 
halves for programming. Furthermore, this hierarchical programming strategy is 
probably more likely to occur in the self-initiation condition because the participants are 
not placed under time stress to initiate the response by the RT signal. Under RT 
conditions, such time stress may curtail the programming of the first half of the response.
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The remaining programming would therefore have to occur somewhere during the 
production of the response. The pattern of segmental MTs might reflect this on-line 
programming.
Hnally, examination of RT may also add insight into the production of these 
responses. If participants produce a  movement sequence by programming or preparing it 
prior to its actual execution (preprogramming), then increasing the number o f elements 
within the sequence should also cause an increase in this preparation time; with the result 
being a longer RT. However, if increasing the number of elements does not cause an 
increase in RT, then the participants are not planning the entire sequence beforehand; 
rather, some aspect of this process can occur during the period of movement execution 
(i.e., on-line programming).
Method
Participants
Twenty right-handed male university students between 20 to 27 years in age (M = 
22.5 years) participated in this experiment. None of the subjects had any prior 
knowledge of the hypotheses being tested or prior experience with the experimental task. 
All participants signed informed consent forms before testing began.
Apparatus and Task
The apparatus consisted of six targets and a start position mounted on top of a 67 
cm by 31 cm plywood board (2 cm thick) painted matte black. The target apparatus was 
placed horizontally on a table top directly in front of the seated participant. The targets 
consisted of 6 cm diameter circles of sheet brass (1.5 mm thick) attached to the board at 
10 cm intervals, extending to the left o f the start position. A brass machine screw (1 cm 
diameter) embedded flush with the top surface of the board, a distance of 10 cm to the 
right of the first target, acted as the start position. Participants struck the targets with a 
wooden, metal-tipped stylus (11.5 cm length, 2.4 cm diameter), which was held with a 
fist-like grip.
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In two initiation conditions (SRT and self-initiation), participants were required to 
strike either three, four, five, or six targets in series, beginning with the target closest to 
the start The stylus, the start position, and the targets were interfaced with an IBM 386 
microcomputer. The microcomputer controlled the auditory warning, the foreperiod, and 
imperative signals. The microcomputer also recorded participants' SRT, segment MT, 
and total response time on each trial in the SRT condition, and participants' segment MT 
and total movement time (MT) on each trial in the self-initiation condition.
Procedures
Participants were given a detailed set of instmctions concerning the experimental 
task (Appendix C), after which they were required to read and sign an informed consent 
forms (Appendix B), before proceeding with the experiment. These set o f instructions 
were also read by the participants before starting on the second day of testing. The 
participants were randomly assigned on Day I to the SRT or self-initiation condition, 
performing the other condition the following day (Day 2). On both days, participants 
participated in four responses (three-, four-, five-, and six-segment). In each response, 
participants received 30 trials in two blocks of 10 and 20 trials, the order o f which was 
randomized across participants. Before each block, the participants were informed of the 
number of taps to be made. The intertrial interval was approximately 5 s, with a 1 min. 
rest between blocks. The first block of 10 trials in each response was considered practice 
trials. The second block of 20 trials was subjected to statistical analysis.
In both conditions, participants were seated on an adjustable stool facing the target 
board midway between the start position and the final target The participants gripped the 
handle of the stylus and positioned it vertically on the start position. An angle of 
approximately 90 degree was maintained at the elbow. In the SRT condition, participants 
received two auditory signals; the first was a warning signal, the second was the signal to 
initiate the response. A constant 1 s foreperiod separated the two signals. As soon as the 
participants received the second signal, they struck either three, four, five, or six targets
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in series, as rapidly and accurately as possible. They were not constrained to stop their 
movement on the last target; they could contact and follow through. To prevent 
anticipation o f the imperative signal, 20 %  randomly assigned catch trials were given, in 
which the warning signal was presented but not the imperative signal. The participants 
were instructed to respond as rapidly and accurately as possible, at arate at which they 
committed 10 % target errors. After each trial, the participants were given feedback as to 
their total response time (i.e., RT plus MT). They were instructed to attempt to reduce 
this total response time.
In the self-initiation condition, each trial began with a verbal "ready" command. 
With the stylus placed on the start position, participants began the tapping movement 
when they were ready. The participants were encouraged not to initiate the response 
immediately after the experimenter said "ready", but to take a  few moments to plan the 
movement, and then strike the targets as rapidly and accurately as possible and at a rate at 
which they would commit 10 % target errors. After each trial, the participants received 
feedback as to their total movement time (TMT) (i.e., sum of all segment MTs). They 
were instructed to attempt to reduce this TMT.
Results and Discussion
The reliability of the RT and MT data from the last 20 trials for all target 
conditions was determined by a one-factor repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) and calculation of intraclass reliabili^ coefGcients. Both tests indicated the 
data to be highly reliable. Outliers (i.e., those raw scores ±  3 standard deviations from 
the block mean) were discarded from further analysis. Block means and standard 
deviations were then recomputed. For all £  tests, the probability level was computed 
using the Greenhouse-Geisser degrees-of-freedom adjustment (Greenhouse & Geisser, 
1959). If the resulting £  ratios were significant, post hoc analysis was used to examine 
the differences between the means. All post hoc analyses used the Fisher’s least 
significant differences (LSD) test In all analyses, the rejection region was g  < .05.
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Only twelve catch-trial enors within the SRT condition were committed by all 
participants throughout the experiment, indicating that participants were waiting for the 
imperative signal before initiating the response. Hschman (1984) similarly found only 
three catch-trial errors in his experiment The means and standard deviations of the RT 
and response segmental MT in two initiation conditions are presented in Table 4 .1 .
The most important question to be answered by this experiment was whether the 
pattern of MT2 lengthening found in previous research could be replicated here and 
would response initiation condition influence this pattern ? In order to investigate the 
notion that MT2 is slowed due to the on-line programming of the response, M Tl, MT2, 
and MT3 data were compared from the three-, four-, five-, and six-segment responses. 
This was accomplished with a 2 (Order; SRT/Self-hiitiation, Self-lnitiation/SRT) x 2 
(Initiation Condition; SRT, Self-Initiation) x 4  (Response; three-segment, four-segment, 
five-segment, six-segment) x 3 (Response Segment; M Tl, MT2, MT3) ANOVA with 
repeated measures on the last three factors. There were significant main effects of 
Initiation Condition, E (1, 18) = 7.85, p  < .05, Response, E  (3, 54) = 89.16, p  < .(XK)1, 
and Response Segment, E (2,36) = 15.97. p  <  .0001. The post hoc test on Response 
showed that the six-segment responses (M -  174 ms) were significantly slower than the 
four- (M = 159 ms) and three-segment responses (M = 143 ms). The post hoc test on 
Response Segment showed that MT2 (M = 168 ms) was significantly longer than MTl 
(M = 149 ms) with MT3 (M = 163 ms) being only slightly shorter than MT2. More 
importantly, the ANOVA also revealed significant interactions of Initiation Condition and 
Response Segment, E (2,36) = 58.96, p  < .0001, and Response and Response 
Segment, E (6, 108) = 10.59, p  < .0001. Post hoc tests on the interaction of Initiation 
Condition and Response Segment showed that MT2 (M = 170 ms) of the SRT condition 
was significantly slower than M Tl (M= 139 ms) of the SRT condition and M Tl (M = 
160 ms) and MT3 (M = 163 ms) o f the self-initiation condition (see Figure 4. 1).
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Table 4 .1. Means and Standard Deviations (in ms) o f RT and Segmental Movement
Time as a Function o f Liitiation Condition
In i./R . RT MTl MT2 MT3 MT4 MT5 MT6 TMT
S R T /3 187
(27)
127
(18)
154
(20)
141
(24)
423
(57)
S R T /4 195
(23)
137
(19)
168
(22)
161
(24)
148
(18)
615
(73)
S R T /5 200
(29)
142
(21)
175
(20)
171
(26)
170
(25)
156
(20)
814
(93)
S R T /6 195
(22)
148
(26)
184
(23)
182
(26)
179
(26)
177
(24)
164
(21)
1035
(130)
SELF/3 149
(17)
150
(20)
135
(22)
433
(51)
SELF/4 160
(16)
165
(20)
159
(21)
144
(23)
628
(64)
S E L F/5 165
(18)
170
(18)
172
(22)
166
(22)
156
(21)
830
(89)
SE L F/6 167
(23)
180
(20)
183
(21)
183
(21)
177
(17)
165
(18)
1054
(101)
Note. RT = Reaction Time; M Tl, MT2, MT3, MT4, MTS, MT6 = Response Segment 
Movement Times; TMT = Total Movement Time; Ini. = Initiation Condition; R. = 
Response. Standard Deviations are in parentheses.
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Figure 4. 1. First, second, and third segment movement times as a function of
initiation condition in the three-, four-, five-, and six-segment responses
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Segmental MTs in the self-initiation condition were not significantly diffeient fitom each 
other. The post hoc test on the interaction of Response and Response Segment showed 
that MT2 (M = 182 ms) of the six-segment responses was significantly slower than all 
other segmental MTs except MT3 (M = 183 ms) of the six-segment responses (see 
Figure 4 .2 ). Also, as can be seen in Figure 4 .2 , there is a slowing of all segments with 
increasing number of targets in the response and that MT3 is slowed more than other 
segments.
It is clear fiom Figure 4 .1  that when responses are self-initiated, M Tl and MT2 
are performed in approximately the same time; whereas, MT2 is significantly slower than 
MTl under the SRT condition. The fact that the three-way interaction of Initiation 
Condition, Response, and Response Segment was not significant (p < .22) indicates that 
his pattern holds for all three-, four-, five-, six-target response. These results are also 
supported by the Response by Response Segment interaction (see Figure 4 .2 ). This 
clearly shows that MT2 is slower than MTl and MT3 in the three- and four-segment 
responses; whereas, MT2 is not significantly slower than MT3 o f the five- and six- 
segment responses.
To investigate the pattern of changes in segmental MTs throughout each response, 
four ANOVAs were conducted. First, a 2 (Order; SRT/Self-Initiation, Self- 
lnitiation/SRT) X 2 (Initiation Condition; SRT, Self-Initiation) x 3 (Response Segment; 
MTl, MT2, MT3) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last two factors was 
performed on the three-segment responses. There was a main effect of Response 
Segment, £  (2, 36) = 10.7, p  < .001. Superceding this main effect the ANOVA also 
revealed a significant interaction of Initiation Condition and Response Segment, £  (2,36) 
= 34.85, p  < .0001. The post hoc test on this interaction showed that MT2 (M = 154 ms) 
of the SRT condition was significantly slower than M Tl and MT3 of the SRT condition 
and MTl and MT3 of the self-initiation condition. In addition, MT2 (M = 150 ms) o f the
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Figure 4. 2. First, second, and third segment movement times as a function of 
response
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self-initiatioa condition was significantly slower than M Tl and MT3 o f the SRT condition 
and MT3 of the self-initiation condition (see Table 4 .1  and Figure 4 .3).
Second, a  2 (Order; SRT/Self-Ihitiation, Self-hiitiation/SRT) x 2 (Initiation 
Condition; SRT, Self-Initiation) x  4  (Response Segment; M Tl, MT2, MT3, MT4) 
ANOVA with repeated measures on the last two factors was performed on the four- 
segment responses. There was a main effect o f Response Segment, £  (3,54) = 15.41, p
< .0001. The ANOVA also revealed a significant interaction o f Initiation Condition and 
Response Segment, £  (3,54) = 24.46, ji < .0001. The post hoc test on this interaction 
showed that MT2 (M = 168 ms) o f the SRT condition was significantly slower than 
M Tl, MT3, and MT4 of the SRT condition and M Tl, MT3, and MT4 of the self­
initiation condition. In addition, MT2 (M = 165 ms) of the self-initiation condition was 
significantly slower than M Tl and MT4 of the SRT condition and MT3 and MT4 of the 
self-initiation condition (see Table 4 .1  and Figure 4.3).
Third, a 2 (Order; SRT/Self-Initiation, Self-hiitiation/SRT) x 2 (Initiation 
Condition; SRT, Self-Initiation) x 5 (Response Segment; M Tl, MT2, MT3, MT4, MT5) 
ANOVA with repeated measures on the last two factors was performed on the five- 
response responses. There was a main effect o f Response Segment, £  (4, 72) = 11.99, p
< .0001. The ANOVA also revealed a significant interaction of Initiation Condition and 
Response Segment, £  (4. 72) = 19.44, p  < .0001. The post hoc test on this interaction 
showed that MT2 (M = 175 ms) o f the SRT condition was significantly slower than M Tl 
and MT5 of the SRT condition and M Tl, MT4, and MT5 of the self-initiation condition.
In addition, MT2 (M = 170 ms) o f the self-initiation condition was significantly slower 
than M Tl and MT5 of the SRT condition and MT5 of the self-initiation condition (see 
Table 4. 1 and Figure 4. 3).
Finally, a 2 (Order; SRT/Self-Initiation, Seif-hiitiation/SRT) x 2 (Initiation 
Condition; SRT, Self-Initiation) x 6 (Response Segment; M Tl, MT2, MT3, MT4, MT5, 
MT6) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last two factors was performed on the six-
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Figure 4. 3. Segmental movement times as a function of initiation conditions in the
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segment responses. There was a main effect of Response Segment, £  (5,90) = 19, < 
.0001. The ANOVA also revealed a  significant interaction of M tiatioa Condition and 
Response Segment, £  (5,90) = 13.84, p  <  .0001. The post hoc test on this interaction 
showed that MT2 (M =  184 ms) o f the SRT condition was significantly slower than 
M Tl, MT4, MT5, and MT6 of the SRT condition and M Tl, MTS, and MT6 of the self­
initiation condition, h i addition, MT2 (M = 180 ms) o f the self-initiation condition was 
significantly slower than M Tl and MT6 of the SRT condition and M Tl, and MT6 o f the 
self-initiation condition (see Table 4 .1  and Figure 4 .3 ).
Figure 4 .3  summarizes the segmental MTs data in the SRT and self-initiation 
conditions for the responses examined. Under the SRT initiation condition, there was a 
significant slowing in MT from the first to the second response segments, followed by a 
decrease in MT for the following segments. This pattern of segmental MTs replicates that 
found in the review of previous research using simple RT paradigms (e.g., Fischman, 
1984; Hulstijn &  Van Galen, 1983). Hulstijn and Van Galen suggested that only the first 
unit is completely preprogrammed before the go signal in a long movement sequence. 
Succeeding elements, they proposed, were programmed during the execution of 
preceding ones. It appears that when participants are placed under time pressure to 
initiate a response sequence by a simple RT signal, participants are unable to produce 
accurate responses - as determined by 10 % error constraint - without markedly slowing 
MT2.
When participants are not under time pressure to initiate action, but are allowed to 
self-initiate, a quantitatively different pattern of MTs emerge. Analyses on the self­
initiation condition revealed that MT2 was not significantly slower than M Tl in the three-, 
four-, and five-segment responses in contrast to the MT data from the RT conditions.
This pattern of results suggests that under RT pressure, participants may have to either 
modify the ongoing response program or complete hierarchical programming during 
MT2. This putative programming is unnecessary under self-initiation conditions because
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participants are given sofBcient time to program the entire response before initiation and 
therefore MT2 is not slower than MTL It should be noted, however, that the reason 
MT2 was not significantly slower than MTl in the self-initiation condition, was due to a 
combination of shorter MT2 and longer MTl than in the RT condition. It is possible that 
the slower MTl prevented trajectory errors obviating the need for corrections during 
MT2. However, the segmental MT measure used in this experiment appears to be rather 
inadequate in allowing a strong claim to be made for the incomplete programming 
hypothesis. It seems necessary that a more clearly interpretable dependent measure must 
be developed with the more likely candidates being kinematic and kinetic measures, such 
as acceleration, dwell time, or force.
It is important to note that in the self-initiation condition, MT2 was not the slowest 
segment in the five- and six-segment responses as it was in the SRT condition. Rather, 
MT3 or MT4 was the slowest segment These data may support the notion that 
participants preprogram the first half of a long movement sequence during the RT 
interval, and then finish programming the last half of the response during on going 
movement This second phase of programming thus slows MT3 or MT4. This finding is 
consistent with Brown and Carr’s (1989) experiment in which they required participants 
to practice key pressing sequences of various lengths and added a memory load in some 
blocks of trials. Choice reaction time (CRT) and the rate of execution were generally 
affected by the secondary task but this effect was most pronounced for CRT. 
Interestingly, the third key press in the six key sequence, which was already relatively 
slow in the single task condition, was delayed much more by the secondary task than the 
other key presses. Brown and Carr suggested that participants may have engaged in a 
"divide and conquer" strategy in the longest six component sequences. That is, 
participants may have paused after completion of the first three key presses to load, 
prepare, or plan the execution of the remaining three.
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Hnally, a  2 (Order; SRT/Self-Ioitiatioii, Self-lnitiation/SRT) x 2 (Initiation 
Condition; SRT, Self-Initiation) x 4 (Response; three-segment, four-segment, five- 
segment, six-segment) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factors was computed 
to examine TMT. There was a main effect o f Response, E  (3,54) = 983.34, n  < .0001. 
The post hoc test on Response showed that all response TMTs were significantly 
difierent fix>m each other; Ms = 428,621,822,1045 (ms) for the three-, four-, five-, and 
six-segment responses respectively, hrterestingly, as Figure 4 .4  shows, TMT increased 
at same rate with increasing number of targets under both the SRT and the self-initiation 
conditions regardless of the pattern of segmental MTs.
Reaction Time
The RT data were analyzed in a 2 (Order; SRT/Self-Ihitiation, Self-lnitiation/SRT) 
X 4 (Response; three-segment, four-segment, five-segment, six-segment) ANOVA with 
repeated measures on the last factor. The analysis revealed a  main effect of Response, F 
(3,54) = 3.63, p. < .01. The post hoc test revealed that RT in the three-segment response 
(M = 187 ms) was significantly faster than the four- (M = 195 ms), five- (M = 200 ms), 
and six-segment CM = 195 ms) responses. As Figure 4. 5 shows, although the four-, 
five-, and six-segment responses were not significandy different each other. There is a 
trend for RT to increase with increases in target number. Thus, although the pattern of 
MT data in the SRT condition implies a measure of on-line programming, the SRT data 
suggest that at least some of the added complexity is reflected in the time required to 
initiate the responses.
Target Errors
A summary of target errors is presented in Table 4 .2 . A 2 (Order; SRT/Self- 
Initiation, Self-Inidation/SRT) x 2 (Initiadon Condition; SRT, Self-Initiation) x 4 
(Response; three-segment, four-segment, five-segment, six-segment) ANOVA with 
repeated measures on the last two factors was computed. The analysis revealed a main 
effect of Response, £  (3,54) = 22.11, p  < .(XX)1. The post hoc test on Response
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Figure 4. 4. Total movement times as a function of initiation conditions in the three-, 
four-, five-, and six-segment responses
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Figure 4. 5. Reaction times as a function of number o f segments
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Table 4 .2 . Number and Percentage of Target Errors as a Function of Initiation
Conditions and Response
Response
M tiatioa
Condition
3 4 5 6
SRT 25 43 56 71
(6.3 %) (10.8 %) (14% ) (17.8 %)
SELF 23 38 48 62
(5.8 %) (9.5 %) (12 %) (15.5 %)
Note. SRT = Simple Reaction Time; SELF =Self-Initiation.
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showed that the six-segment response (M =  16.65 %) had significantly mote target errors 
than the three- (M = 6.05 %), four- (M = 10.15 % ), and five-segment (M 13 %) 
responses. This was expected because with more targets to be hit the probability^ of an 
error increases. Although not significant, the self-initiation condition had slightly less 
target errors than the SRT condition in each response.
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CHAPTER 5: GENERAL DISCUSSION
The three experiments reported here were designed in an attempt to provide some 
insight into the mechanisms responsible for controlling r ^ id  sequential aiming 
movements. The findings from each experiment are inconclusive by themselves, but 
when the results fiom the three experiments are taken together, the data provide 
converging evidence enabling a tentative model of response production to be proposed.
The results fiom Experiment I showed that, when three-segment responses are 
performed without the benefit o f visual feedback and without time stress to initiate, the 
characteristic lengthening o f MT2 was not observed. From these data one can conclude 
that either visual feedback or RT signals are partly responsible for slowing MT2 when 
they are present. Very recently, Sidaway, Yook, and Russell (in review) followed up on 
this finding and attempted to distinguish between these explanations by requiring 
participants to initiate in response to an RT signal and yet perform the response in the 
dark; the room lights were extinguished at the imperative signal. Thus participants were 
placed under time stress to initiate and were deprived o f the opportuniQr to use visual 
feedback. Under these conditions, MT2 was again much slower than M Tl and MT3 just 
as it was when the lights were not extinguished. It appears then that the opportuni^ to 
use visual feedback to check or correct trajectory errors is not the cause of slower MTs in 
three-segment responses.
Before Sidaway et al's (in review) results were known. Experiment 2 was 
conducted using a different avenue of investigation to address the issue o f the use of 
feedback in these rapid sequential responses. The rationale behind the experiment was 
that participants might use visual feedback during the slowed MT2 to check or correct any 
trajectory errors accrued in the very rapid, ballistic-like first movement segment. Thus, if 
participants were required to move more slowly in this initial segment, trajectory errors 
would not be accrued and thus the use of feedback would not be necessary. Participants 
were forced to move more slowly during M Tl in Experiment 2 then by decreasing the
55
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size of the first t a r ^ t  The findings finm this experiment were equivocal because, 
although MTl was successfully slowed in the smallest sized first target condition, MT2 in 
this condition was not faster than the other conditions that had larger first targets. There 
are a  number of possible explanations for these results. One might be that, although 
participants were moving much slower to the smallest first target, trajectory errors were 
still a potential problem because the trajectory had to be much more precise to achieve 
target contact, MT2 must therefore also be slowed. Alternatively, MT2 might have been 
slower due to biomechanical constraints created by a very small first target. Dwell time 
on this first target and subsequent acceleration off this target might have been affected, 
thus increasing the time required to perform the second response segment Clearly a 
more fine grained kinematic analysis is required before the effect o f biomechanical 
constraints can be established.
The third experiment departed firom the three-segment response paradigm of the 
first two experiments. By requiring more targets to be struck, one could determine if the 
second response segment was always the segment to be slowed or was it in fact the 
middle response segment that was slowed. The findings firom this experiment provide 
very revealing information on the control of sequential aiming responses. No matter how 
many targets are struck, when participants are placed under time stress to initiate their 
responses, the second MT segment is always much slower than M Tl, and is consistently 
slower than all other subsequent segments. In contrast, when participants are allowed to 
initiate the responses at will, the slowest response segment tends to be the middle 
response segment. A tentative theoretical explanation for these results as well as those of 
the first two experiments follows. It should be emphasized that this is a speculative 
explanation at the moment and requires further investigation.
Rapid sequential aiming movements might be controlled by a hierarchically 
organized program that attempts to produce the response in two phases. The first phase 
o f programming controls the first half of the response while the second half of the
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response tends to be programmed during the end of the execution o f the first half of the 
response. Evidence for this hierarchical programming is found in the pattern of 
segmental MTs under the self-initiation condition of Experiment 3. The trend for the 
slowest portion of the response being in the middle is evidence for change over in control 
fiom the first to the second phase o f programming. The gradual increase and then 
increase in segmental MTs may be due to the two programs overlapping during the 
middle of the response.
How then does this model explain the data from the RT conditions? This 
dissertation suggests that under the time stress to respond created by the RT signal, 
participants curtail their preprogramming of the first half of the response. They initiate 
before they have completed sufficient programming because they have been told that they 
must initiate rapidly on hearing the RT signal. This dissertation suggests that, regardless 
of the initiation conditions, the control of these responses requires a set amount of 
programming. Thus participants under RT stress are prevented from spending sufficient 
time in the preprogramming phase and therefore they must slow down somewhere to 
allow this remaining programming to be completed. The first opportuniQr for this occurs 
after the initial ballistic MTl is completed. The lengthened MT2 is thus a reflection of this 
delayed programming.
It is interesting to note that regardless o f initiation condition and the pattern of 
segmental MTs, the TMT (see Figure 4.4) is remarkably similar. Participants seem to 
require a set amount of time to complete each response. They distribute that time among 
the various segments depending on the initiation condition. They can either move very 
rapidly at the start of the response and slow down during MT2 (RT conditions) or they 
can move more slowly at the start and slow less during subsequent segments. These 
patterns of segmental MT data are somewhat a reflection of the underlying control of the 
response as well as, of course, the accuracy constraints of the targets as Fitts' (1954) 
discovered.
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Clearly at present, this is only a very tentative explanation for the results found in 
these three experiments. It should be noted, however, that this hierarchically organized 
control scheme has been proposed in a variety o f other investigations (e.g.. Brown & 
Carr, 1989). Nevertheless further research is required to support or refute this 
speculative explanation.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL LITERATURE REVIEW
The ability to rapidly and accurately move our hands throughout our workspace is 
clearly an extremely valuable asset to us in our everyday interaction with the environment 
As examples, the rate at which a secretary could type would be severely limited while 
many o f the instruments in a symphony orchestra would be rendered useless without the 
ability to rapidly position our hands and fingers. The investigation of manual aiming 
skills has a  long history in the psychological literature. Woodworth (1899) was one of 
the first to examine these skills scientifically. He suggested that aiming movements 
contained an initial adjustment phase and, when time permitted, a  current control phase. 
Later Fitts (1954) was the first to describe a  mathematical principle of speed and accuracy 
in simple reciprocal aiming movements.
While Woodworth and Fitts were concerned with the production of movements, 
other researchers examined the preparation o f such rapid movements. Henry and Rogers 
(1960) were the first to propose a theory for the preparation o f rapid sequential aiming 
movements. They proposed that if advance preparation occurs, a  complex movement 
should take longer to plan than a simple one. Programming time would be longer for a 
more complex movement than a  less complex one because the amount of information to 
be organized in the preparation process would be greater. Fischman (1984), in an attempt 
to quantify response complexity, suggested that programming time was a function of the 
number o f connected movement parts in a response. He used large-scale tapping 
responses of the right arm in which the number of taps could be manipulated fiom one to 
five. Results revealed that programming time, as indexed by reaction time (RT), 
increased linearly as the number of movement parts increased.
The majority of previous research on response programming has assumed that the 
entire response is completed with progranuned control. It is unlikely, however, that long 
sequences (e.g., 5 targets, Fischman, 1984) are programmed entirely in advance. Klapp 
and Wyatt (1976) proposed that on-line programming may be evidenced by a slower
59
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execution rate o f one or more individual elements in the sequence. Also, Chamberlin and 
Magill (1989) proposed that only the initial part of more complex responses is 
programmed prior to response initiation; the rem ain^r o f the programming occurs "on­
line," while the subject is en route to the first target
Few researches have attempted to examine both the preparation and production of 
aiming movements within the same experiment hi a recent study, however, Sidaway, 
Schoenfelder-Zohdi, and Moore (1990) proposed that aiming accuracy may be a key 
variable in programming time, in addition to, its previously accepted important role in 
determining movement time (MT). They found that recent studies that required rapid 
striking of a series of targets, in a simple reaction time (SRT) paradigm, all found that the 
second movement segment (MT2) was performed far more slowly than all other segments 
(e.g., Fischman, 1984; Chamberlin & Magill, 1989, Experiments 1 and 2; Sidaway,
1989, Experiments 1 and 3). Why is MT2 slower than the other segments in sequential 
aiming movements? Sidaway et al. (1990) intimated that this lengthened MT2 may be the 
result of on-line trajectory correction process.
The finding that MT2 is slower than the other segments in rapid sequential aiming 
movements has, however, largely been ignored, and apart firom Sidaway et al.'s (1990) 
tentative speculation, no explanation has been proffered for this ubiquitous effect.
Despite the considerable theoretical and practical utiliQr that a  systematic study of RT and 
MT offers the field of motor control, researchers have usually examined them separately, 
while few experiments have looked at both, fit reviewing past research on rapid 
sequential aiming movements, it is clear that few studies have considered the interaction 
between RT and MT in explaining the production of such responses. Therefore, this 
review will attempt to provide a synthesis o f the relevant research on RT and MT in order 
to arrive at some theoretical explanation for the lengthened MT2 seen in rapid sequential 
aiming movements and in so doing come to a more thorough understanding of how such 
movements are produced.
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The present review is organized in the following way. First, the response 
complexity effect is introduced and the crucial elements o f the complexity effect such as 
the number o f movement parts (e g., Fischman, 1984) and constraints on movement 
initiation (e.g., Sidaway, Christina, &  Shea, 1988) are reviewed. Then, the relationship 
between speed and accuracy in simple and reciprocal tipping paradigms is examined. 
Next, possible on-line programming explanations are examined as a cause of the RT and 
MT changes seen in rapid sequential aiming movements (e.g., tapping and keyboarding). 
The next section will then synthesize the reviewed findings in an attempt to arrive at a 
theoretical explanation for why MT2 is slower than the other segments in rapid sequential 
aiming movements. Finally, directions for future research that could empirically test the 
theoretical notions presented will then be discussed.
Response Complexity Effect 
Development of the memory drum theory
Since Lashley (1951) postulated the existence of a central nervous mechanism that 
governs the production of action sequences, many efforts have been directed at 
understanding the functioning of such a mechanism. Motor program has become the term 
most widely used to refer to the central representation of a movement sequence. Keele 
(1968) originally defined the motor program as "a set of muscle conunands that are 
structured before a movement sequence begins, and that allows the entire sequence to be 
carried out uninfluenced by peripheral feedback." The motor program concept proposed 
by Franklin Henry was based on a number of experiments that provided evidence that 
movements are prepared before physically initiated. Henry and Rogers (1960) were the 
first to report a response complexity effect in which RT to initiate a sequence of rapid 
movements increases with the length of the sequence. They used three movements of 
varying degrees of complexity. Response A was a simple finger lift, response B was a 
ball snatch task that required the subject to reach forward and upward to grasp a tennis 
ball firom a micro switch. Response C, although initiated firom the same position as the A
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and B responses, included three components involving two changes o f direction and 
contact with three targets. All of these movements were to be done as quickly as 
possible. The results indicated that, in general, SRT to response B was 20% slower than 
to response A, while SRT to response C was 7% slower than that o f response B. 
Specifically, Results fiom mean SRTs revealed MTs o f 163,195, and 204 ms for the A, 
B, and C responses respectively. Henry and Rogers attributed these statistically 
significant differences in SRT to the complexity of the response and interpreted their 
results as support for their memory drum theory.
Later, Klapp (e.g., Klapp, 1976, 1977, 1980; Klapp, Wyatt, &  Lingo, 1974), 
however, suggested that only choice reaction time (CRT) should depend on the 
complexiQr of the response. He argued that progranuning in CRT conditions would take 
place following the choice signal whereas in an SRT paradigm, programming could 
precede the go signal. The deduction was that motor programming can only be 
investigated in CRT paradigms. Henry (1980) noted that the original theory (Henry & 
Rogers, 1960) was "oriented to large-scale discrete movements" and he reviewed data 
showing that SRT does indeed depend on the complexity o f such responses. He 
countered that despite the possibility^ of preprogramming, translation of the program into 
efferent commands can not take place until the signal to go has been received. Henry's 
notion is supported by many studies (e.g., Christina & Rose, 1985; Fischman, 1984; 
Sidaway, 1991) that have found increases in SRT as a function of the complexity o f the 
response.
RT as a function of the number of movement parts
Since the publication of Henry and Rogers (1960) theory, many researchers have 
attempted to determine precisely what variable within a response creates the complexity 
effect One of the most popular explanations proposes that it is the number of movement 
parts in the response that increases its complexity. Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, and 
Wright (1978) examined the latency and duration of small-scale movements like rapid
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speech and typewriting. Element invariance was maintained  while the number of words 
to be spoken, or letters to be typed, was varied from one to five. RT was found to 
increase linearly with the number of words to be spoken and there were no significant 
differences between normal, random, and repeated sequences. Regarding the duration of 
a spoken sequence, the effects o f the number o f syllables per word and the number of 
words in a  response, on the mean time between successive words, was almost perfectly 
additive. The increase in latency with increase in the number o f letters to be typed 
showed a discontinuity between a single keystroke and multiple key strokes in studies of 
both one-hand and alternating-hand conditions.
Sternberg et al. (1978) proposed a model to account for their findings based upon 
a self-terminating sequential search of a buffer containing all the subprograms required to 
execute the response. Prior to the imperative stimulus the buffer is loaded with the 
particular set o f subprograms required to execute the response, one subprogram for each 
response unit in the sequence. The first subprogram, which controls the execution of the 
first movement part, can not be retrieved fiom the buffer until after the onset of the 
reaction signal. Programming time, and hence RT, increases with the number of 
movement parts in the response since the time to retrieve the first subprogram fiom the 
buffer increases with number of subprograms in the buffer.
This finding that programming time was a function o f the number of connected 
movement parts of a response has been supported by more recent research. Fischman 
(1984) investigated the effect of the number o f connected movement parts and the number 
of changes in direction on programming time through the analysis of fiactionated SRT. 
SRT consists o f two separate components, one premotor time (PMT) and the other motor 
time (MOT). PMT is the time interval between the presentation of the imperative stimulus 
and the change in baseline electromyographic (EMG) signal in the prime mover of the 
responding limb, while MOT is the time interval between the change in baseline EMG 
activity o f the prime-mover and the initiation o f the response. Fischman used large-scale
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tapping responses of the right arm in which the number of taps could be manipulated 
from one to five. For one group, the targets were positioned in a  straight line, while for 
the other group the targets were placed in a zig-zag movement pattern. Results revealed 
that mean SRT and mean PMT increased linearly as the number of movement parts 
increased, regardless o f whether changes in movement direction had to be programmed, 
with the greatest increase occurring between one and two part responses. These results 
indicated that programming time increases linearly as the number of connected movement 
parts o f a response increases.
More recent studies by Christina and colleagues (Christina, Fischman, Lambert,
& Moore, 1985; Christina & Rose, 1985) have examined rapidly executed limb responses 
that have required subjects to make large-scale direction changes in order to hit various 
sized targets arranged in different planes. In all their researches, results revealed that the 
number of movement parts and accuracy demands were both elements of response 
complexiQ^ that increased programming time. Christina and colleagues proposed that the 
most important element contributing to variations in SRT was the number of movement 
components of the response.
RT as a function of accuracy constraints
M ost researchers (e.g., Fischman, 1984; Christina et al., 1985; Christina & Rose, 
1985) investigating the response complexiQr effect have supported the notion that 
programming time was primarily a function of the number of movement parts in the 
response. After reviewing this research, however, Sidaway, Christina and Shea (1988) 
proposed the alternative explanation that programming time in this previous research may 
have been a  function of the directional constraints placed on the movement pathway by 
the position and size o f targets, rather than the number of movement parts per se.
Sidaway et al. quantified this accuracy demand by using the metric of index of difficulty 
(ID) (Fitts, 1954). Since Fitts’ ID is a ratio of the amplitude of a target to its width, 
Sidaway et al. proposed that ID for an aiming response may be mathematically expressed
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as a function of the angle subtended, at the start key, by a  given circular target Rtts' ID 
may be thought of as the angle subtended at the start key by the diameter o f the target 
orthogonal to the direction of movement The relationship between ID and subtended 
angle was expressed as Log; (cot 9/2) = ID, where 8 represents the subtended angle.
This angle estimates the angle subtended by the two tangents to the start position. If 
programming time, as measured by SRT, is a function of response organization, which in 
turn is a function of the accuracy demand of that response, SRT will then be proportional 
to the Log; (cot 9/2) function of the subtended angle o f a circular target. Sidaway et al.
(1988) suggested that if the response were completely programmed prior to movement 
initiation, then programming time would be a function of the target within the response 
that imposes the greatest constraint on the movement pathway. Reanalysis of Fischman's 
(1984) experiment, in which subjects had to hit up to'five targets in sequence, found a 
correlation of .99 between RT and maximal movement constraint within the response.
By varying the subtended angles of a series o f three targets, Sidaway et al.
(1990) tested the specific prediction of Sidaway et al. (1988) that programming time may 
be a function of the target, within a line o f targets, that subtends the smallest angle at the 
start position. Subjects participated in a series of conditions in which the size and 
position of the target that imposed the maximal constraint was varied. SRT results 
revealed a significant effect of size o f constraint, but no effect of position o f constraint
In a further prediction, Sidaway et al. (1988) proposed that when a series of 
circular targets are arranged in a  line, and share a common subtended angle at the start 
position, then RTs to strike different lengths of target sequences will essentially be the 
same. They predicted similar RTs under these conditions because the directional 
constraints for movement are constant In a follow up study, Sidaway (1991) found 
considerable support for this prediction. In Experiment 1, subjects initiated movement 
responses to contact only the final targets in Fischman's one, three, and five target 
conditions. Thus, the subtended angle became smaller from the one to five target
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condition, but was the same each o f the three single and multiple tap conditions. Mean 
RT results revealed that RT increased as subtended angle decreased, but there was no 
appreciable difference between single and multiple target conditions when the single target 
replicated the final target in the serial conditions. This findings supported the validi^ of 
the accuracy hypothesis. In Experiment 2, subjects performed in conditions in which 
both target size and movement distance were manipulated. The results revealed that the 
locus of the directional accuracy effect was subtended angle and not target size or 
movement distance. Experiment 3 investigated the effect of number of movement parts 
and directional accuracy demand on programming time. PMT and RT were found to 
increase as subtended angle got smaller, but the main effect for number of taps and the 
interaction between number and subtended angle failed significance. The results of 
Sidaway's three experiments provide strong support for the hypothesis that target 
subtended angle may be an important variable in determining programming time.
In summary, the response complexiQr effect was introduced in order to explain the 
preparation o f rapid sequential aiming movements. Henry and Rogers (1960) proposed 
that this lengthened SRT, with increased response complexity, was a consequence of 
greater programming time. Fischman (1984) proposed that this lengthened SRT was a 
function of a number of movement parts. Sidaway et al. (1988) reevaluated the data 
published by Fischman in terms of movement constraints as measured by the metric of 
Fitts’ (1954) index of difficulty. This reanalysis suggested that the programming process 
may become more complex as the demand for directional accuracy inherent in the 
movement response increases. In a series of studies by Sidaway and colleagues (e.g., 
Sidaway et al., 1988; Sidaway et al., 1990; Sidaway, 1991) considerable empirical 
support has been found for this suggestion.
Most o f the studies examining the response complexity effect have concentrated 
on SRT analysis in an attempt to understand the preparation of movements. In 
concentrating on the examination of SRT, the implicit assumption has been that the whole
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response is controlled by programmed commands prepared prior to movement initiation. 
If responses are controlled in such a way, there would be no need for feedback in the 
production of the response and the component movement times within the response 
would merely be a reflection o f the distance the effector had to cover. As a result of this 
implicit assumption, few studies have discussed the pattern of MT changes within the 
responses examined. If  one is to come to a more thorough understanding of the control 
of such rapid aiming responses, it behooves researchers to examine all phases o f a 
response. In order to do so, the next section o f this review will examine the role accuracy 
demand has on the response production phase, that is how does the size and placement of 
targets affect movement time to hit such targets.
Speed-Accuracy Trade-Off
Review of findings
Woodworth (1899) was the first to empirically examine the relationship between a 
movement's speed and its accuracy. He used simple repetitive line-drawing movements 
to a target, varying the speed of the moves by changing the setting of a metronome that 
triggered the start o f each. Studies were done with various distances, with the right and 
left hands, and with the eyes closed and open in an attempt to uncover some of the 
fundamental relationships between speed and accuracy. The results revealed that 
accuracy decreased as movement speed increased, that the left hand was less accurate than 
the right hand, and that the decrement in accuracy with increased speed was greater when 
the eyes were open than when the eyes were closed. Woodworth proposed that aiming 
movements are made up of an initial adjustment that carries the limb toward the target in 
an open-loop fashion and current or contemporary control based on feedback that causes 
the limb to "home in" on the target.
Later, Fitts (1954) attempted to describe a mathematical principle between a 
movement's speed and its accuracy. He conducted a series of experiments on the 
relationship between the speed and accuracy of reciprocal aiming movements. Subjects
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attempted to tap back and forth as quickly as possible between two targets with a hand­
held stylus. The amplitude (A) between two targets and the width (W) of the targets were 
manipulated. The task was scored by the number o f taps during 20 s. This score was 
transformed into average movement time (MT) by dividing the number of t^ s  into 20 s. 
Larger target areas required a less precise movement than smaller targets and so MT 
decreased as target width increased. Also, a  shorter amplitude with the same size target 
required less precision than a longer amplitude. Thus, MT decreased as the amplitude 
decreased. Fitts combined effects of manipulating both target width and amplitude. He 
proposed an index o f difGculty (ID), which was defined as ID = Logz (2A/W). He found 
that mean MT was linearly related to ID as specified by the following equation: MT = 
a+b(ID), where a and b are constants. Thus, one could expect mean MT to increase as ID 
increased. Moreover, within given limits, one could expect mean MT to remain constant 
for different values o f movement amplitude and target width, provided that ID is held 
constant.
Fitts' law was later extended by Fitts and Peterson (1964) who used discrete 
tapping responses and recorded SRT over trials in which 50% were catch trials. The 
results revealed that SRT was found to increase 5.4 ms for every 1-bit increase in ID, and 
the amplitude component o f ID produced significant effects. The correlation between ED 
and SRT was a .79.
The relationship between speed and accuracy by Fitts' law has been found in 
many other tasks including: moving a joystick, handle, or cursor (Jagacinski, Repperger, 
Moran, Ward, & Glass, 1980; Meyer, Smith, & Wright, 1982); throwing darts (Kerr & 
Langolf, 1977); and manipulating objects under a microscope (Langolf, Chaffin & 
Foulke, 1976). For example, Langolf, Chaffîn and Foulke, (1976) required subjects to 
perform a task while looking through a microscope. The task required subjects to 
alternately position a piano wire in two holes when the amplitude of the movement and 
the size o f the hole was varied. Index of difficulties ranged from 2.22 bits to 8.38 bits.
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A linear coiielation of ID and MT revealed that ID accounted for 98 to 100% of the 
variance in MT.
Nowadays, the demonstration o f Fitts' law is no longer a significant issue in 
aiming movements. Fitts' law could be derived mathematically without having to resort 
to ideas about information as Fitts (1954) had done. This derivation and associated 
argument was produced in a more accessible form some years later by Crossman- 
Goodeve (1963/1983).
The Crossman-Goodeve theory
Crossman and Goodeve (1963/1983) proposed Fitts' law could be explained by 
feedback correction processes. Fitts' law, they proposed, described the effectiveness of 
the combined open- and closed-loop processes that operated in the movement toward a 
target. The open-loop phase would operate for a fixed period of time, and it would have 
a spatial accuracy that was proportional to the distance that it had covered in that time. 
Then, feedback processes would evaluate the size and direction of the error and issue a 
second open-loop movement that would serve as a correction. This second movement 
would have an accuracy proportional to its much shorter distance; its error would be 
evaluated; another correction would be made; and so on until the movement landed on the 
target In this way, MT should be related to the amplitude and target width as Fitts' law 
shows. With greater amplitude, the first open-loop movement would be longer and 
would have more error. With smaller target width, more feedback corrections would be 
required for the movement to land on the target. (Qualitatively, then, the model accounts 
for the relationships implied Fitts' law. Quantitatively, the model predicts a linear 
increase of total MT with ID, provided one assumes that each correction takes a constant 
time.
The multiple correction theory of Crossman and Goodeve was supported by 
Jagacinski, Repperger, Moran, Ward, and Glass (1980). They required subjects to 
manipulate a control stick to move a cursor displayed on an oscilloscope screen through a
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distance A to a target of width W. Dependent variables were RT, MT, which were 
calculated across combinations o f initial displacement, target width, and target direction 
for each subject The results revealed that MTs were a linear function o f Fitts' ID. An 
analysis of the trajectories of the cursor revealed the presence of a series of 
submovements, whose duration, accuracy, and fiequency were systematically related to 
changes observed in the Fitts' law relationship. Jagacinski et al. (1980) proposed that the 
submovements not only had a decreasing duration over the movement trajectory, but their 
relative accuracy also declined.
The Crossman-Goodeve theory was based, therefore, on biomechanical records 
of subjects' movement trajectories in these aiming responses. Breaks between one open- 
loop segment and the next could be seen as sudden changes in the position or veloci^ of 
the limb. Generally, however, most of the movements studied had only one correction, 
and some had no visible corrections at all, even with MTs o f700 msec. This finding, 
therefore, casts doubt on the validiQr of the Crossman and Goodeve explanation for Fitts' 
law.
Impulse variability
In an attempt to offer an alternative to the Crossman-Goodeve theory, Schmidt, 
Zelaznik, Hawkins, Frank, & Quinn (1979) proposed an impulse variabiliQr model for 
Fitts' law. In Schmidt et al.'s experimental procedure, subjects were required to hit a 
target within a prescribed amount of time, trying to minimize the spatial variabiliQr of the 
endpoints of their movements. Specifically, subjects were required to move within 200 
ms to targets located between 10 and 30 cm from the home position. Schmidt et al. 
observed a linear relationship between the standard deviation of the endpoints (W J and 
average velocity (A/MT): W* = a + b (A/MT) where A is the movement amplitude, MT is 
movement time, and W* is the standard deviation o f the movement distances actually 
produced. The relation between W* and A/MT was thought to result from "noise " in the 
execution of motor program control. This variability is related to A and MT. Thus, when
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the distance is increased, more force must be produced, leading to greater variability in 
the movement trajectory, causing the subject to miss the target. K the subject was to slow 
down, MT would be increased. Also, when the target size is decreased, the subject 
should slow down so that the variability in force is reduced. The impulse variability 
model leads to a speed-accuracy trade-off because greater distances and smaller targets 
should lead to systematically slower MTs, as Fitts found.
The impulse variability model of Schmidt et al. can not explain all the effects 
observed in rapid aiming movements because submovements based on feedback are 
sometimes observed. The impulse variability model makes no provision for such 
feedback based corrections.
Ideal control o f rapid aimed movements
The previous two models dealt with two extremes of movement control; (a) the 
use of visual feedback to improve accuracy during on-going portions of slower 
movements, and (b) very fast movements that can not easily use visual feedback, and 
thus are controlled only through the amplitude of the initial impulse. Therefore, Meyer, 
Abrams, Komblum, Wright, and Smith (1988) proposed the optimized initial impulse 
model. This model is a combination of an iterative corrections model (current control) 
and an impulse variability model (initial impulse). Meyer et al. (1988) manipulated visual 
feedback by eliminating a cursor that subjects were attempting to move to an ever present 
target on a computer monitor. They found that secondary submovemerats occurred on 
the majority o f trials, unless the ID was very low. Furthermore, there was no difference 
in the hequency o f submovements between visual feedback and no feedback conditions, 
in spite o f an accuracy advantage for the former. According to this model, a subject 
makes a first movement toward a target, which, if successful, is the sole movement. 
However, if  it is inaccurate, for example, it undershoots or overshoots the target, another 
movement will be required involving visual feedback during on-going movement control. 
Clearly, the subject needs to find a balance between moving quickly, which requires a
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large initial force, and moving slowly enough to allow corrections to the on-going 
movement, thereby ensuring accuraty. Meyer et al. showed that total movement time 
can be shown to vary with number of observed submovements with T = a+b-nCD/W)*^" 
where T is total movement time. D is the distance firom the starting position to the center 
of the target, W  is the target width, n is the number o f submovements, and a and b are 
constants. If  D is increased and W is decreased, T should be increased as Fitts' law 
would suggest. Also, as n decreases, T increases. Meyer et al. showed that the number 
of submovements, when they have been measured, can be predicted by total movement 
time, distance, and width, as prescribed by the model.
The optimized initial impulse model was supported by Carson, Goodman, Chua, 
and Elliott's (1993) experiment to clarify the role o f vision in the modification of 
movement trajectories. They required subjects to perform manual aiming movements 
under four visual conditions; full-vision, target extinguished upon movement initiation, 
ambient illumination extinguished upon movement initiation, and no-vision. Results 
revealed that accuracy was superior in the full-vision and target-off conditions.
Interestingly, analyses of movement kinematics revealed that movements made in 
conditions in which there was vision of the limb exhibited a greater number of discrete 
modifications o f the movement trajectory. On an individual-trial basis, no relationship 
existed between accuracy and the occurrence of discrete modifications. Their data 
suggest the existence of a functional link between modifications based upon vision of the 
moving limb and the reduction of endpoint error.
In summary, the speed-accuracy relationship was first studied systematically by 
Woodworth (1899) nearly 100 years ago. Formal mathematical statements of the speed- 
accuracy relationship were first proposed by Fitts (1954). He proposed that MT is 
linearly related to the ID of a target The iterative correction model was introduced by 
Crossman and Goodeve (1963/1983). They proposed that open-loop programmed 
control is involved in the initiation of the movement toward the target and feedback
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intermittently provided information to allow corrections along the way until the target was 
contacted. Schmidt et al. (1979) alternatively proposed the impulse variabiliQr theory that 
Fitts' law reflected the initial-impulse phase rather than the current-control phase.
Finally, most recently Meyer et al. (1988) attempted to explain the relationship between 
MT and ID in an optimized initial impulse motkl.
Theories of speed-accuracy trade-off have concentrated on MT changes. Also, 
nearly all experiments examining Fitts' law have used either single target aiming or 
reciprocal tapping paradigms. Models of Fitts' law have not been used to explain rapid 
sequential aiming movements and it is unlikely that very long sequences are programmed 
entirely in advance. Therefore, the next section of this review will examine studies 
investigating the notion of on-line programming in which both RT and MT have been 
analyzed in longer sequences of movement.
On-Line Programming
As movement sequences increase in duration, how much planning or 
programming occurs in advance of their execution? Traditional motor program theory 
(Lashley, 1951) has implied that the entire sequence is planned in advance of movement 
execution. Typically, this advance planning has been examined through the high-speed 
production of relatively short movement sequences. More recent theories, however, have 
suggested that the ability to maintain the fluency and control of relatively long duration 
sequences (e.g., handwriting and typing) cannot be explained solely in terms of 
traditional notions of advance planning. Several studies have suggested the possibility of 
on-line programming in long sequences. Recently, Rosenbaum (1988) proposed the 
Hierarchical Editor (HED) model of response programming which makes provision for 
the potential of on-line programming. On-line programming allows later parts of a long 
sequence to be programmed after execution of the sequence has started.
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Dgv^ i<?pmgm çf ftp-ffiPjBodel
Maay researchers have proposed that movement sequences are organized as a 
hierarchy. The hierarchical control model proposes that some higher level in the system 
is responsible for monitoring feedback and making adjustments, and that lower levels are 
responsible for carrying out those decisions. Hierarchical control is often depicted in 
tree-lüæ branching structures, consisting of a set of elements at different levels.
A hierarchical decisions model was proposed by Rosenbaum, Saltzman, and 
Kingman (1984a). They were concerned with an issue arising from an influential set of 
results reported by Sternberg et al. (1978). hi Rosenbaum et al.’s first experiment, 
subjects chose between sequences o f varying length: (a) i versus I, (b) ir versus IR, or (c) 
irm versus IRM, where i, r, and m denote button presses of the index, ring, and middle 
fingers o f the left hand, respectively, and I, R, M denote button presses of the index, 
ring, and middle fingers of the right hand, respectively. The instmction was to perform 
the required sequence accurately, minimizing the delay between appearance of the signal 
and completion of the required sequence. The results revealed that the mean time (Tl) for 
the first response after the reaction signal, increased with the length of the sequence to be 
performed and the mean time (T2) for the second response was longer when that 
response was embedded in a sequence of length n=3 than when it was embedded in a 
sequence of length n=2. Rosenbaum et al. (1984a) explained these results within a 
hierarchical decisions model. In this model, after the choice signal is identified, the 
subject decides which tree to access, and then courses through the tree in the same 
manner as when the identity of the required sequence is known ahead of time, ff one 
assumes that it takes extra time to traverse each extra node, the tree-traversal model 
accounts for length effects on initiation times, both in choice and simple reaction time 
experiments.
Although the hierarchical decisions model can account for the choice context 
effects, it fails to account for the fact that subjects can often choose more quickly between
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similar responses than between dissimilar responses. To account for sim ilari^ effects of 
this kind, Rosenbaum and Saltzman (1984) proposed a motor program editor model.
This model proposed that, in the early part o f a choice RT trial, the subject prepares an 
incomplete motor program consisting of an ordered set o f motor subprograms, each of 
which has all the features shared by the alternative responses in the corresponding serial 
position. The subsequent selection of the required response is achieved by editing the 
initially readied motor program, that is, by supplying to each incomplete subprogram the 
features needed to complete i t
The motor program editor model, however, does not account for effects of 
response length and choice context on inter-response times. Therefore, Rosenbaum, 
Inhoff, and Gordon (1984b) proposed the HED model which was a hybrid of the motor 
program editor model and the hierarchical decisions model. They performed a series of 
experiments in which subjects had to choose between sequences of finger movements. In 
Experiment 3, subjects chose between finger sequences of fixed length, where the first, 
second, or third response distinguished the two possible sequences. In different blocks 
of trials, the choices were (a) irm versus Irm, (b) irm versus iRm, or (c)irm versus irM.
In condition (a) the first response was uncertain, in condition (b) the second response 
was uncertain, and in condition (c) the third response was uncertain. The results revealed 
that T l in the common sequence (irm) decreased as the position of the uncertain response 
receded firom the beginning of the sequence. If subjects had chosen between the 
sequences by deciding between two independent trees, the serial position o f the uncertain 
response should have bad no effect on T l. The HED model assumes that motor plans are 
hierarchically structured and that subjects prepare for forthcoming sequence choices by 
readying responses shared by the two possible sequences. According to Rosenbaum et 
al.' s (1984b) HED model, two passes are made through a single motor program. The 
first, "edit," pass ensures that any uncertainties are resolved. It proceeds to the first point 
of uncertainQf before the reaction signal is presented, and after the reaction signal is
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identified, proceeds fix>m that point to the end of the program. Once the edit pass has 
been complete, there is a second, "execution," pass. As its name implies, the execution 
pass allows responses to be physically produced when their corresponding terminal 
nodes are encountered.
Implications for on-line programming
The need for on-line programming comes 6om  a limited buffer capacity and from 
the need to correct execution errors in order to achieve accurate aiming, programming
of the movement is occurring on-line, although increases in RT may or may not occur as 
the number o f segments is increased, the on-line programming should be reflected in 
increases in MTs for the segments.
On-line programming may be indicated by a slower execution at the beginning of 
a sequence (e.g., Chamberlin & Magill, 1989; Christina et al., 1985; Fischman & Lim,
1991; Klapp & Wyatt, 1976). Klapp and Wyatt (1976) investigated the possibiliQr of on­
line programming. By requiring subjects to tap a "dit-dah" morse code like sequence. 
Sequences were composed of either short-key or long-key presses or of a mixture of the 
two. Klapp and Wyatt investigated the influence of the terminal element on RT, MT, and 
inter-response time. They found that having either dit or dah as the terminal element did 
not influence RT, but that the more complex dah movement resulted in a slight increase in 
MT for the first element and a significant increase in the inter-response time. They 
concluded that programming of later elements in a response can occur after movement 
initiation and will influence the timing of the sequence o f responses.
More recently, Chamberlin and Magill (1989) found that movement time of first 
the response segment increased as the number of segments in the response was increased. 
They required subjects to tap either one, two, or three metal plates as rapidly and 
accurately as possible in both SRT and CRT situations. The results of CRT consistently 
showed no increases in RT as the number of movement segments increased, but showed 
significant increases in MTl. The results o f SRT, however, showed small increases in
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RT as well as increases in M TI with increases in the number of movement segments. 
Chamberlin and Magill concluded that these results provided evidence for incon^lete 
programming prior to response initiation. They, therefore, proposed that most of the 
programming would occur during M Tl with more programming possible during later 
segments only if the movements are complex and require a  great deal of programming.
Evidence for on-line programming may also be found in one or more relatively 
long inter-element intervals (Brown & Carr, 1989; Fischman, 1984; Schneider & Fisk, 
1983; Sternberg et al., 1978). Sternberg et al. (1978) found indications for on-line 
programming in Qrping responses, hi Sternberg et al.'s Qrping experiment, subjects 
typed one to five letters by alternating hands or using the same hand. Response latency 
increased with sequence length in one hand and alternating hands. For sequences of four 
and five letters, the stroke rate was slower toward the middle of the sequence than at 
either end, but Sternberg et al. (1978) considered it an anomaly. This phenomenon was 
also found in Fischman's (1984) tapping experiment. More recently. Brown and Carr
(1989) required subjects to practice key pressing sequences of various lengths and added 
a memory load in some blocks of trials. CRT and the rate of execution were generally 
affected by the secondary task but this effect was most pronounced for CRT. 
Interestingly, the third keypress in the six key sequence, which was already relatively 
slow in the single task condition, was delayed much more by the secondary task than the 
other keypresses. Brown and Carr suggested that subjects may have engaged in a "divide 
and conquer" strategy with the longest six component sequences. That is, subjects may 
have paused after completion o f the first three keypresses to load, prepare, or plan the 
execution of the remaining three.
On-line programming may also be indicated by a slower execution at the end of a 
sequence. This was observed in handwriting (Hulstijn & Van Galen, 1983; Van Galen, 
Meulenbroek, & Hylkema, 1986) and in repetitive key tapping (Garcia-Colera & Semjen, 
1978; Piek, Glencross, Barrett, & Love, 1993). In an examination of handwriting.
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Hulsüjn and Van Galen (1983) found indications o f on-line progranuning when they 
required subjects to write a series o f letters in an SRT paradigm. In Experiment 1, one to 
four letters had to be written in each o f three conditions; normal, large, and with the 
addition of extra strokes. In Experiment 2, digits were used, written either in the normal 
way or according to a  novel movement pattern. In Experiment 3, the letters formed 
words or nonsense strings. In all three experiments, a linear increase o f RT with 
sequence length was found. The time to write a letter, however, did not increase with 
sequence length. Interestingly, in the MTs of the individual letters, the final position 
letter or digit was slower than first three letters or digits. Hulstijn and Van Galen (1983) 
suggested that the subjects could completely preprogram only the first unit before the go 
signal and the rest of the movement was programmed during or after the first movement
More recently, Piek et al. (1993) investigated the programming of relatively long 
sequences with a tapping task involving a sequence of five taps. They required subjects 
to tap with the index finger of the right hand at rates o f 150,200, and 250 ms. In the first 
condition, subjects were required either to increase the force for the specified tap or to 
decrease the force at the particular tap position. In the second condition, six stress tap 
conditions were employed; a no-stress condition, then a stress at tap 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , and 5. 
Piek et al. found a lengthening o f the intervals before and after a stressed tap, and 
suggested that this was a result o f additional organizational time needed when a tap of 
greater force was required. Specifically, Piek et al. found that the first (between tap 1 
and tap 2) and last (between tap 4  and tap 5) intervals were always longer in four intertap 
intervals. These findings support the notion that the planning of the movement continues 
during the movement execution.
In summary, the HED model assumes a hierarchically organized motor program 
that is first "edited" to resolve any uncertainties and is then "executed" to produce the 
desired response. On-line programming is suggested by smaller or even reversed effects 
of sequence length on the initiation interval, and by the disappearance of the effect of a
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choice element on initiation time when this element is at a later position along with slowed 
execution o f one or more individual elements.
If  programming o f long responses is completed prior to movement initiation, then 
the data should demonstrate increases in RT with no changes in MT with increases in the 
number o f movement segments in the response. Most sequential tapping experiments, 
however, have shown that one or more segment MTs are delayed, hiterestingly, 
experiments investigating the preparation and production of r ^ id  sequential aiming 
movements have consistently found that MT2 is performed much slower than the other 
MT segments (e.g., Chamberlin & Magill, 1989; Fischman, 1984; Sidaway, 1991). This 
finding has largely been ignored and no explanation has been proffered for this 
ubiquitous effect. The next chapter will therefore discuss possible theoretical 
explanations for why MT2 is slower than the other segments in rapid sequential aiming 
movements. The validity of this explanation will be discussed in light of some recent 
experiments performed here in the motor behavior laboratory at Louisiana State 
University.
Possible Reasons for Lengthened MT2 
Since Sidaway et al. (1990) found a consistently slow MT2 in rapid sequential 
aiming movements, experiments have been performed in our laboratory in order to 
investigate possible reasons for this phenomena. Sidaway et al. (1990) proposed that this 
lengthened MT2 may be the results of the motor program being organized hierarchically, 
on-line visual trajectory corrections, and on-line feedback-based movement corrections. 
Hierarchical control
According to the HED model, subjects begin to execute the program while 
continuing to edit later parts of the program. Also, Hulstijn and Van Galen (1983) 
proposed a parallel processing model for handwriting, in which only the first unit was 
completely preprogrammed before the go signal, and in which succeeding elements were 
programmed during the execution of preceding ones. Therefore, a possible reason for
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lengthened MT2 may be due to a time requirement to program remainder o f the response 
after only first part of the response is programmed hierarchically before movement 
initiation.
In order to investigate some possible theoretical explanations of lengthened MT2, 
Sidaway, Yook, and Russell (1995a) manipulated the movement initiation conditions in 
an attempt to alter the response programming process. Twelve male subjects participated 
in three initiation conditions; SRT, CRT, and self-initiation (subjects were instracted to 
start the movement when they were ready). In each condition, subjects rapidly struck 1, 
2, or 3 circular metal targets (6 cm diameter, 10 cm apart) in sequence with a hand-held 
stylus. A lengthened MT2 was found for both the SRT and CRT conditions, similar to 
the results o f previous experiments (e. g., Fischman, 1984; Chamberlin & Magill, 1989). 
However, when subjects self-initiated their responses, MT2 was not significantly slower 
than M Tl. Sidaway et al. (1995a) proposed that under SRT and CRT conditions, time 
pressure to initiate action prevented complete programming of the response and so 
subjects were forced to make an on-line check and/or correction of the response after the 
initial response had started under open-loop control. MT2 was slowed as a result of this 
check. In the Sidaway et al.’s (1995a) experiment, under SRT and CRT conditions a 
hierarchical programming interpretation might hold, with the first part of the response 
(MTl) being programmed before movement initiation, and MT2 being slowed, due to the 
programming of the remainder of the response during that movement segment 
However, in Fischman's (1984) experiment as the number of targets increase from 1 to 
5, programming time increased with each additional target This evidence suggests that 
the initial programming process takes into account features o f the response past the first 
segment.
On-line trajectory-correction
The role of visual feedback in aiming movements has been a major concern in 
motor control since Woodworth's (1899) experiment In recent years, there have been a
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number of attempts to investigate the visual feedback processing time firom an ongoing 
target-pointing movement (Carlton, 1981; Keele & Posner, 1968; Zelaznik, Hawkins, & 
Kisselburgh, 1983). Ikele and Posner (1968) hypothesized that visual feedback cannot 
influence the spatial accuracy o f fast movements, since movement correction with visual 
feedback cannot talœ place in movements o f duration less than visual feedback processing 
time. They withdrew visual feedback in single aiming tasks o f various speeds and found 
that the withdrawal of visual feedback influenced the accuracy of movements with 
durations o f260 to 450 msec, but not the accuracy of movements as short as 190 msec. 
They, therefore, suggested that visual processing time is between 190 to 260 msec.
There is recent evidence, however, that visual feedback can be processed in much 
less time. Zelaznik et al. (1983) pointed out that, in the Keele and Posner (1968) 
experiment, since visual feedback was manipulated by randomly selected trials (.5 
probability), there might have been an added delay in processing under vision conditions 
due to the costs o f preparing for no vision trials, resulting in an overestimation o f visual 
feedback processing time. In an experiment to examine the effect of certainQr o f visual 
feedback on its processing, Zelaznik and his colleagues obtained greater differences in the 
spatial accuracy o f movements between vision and no vision conditions, when the 
condition was known to the subject The result indicates that the uncertainty o f vision 
reduced the effect of visual manipulation in the Keele and Posner (1968) experiment 
Based on the results of their own experiment which compared the accuracy of single 
aiming movements between the no vision and vision conditions, Zelaznik et al. proposed 
that visual feedback can affect movements with durations much less than 190 msec.
Although these recent studies indicate that vision is useful for the control o f even 
very rapid movements, vision/no-vision accuracy differences are typically small, unless 
visual information is artificially manipulated (e.g., Elliott & Allard, 1985). Thomson 
(1980,1983) has suggested that part of our ability to control movement in the absence of 
vision, may be due to a visual representation of the movement environment being
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available to an individual after vision has been occluded. In Thomson's (1983) 
experiment, he required subjects to walk to targets a short distance away (3-21 m), with 
their eyes closed. In some conditions, subjects began walking to the targets immediately 
after closing their eyes, and in other conditions they were required to wait several seconds 
before walking. Thomson found that if subjects were able to reach the target area in less 
than 8 s, their walking accuracy was equivalent to an eyes-open situation. When the no­
vision interval exceeded 8 s, there was a marked deterioration in walking accuracy.
Based on this finding, Thomson concluded that a visual representation of the movement 
environment persisted for about 8 s after visual occlusion, and that this representation can 
be used to control locomotion.
This brief visual representation of the environment was applied to the study of 
rapid aiming movements by Elliott and Madalena (1987). In Experiment 1, subjects 
pointed to targets a short distance away (25 or 35 cm) under five different visual 
conditions. Subjects moved to the targets in a condition involving full visual information 
(light on), and a condition in which the lights were extinguished upon movement 
initiation (lights off). Subjects also pointed to the targets under conditions in which the 
lights went off 2 ,5  and 10 s prior to movement initiation. The results revealed a large 
increase in error when subjects were required to wait as little as 2 s in the dark prior to 
movement initiation. Elliott and Madalena suggested that some sort of representation of 
the environment, useful for the visual control o f movement, persists for a brief period of 
time (< 2 s) after visual occlusion. This experiment was the first supporting evidence for 
a short term spatial representation, although much shorter than that proposed by Thomson 
(1983).
Based on the above findings on visual feedback, one might suggest that the 
lengthened MT2 found in sequential aiming, may be due to a visually based on-line 
trajectory-correction occuring during MT2. In order to investigate this probability, Yook, 
Sidaway, and Russell (1994) required subjects to strike 1,2, or 3 targets in sequence
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with a  band-held stylus. Subjects performed 42 trials in each condition. On separate 
days, subjects initiated movement immediately after, or 10 s after the eyes were closed. 
The 10 s delay condition was included to explore the possibility that subjects were using 
an iconic visual store o f the environment, to perfonn the responses. All responses were 
performed slower in the 10 s delay condition. Mote interestingly, contrary to previous 
tapping research, in which vision was available, under the 10 s delay condition, MT2 was 
not slower than M Tl. These findings support the notion that a visually based correction 
process may occur during MT2 in sequential tapping responses.
Yook et al.’ s (1994) experiment, however, involved self-initiated responses. 
Therefore, even though subjects bad closed their eyes, they may have programmed the 
complete response during the 10 s delay, therefore, obviating the necessi^ for a visually 
based on-line trajectory-correction. In an attempt to examine this issue, Sidaway, Yook, 
and Russell (1995b) performed an experiment in which subjects hit a  linear series of 3 
circular metal targets with a hand-held stylus in an SRT paradigm. The room lights were 
extinguished on the "go" signal, in either a random or blocked schedule, order being 
counterbalanced. Forty trials were performed in each schedule, on separate days, the last 
20 being analyzed. An interaction of visual condition and trial schedule revealed that 
when the subjects could see the targets, there was little difference between the random 
and blocked schedules, whereas when the lights were off, the random schedule resulted 
in faster MTs than the blocked schedule. As expected, when vision of the targets was 
allowed, MT2 was performed much slower than MTl and MT3. However, when the 
task was performed in darkness, that same pattern of results also emerged. It appears 
then, that the use of visual feedback is not the cause of the lengthened MT2s seen in this 
and previous sequential aiming research.
Even though Sidaway et al.’s (1995b) experiment failed to demonstrate that MT2 
is slowed, due to visually based on-line trajectory-correction process, their experiment 
did not prevent the use o f iconic memory. Subjects, therefore, may have been used
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iconic memory in conjunction with proprioceptive feedback to make on-line trajectory- 
correction. Sidaway et al. had included a delay condition in order to remove iconic
memory, all effects o f visual correction would have been prevented.
On-line programming and control
On-line programming is another possible reason for why MT2 is lengthened. 
Experiments reviewed earlier demonstrated that the middle elements o f a long sequence 
were slower than the other elements (e.g.. Brown & Carr, 1989; Fischman, 1984; 
Sternberg et al., 1978). However, the appearance of on-line programming has often 
varied, as a function of the speed o f sequences, the Qrpe of task, and the frequency of 
practice. For example, longer inter-response intervals appear to facilitate on-line 
programming o f individual elements; whereas, it is difficult to observe on-line 
programming in rapid single aiming movements. Also, in handwriting and when 
producing sequences of large-scale aiming movements, the complexiQr effect is primarily 
limited to sequences of one and two elements (Christina et al., 1985; Fischman, 1984; 
Van Donkelaar &  Franks, 1990). On the other hand, in ^ in g  and speech the complexity 
effect continues up to six elements (Sternberg et al., 1978,1988). Furthermore, on-line 
programming was found to disappear with extensive practice (Verwey, 1994b). Hence, 
the amount o f on-line programming is also affected by the level o f practice.
Even though on-line programming may still be a possible reason why MT2 is 
slower than the other MT segments, if  the accuracy of the individual elements increases, 
the amount o f on-line programming may decrease due to the need for feedback processing 
(Verwey, 1994a). Therefore, on-line control may also be a possible reason for 
lengthened MT2. This on-line control appears to be the result o f feedback processes 
involving various aspects of the interface between the central nervous system and the 
effectors. Such on-line control was supported by Van Donkelaar and Franks’s (1991) 
experiment They investigated the convergence between the acceleration traces of arm 
movement and the RT/movement complexity relationship. Subjects performed a
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repetitive arm extension/flexion movement, under an SRT paradigm. There were 12 
conditions: 3 different stimuli frequency conditions (slow, control, and fast) by 4  levels 
of complexity (1 to 4  cycles). Dependent variables were RT, limb acceleration, and a 
power spectral densiQr. Results revealed that when the movement sequence was done as 
quickly as possible, preprogramming took place. However, as the speed of response 
was decreased, on-line control became more dominant.
bi order to investigate the possibility^ that lengthened MT2 is due to on-line control 
processes, Yook and Sidaway (1995) performed an experiment in which subjects were 
required to strike three circular targets in sequence with a hand-held stylus, in an SRT 
paradigm. Subjects performed 50 trials in each of five conditions, over two days. The 
conditions differed with respect to the size of the first target (1.5-10 cm diameter). The 
effect of target size resulted in significantly slower RT as size decreased. Analysis of the 
movement time data revealed a significant interaction of first target size and movement 
segment. Consistent with previous research, in the four largest target conditions, MT2 
was significantly slower than the other movement segments, bi contrast, MT2 was not 
slower than the previous segment (M Tl) under the smallest first target condition (1.5 
cm). These findings suggest that lengthening MTl allowed subjects to correct movement 
error on-line during that segment, and therefore MT2 was not differentially slowed.
The above results suggest that if subjects perform a rapid sequential aiming 
movement with a low accuracy requirement, this may allow on-line programming of a 
forthcoming aiming movement; whereas, if there are greater accuracy demands for the 
individual element, this may change the need for on-line control. Performers, therefore, 
may need more time to correct errors during MT2 because under SRT conditions, time 
pressure to initiate action prevents complete programming of the response. However, if 
performers have enough time to correct errors/reprogram during M Tl, MT2 will not be 
slower.
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Biomechanical constEaints
Although our laboratory has not analyzed possible biomechanical factors that 
might contribute to the lengthening of MT2, other researchers have provided evidence to 
suggest that such factors may indeed be a  reason why MT2 is slower than the other MT 
segments (e.g., Adam, 1992; Adam, van der Bruggen, & Bekkering, 1993; Teasdale & 
Schmidt, 1991). Recently, Fischman and Reeve (1992) disputed Chamberlin and 
Magill's (1989) explanation for the increase in M Tl in two target responses. Recall that 
Chamberlin and Magill proposed that M Tl was slowed in a  two target response due to 
on-line programming of the second component during that interval. Fischman and Reeve 
(1992), therefore, examined the on-line programming hypothesis by designing a 
procedure which maximized the opportunity^ for complete programming prior to response 
initiation. They accomplished this by allowing subjects an unlimited amount of response 
planning time before response initiation and by simplifying the second movement Thus, 
they required subjects to take their time and plan the entire response before initiating it; the 
response was to strike the first target and then simply lift the stylus off and move it over 
the second target without striking i t  Even though this procedure minimized the need for 
on-line programming the results showed a robust one-target advantage. Fischman and 
Reeve (1992) interpreted this finding as evidence that the longer MTl in two-target 
responses is probably not due to on-line programming. Instead they favored a constraint 
notion which claims that subjects facing a two-target aiming response adopt a strategy of 
restraining the limb as it approaches the first target
Fischman and Reeve's constraint explanation, however, is not completely 
satisfying. It is expressed in very general, rather vague, terms and does not specifically 
address the questions of why and how subjects constrain their first movement in a two- 
target striking action. Therefore, Adam et al. (1993) tested a target impact constraint 
hypothesis of the one-target advantage by studying the kinematics of one-element and 
two-element target aiming responses. Subjects performed sliding movements toward
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targets over the surface o f a digitizer under three conditions; response 
(discrete/reciprocal), target size (3/24 mm), and mechanical stop (with/without). 
Dependent variables were MT, peak veloci^, acceleration time, deceleration time, 
normalized acceleration, normalized deceleration, and dwell time for the reciprocal aiming 
response, hi the conditions with small targets, results revealed that when there was no 
mechanical stop, the first movement of the reciprocal response was not different firom that 
of the discrete response in terms of normalized deceleration and peak velocity. However, 
with a mechanical stop, discrete movements had shorter normalized deceleration phases 
and larger peak velocities, hi the conditions with large targets, results revealed that the 
advantage for the mechanical stop materialized for the discrete response but not for the 
reciprocal response. Adam et al. (1993) concluded that the one-target advantage 
materialized when task constraints required a movement stop and allowed for target 
impact. Adam et al. suggested that the underlying mechanism was the exploitation of 
passive, mechanical deceleration through target impact.
Although Adam et al. (1993) did not investigate a possible reason for lengthened 
MT2 in three-target responses with the target impact constraint hypothesis, their results 
are persuasive. If when performers are required to strike 3 targets in sequence, Adam et 
al.'s results suggest that MT2 might be lengthened due to biomechanical constraints. 
Under this hypothesis, MT2 is slowed by the necessity for the performers to stop 
momentarily (dwell time) on the first target and therefore the acceleration off this target 
will be lower than if they do not have to stop on this target Future research should 
investigate possible reasons for lengthened MT2 with kinematic analyses; deceleration, 
peak velocity, dwell time, and zero line crossings in acceleration traces.
In summary, this chapter explored possible reasons why MT2 is slower than the 
other MT segments in sequential aiming responses. The first reason discussed was a 
hierarchical control notion in which only MTl may be programmed prior to movement 
initiation and that MT2 is slower due to the programming of the remainder of the
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response. The second reason explored was an on-line trajectory-correction in which the 
limb may be moved slowly during MT2 so that there is enough time to enable feedback- 
mediated trajectory corrections to be made. The third reason proposed was an on-line 
programming and control theory in which performers may allow reprogramming of the 
forthcoming aiming movement and correcting errors with feedback during MT2. The 
suggestion was based on biomechanical constraints in which movements may increase 
dwell time on the first target and the acceleration off this target may be lower due to target 
impact. MT2, therefore, is slower.
Conclusions and Hypotheses for Future Research
The primary purpose of this review was to provide a synthesis o f the research on 
RT and MT in rapid sequential aiming movements with a view to explaining the cause of 
the lengthened MT2 findings in such movements. In order to examine this problem, this 
review focused on manual aiming research which has been historically important in the 
study of the response complexiQr effect and speed-accuracy relationships in goal-directed 
movement
The research in speed-accuracy trade-ofi^ introduced basic concepts of aiming 
movement production. Fitts' law expresses the relationship between MT, distance, and 
accuracy, stating that when the demands for accuracy increase, MT also increases.
Several explanations have been offered for Fitts' law. The iterative corrections model 
stated that corrections o f movement errors were responsible for increasing MT. The 
impulse variabili^ model proposes that the initial impulse that drives the limb toward the 
target is the determinant in MT. The optimized initial impulse model, which is a hybrid of 
the iterative corrections model and the impulse variability, introduced probably the most 
successful model to explain Fitts' law so far proposed. Unfortunately, studies 
investigating Fitts' law have almost completely ignored the preparation of these 
movements, instead researchers concentrated on MT changes. Moreover, nearly all
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experiments examining Fitts' law have used either single target aiming or reciprocal 
tapping paradigms.
The review of the response complexity effect, in contrast, introduced basic 
concepts o f sequential aiming movement preparation. It has been suggested that the time 
taken to initiate a  movement sequence is related to the complexity^ inherent in that 
sequence (Heruy & Rogers, 1960). Specifically, RT increases as the movement becomes 
more complex. Since the Henry and Rogers (1960) research, a wealth of studies have 
attempted to identify the cmcial elements of the complexity effect such as the number of 
movement part and constraints on movement initiation.
There are, however, some conditions in which increases in movement complexity 
do not lead to increases in RT. Furthermore, it is unlikely that long sequences (e.g., 5 
targets strikes, Fischman, 1984) are programmed entirely in advance. Experiments 
investigating the preparation and production of rapid sequential aiming movements have 
consistently found that MT2 is performed much slower that both the M Tl and subsequent 
segments (e.g., Chamberlin & Magill, 1989; Fischman, 1984; Sidaway, 1991). This 
finding has largely been ignored, and no explanation has been offered for this ubiquitous 
effect.
One of possible reasons o f the lengthened MT2 could be due to a visually based 
on-line trajectory-correction. Although our laboratory experiments failed to support the 
possibility that the lengthened MT2 is slowed to allow a visually based on-line trajectory- 
correction process, it likely that a long sequence benefits firom visual feedback. Zelaznik 
et al. (1981) argued that the performer can decide to control a 500 ms movement in either 
a closed- or an open-loop fashion, whereas a 200 ms movement would always be 
controlled open-loop. This supports the idea that relatively slow aiming movements may 
be regarded as a sequence of movement elements. However, there may not be sufficient 
time to employ visual feedback in rapid sequential aiming movements. More research is
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necessary to investigate whether proprioceptive or visually based on-line trajectoiy-
corrections are the cause of lengthened MT2 under vision and no-vision conditions.
Another possible reason suggested for lengthened MT2 was on-line programming 
and control. There is ample evidence that movement sequences are not always 
programmed entirely in advance. Evidence for on-line programming comes from 
vanishing and reversed RT response complexity effects with increasing sequence lengths 
and slowed execution of one or more individual elements. Since on-line programming 
may be used for on-line correction of each individual aiming movement, as well as for 
preparing forthcoming movements, it is unclear whether forthcoming aiming segments 
are programmed during execution of the earlier ones, or whether the need for on-line 
programming of the current aiming segment prevents this. If individual segments are 
relatively slow, or require little accuracy, this might allow on-line programming of 
forthcoming aiming movements. However, if there are greater accuracy demands for the 
individual elements, this may change due to the need for on-line control with feedback 
processing (Verwey, 1994a). This on-line control appears to be the result o f feedback 
processes involving various levels of the interfacing the central nervous system and the 
effectors. The behavioral outcome of this form of control generally consists of 
adjustments in the course of affecting an accurate outcome.
Our laboratory studies have led to some theoretical explanations for why MT2 is 
slower than the other MT segments, however, more research is necessary to investigate 
the kinematics of the movement trajectory. The analysis of dwell time on the first target 
and the limb acceleration off this target in sequential aiming responses, may provide 
support for the notion that MT2 is lengthened due to biomechanical constraints, whereas 
the analysis of the limb deceleration phase may provide evidence to suggest that MT2 is 
slowed due to on-line programming and control. This kinematic analysis could, 
therefore, distinguish between biomechanical and on-line programming control influences 
on MT2.
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APPENDIX B: HUMAN SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 
Human Subject Consent Form
This is to certify that I .............................................................  freely
volunteer to participate in a  study supervised by Dongwon Yook. This experiment has 
been fully explained to me by the written instructions and the experimenter. I understand 
that the purpose o f the study is to examine how reaction time and movement time are 
affected by the number of movement targets to be struck with a stylus under the different 
conditions. I have been given the opportunify to ask questions and any I have asked have 
been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that the data collected will remain 
confidential with regard to my identity. I certify that to the best of my knowledge I have 
no physical or mental illness or weakness that would present any risk to me by 
participating in this experiment
I understand that I am fiee to withdraw fix>m experiment at any time.
Subject's S ignature...............................................................................
Date o f B irth........................................  Date.......................................
I have fully explained the study to the above subject
Experim enter's Signature.........................................................................
D ate..........................................
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APPENDIX C: INSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH EXPERIMENT 
Instructions for Experiment 1 
To participate in this experiment you must be a right-handed male. The object of 
this experiment is to move as quickly as you can to hit 1 ,2, or 3 targets.
You will be given 6 blocks of 21 trials under each day. The experimenter will 
always tell you which movement you must make before you start each block of trials. On 
the first day, the experimenter say "close eye" and "ready" and you keep close eye till 
finishing your movement. On the second day, the experimenter say "close eye" and after 
10 s. delay "ready" and you must keep close eye until you will finish your movement 
Each trial will begin with a "ready” spoken by the experimenter. This is you signal to 
place the stylus on the starting position. Concentrate on making the movement as fast as 
you can and then start whenever you think that you are ready. Don't try and move 
straight after the experimenter says ready but take a few moments plan the movement and 
to psych yourself up for going as fast as you can once you start.
After completing a trial the experimenter will tell you how long it took you to 
make your movement. This movement time is made up of the time it took you to hit the 
1,2 , or 3 targets. The object o f this experiment is to decrease this movement time. This 
is why the experimenter tells you your time after each trial. Try to beat you previous 
trial's time in which you hit the same number o f targets. When people move very quickly 
they tend to be less accurate. You will find that if you move very quickly you might miss 
one of the targets sometimes. Occasional misses are OK. hi fact it tells us that you are 
trying your best. If you never miss you might be able to go faster and still hit the targets. 
If after each ten trials you have made no target errors the experimenter will ask to try to go 
a bit faster. Do not try to make errors though. If you miss the last target once or twice in 
ten trials that is OK but if you miss it 3 or 4 times in any set of ten trials the experimenter 
will ask you to be more accurate. To be more accurate you must slow down a bit until
97
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you are only missing once or twice in every set of ten trials. If you hit the wooden board 
before the target and the experimenter doesn't notice, please tell him.
Do you understand these instructions? Ask the experimenter any question if you 
are confused. Thanks for your participation.
Instructions for Experiment 2
This experiment involves the measurement of your reaction time and movement 
time in executing five responses. These responses require you to react and move as 
rapidly as possible to hit the appropriate targets with a sQrlus.
Remember that the object in each response condition is to complete the response 
as rapidly as possible while maintaining a low error rate (approximately 20%). On each 
of two days you will be tested on five response conditions. In each response condition 
you will receive 50 trials in 5 blocks of 10 trials. You will do 2 blocks of each response 
condition on the first day and on your second day you will do 3 blocks of each response 
condition.
Each trial will begin with the warning "ready". This is your signal to place the 
stylus in a vertical position at the start position. When you are in the proper starting 
position you will hear an auditory warning signal which will be followed shortly 
thereafter by another auditory signal. The onset of this second tone is your signal to 
initiate the response as rapidly as possible.
On some trials the "ready " command and the first of the auditory tones will be 
given, but the auditory signal to start the response will not follow. This is called a 
"catch" trial and is utilized to prevent you from anticipating the arrival of the second 
auditory signal. It is important that you do not initiate a response in this situation. At the 
end of each trial you should return the stylus to its rest position on wooden board and 
relax until you hear the next "ready" signal. If you hit the wooden board before the target 
and the experimenter doesn't notice, please tell him.
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REMEMBER: AS SOON AS YOU HEAR THE SECOND TONE, GET STARTED AS 
QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE AND MAKE THE ENTIRE RESPONSE AS FAST AND 
ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE.
Thank you for your participation.
ïn$miçtiQa CorfopsrimgDtJ.
Simple Reaction Time and Movement Time Experiment
To participate in this experiment you must be a  right-handed male. The object of 
this experiment is to react as quickly as you can when you hear the second beep 
(imperative signal) and then move as fast and accurately as you can to hit 3 ,4 ,5  or 6 
targets. You will participate in 4 response conditions. In the first condition, as soon as 
you hear the second beep, you must move as fast as you can to hit the first, second, and 
third target with the stylus. In the second condition, you must move as fast as possible 
and hit the first, second, third, and forth target In the third condition, you must hit the 
first, second, third, forth, and fifth target as fast as you can. In the forth condition, you 
must hit the first, second, third, forth, fifth, and sixth target as fast as you can. Before 
each trial there will be two auditory signals; the first is a  warning signal, the second is the 
signal to initiate the response.
You will be given 30 trials in 4 response conditions. The first block of 10 trials is 
a practice session and the second block o f 20 trials is an acquisition session. There will 
be a short rest in between each block and between the response conditions. Each trial 
wUl begin with a "ready" spoken by the experimenter. This is you signal to place the 
stylus on the starting position. A few seconds after you put the stylus on the start 
position you will hear a short beep from the computer. This is the READY signal. 
Shortly after this beep you will hear another short beep from the computer. This is the 
GO signal. As soon as you receive the second beep you should leave the start position 
and make the appropriate response as fast and accurately as you can. DO NOT try to 
anticipate the GO signal. Wait until you receive the second beep before starting. This is
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important becau not occur (no the second beep will come on). In these situations you 
should keep the stylus on the start position and not move. The experimenter will then tell 
you that the trial was a catch trial and then he will say "ready" again to prepare you for the 
next trial. These catch trials are to prevent you 6 om cheating and moving before the GO 
signal is seen.
After completing a trial the experimenter will tell you how long it took you to 
make your movement This total response time (i.e., RT plus MT) is made up of the time 
it took you to hit the 3 ,4 ,5 , or 6 targets. The object o f this experiment is to decrease this 
total response time. This is why the experimenter tells you your time after each trial. Try 
to beat you previous trial's time. When people move very quickly they tend to be less 
accurate. You will find that if  you move very quickly you might miss one of the targets 
sometimes. Occasional misses are OK. In fact it tells us that you are trying your best. If 
you never miss you might be able to go faster and still bit the targets. If after each ten 
trials you have made no target errors the experimenter will ask to try to go a bit faster. Do 
not try to make errors though. If you miss the last target once or twice in ten trials that is 
OK but if you miss it 3 or 4 times in any set o f ten trials the experimenter will ask you to 
be more accurate. To be more accurate you must slow down a bit until you are only 
missing once or twice in every set of ten trials. If you hit the wooden board before the 
target and the experimenter doesn't notice, please tell him.
Do you understand these instmctions? Ask the experimenter any question if you 
are confused. Thanks for your participation.
Self Initiated Movement Time Experiment
To participate in this experiment you must be a  right-handed male. The object of 
this experiment is to move as quickly as you can to hit 3 ,4 ,5 , or 6 targets.
You will be given 30 trials in 4 response conditions. The first block of 10 trials is 
a practice session and the second block of 20 trials is an acquisition session. There will 
be a short rest in between each block and between the response conditions. The
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experimenter will always tell you which movement you must make before you start each 
block of trials. Each trial will begin with a  "ready " spolœn by the experimenter. This is 
you signal to place the stylus on the starting position. Concentrate on making the 
movement as fast as you can and then start whenever you think that you are ready. Don't 
try and move straight after the experimenter says ready but take a few moments plan the 
movement and to psych yourself up for going as fast as you can once you start.
After completing a trial the experimenter will tell you how long it took you to 
make your movement This movement time is made up of the time it took you to hit the 
3 ,4 ,5 , or 6 targets. The object o f this experiment is to decrease this movement time. 
This is why the experimenter tells you your time after each trial. Try to beat you previous 
trial's time in which you hit the same number of targets. When people move very quickly 
they tend to be less accurate. You will find that if you move very quickly you might miss 
one of the targets sometimes. Occasional misses are OK. hi fact it tells us that you are 
trying your best. If you never miss you might be able to go faster and still hit the targets. 
If after each ten trials you have made no target errors the experimenter will ask to try to go 
a bit faster. Do not try to make errors though. If you miss the last target once or twice in 
ten trials that is OK but if you miss it 3 or 4  times in any set of ten trials the experimenter 
will ask you to be more accurate. To be more accurate you must slow down a bit until 
you are only missing once or twice in every set of ten trials. If you hit the wooden board 
before the target and the experimenter doesn't notice, please tell him.
Do you understand these instructions? Ask the experimenter any question if you 
are confused. Thanks for your participation.
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APPENDIX D: EXPERIMENT I DATA AND ANOVA TABLES
Table D. 1. Means o f Segmental Movement Time for Each Participant in Expenment 1
Condition delO del 10 delÔ
Participant M T i' M Tl W l ”
1 0.0818381 o.bV 98i)i 0.10953^3 0.12^2572 0.2357905
2 0.0897619 0.09585^2 0.1107614 0 .1176)33 0.2282857
3 0.0864476 0.09856lb 0.1243143 0.1251524 0.2494667
4 O.Of19333 0.09833)3 0.1083905 0.20671)8
5 0.0860667 0.08224té 0.1174671 0.1129619 0.2304191
6 0.0969524 0.0921619 O.Obè3Ô46 o. io6 i ))3 0.2024381
7 0.102^61^ 0.10625^i 0.12956)3 O.IO634I 9 0.1348762
8 0.0844667 0.0832095 0.0936857 0.1035524 0.1972381
9 0.1001238 0.0978381 0.1202 0.1063333 0.2265333
10 0.1049619 0.08884)6 0.1169) ) ) 0.094)143 0.2106476
11 0.0891905 0.0982953 0.1169619 0.1087333 0.2256952
12 0.0827143 0.0886572 0.1418762 0.1449238 0.2868
Average 0.0897516 0.09170)1 0.11467) ) 0.1133357 0.2279095
SD 0.0091265 0.0083323 0.0121351 0.0081755 0.0164973
del 10 delO
MTl MT2 TMT MTl MT2 MT3
0.1019524 0.1243905 0.2263429 0.1292286 0.1263333 0.1148667
0.1584857 0.113381 0.2718667 0.1240095 0.1391333 0.1122
0.1712476 0.1225619 0.2938095 0.1345238 0.1292667 0.1349048
0.1056095 0.1140667 0.2196762 0.1178762 0.1089238 0.0829048
0.1009238 0.0995143 0.2004381 0.1275143 0.1304857 0.122981
0.1032095 0.1286952 0.231904) 0.1129))8 0 .1315^5 0.1211905
0.1276286 0.1087714 0.2364 0.1284286 0.1084286 0.1047333
0.0972286 0.1072476 0.2044762 0.1029429 0.1145238 0.0929238
0.109419 0.110^809 0.22039^9 0.12393)4 0.1128095 0.0909429
0.113 0.0902952 0.2032952 0.1299143 0.1157429 0.1088095
0.1262571 0.1059524 0.2322095 0.1381429 0.1323905 0.1220667
0.1259143 0.1426 0.268514) 0.161 lbÔ5 0.1733048 0.1241619
0.1200730 0.1140381 0.2341111 0.1275524 0.1269111 0.1110572
0.0257611 0.0087435 0.0288058 0.0091281 0.0106630 0.0161321
(table con'd.) 
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del 10
TN#T Nÿïl Ktt3
0.3704286 0.1291143 0.1^03714 0.1639524 0.3934381
0.3753428 0.1521619 0.1662286 0.1112857 0.3966762
0.398695È 0.1528857 0.142181 0.1345238 0.4295905
0.:^09704È 0.1107905 0.114142^ d.Ù6È161^ 0.6130956
0.380^81 0.1407333 0.1451143 Ô.1337238 0.4195714
0.3657048 0.1047714 0.1693619 0.1171905 0.3613238
0.3416906 0.l6i3714 0.1668857 0.1609047 0.4261618
0.3103905 0.1000095 0.1132667 0.0951333 0.3084095
0.3276858 0.1384095 0.1264857 0.1011524 0.3660476
0.664466^ 0.1486571 0 .lil6 8 5 7 0.1166476 0.3È39904
0.3926001 0.1361238 0.1263714 0.1121619 0.3746571
0.4586572 0.1387905 0.1567333 0.1412286 0.4367524
0.36552068 0.13456824 0.13181905 0.11775555 0.38414284
0.03035899 0.02135487 0.01065442 0.01717789 0.04314835
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Table D. 2. ANOVA Table for Segmental Movement Times on the Three-Target
Responses in Experiment 1
Source df Sum o f . . .  McanS... F-Value P-Value G G  H-F
order I 1.526E-5 1.526E-5 .013 .9101
Subject(Group) 10 .O il .001
DO. 1 .001 .001 4 .336 .0640 .064 .064
DEL* order I 6.784E-8 6.784E-8 4.240E-4 .9840 .984 .984
DEL * Subject(Group) 10 .002 1.600E-4
segment 2 .004 .002 12.525 .0003 6E-4 3E-4
segment * order 2 4.598E-4 2.299E-4 1.428 .2631 3E-1 3E-1
segment •  Subject(Gtoup) 20 .003 1.610E-4
DEL * segment 2 1.550E-5 7.750E-6 .132 .8771 .826 9E-1
DEL •  segment * order 2 3.300E-5 1.650E-5 .281 .7580 7E-1 8E-1
DEL * segment * Subject(Group) 20 .001 5.871E-5
Dependent: MT
Table o f EpsOon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: MT
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
DEL 1.000 1.111
segment .888 1.174
DEL * segment .775 .983
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than I.
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Table D. 3. ANOVA Table for Segmentai Movement Times on the Two-Target
Responses in Experiment 1
Source df Sum o f   Mean S... F-Value P-Value G-G H-F
order I 5.224E-5 5.224E-5 .081 .7819
Subject(Group) 10 .006 .001
del 1 I.154E-4 1.154E-4 .925 .3589 4E-1 4E-1
del * order I 2.404E-4 2.404E-4 1.927 .1953 2E-1 2E-1
del * Subject(Group) 10 .001 1.248E-4
segment I I.587E-4 1.587E-4 .569 .4680 .468 .468
segment * order I I.654E-4 1.654E-4 .593 .4590 .459 .459
segment •  Subject(Group) 10 .003 2-788E-4
del * segment 1 6.903E-5 6.903E-5 .560 .4716 5E-1 5E-1
del * segment •  order 1 2.064E-4 2.064E-4 1.674 .2248 2E-1 2E-1
del * segment * Subject(Group) 10 .001 1.233E-4
Dependent; mt
Table o f Epsilon Factors for d f Adjostment 
Dependent: mt
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
del 1.000 I . I l l
segment 1.000 I . I l l
del * segment 1.000 I . I l l
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
o f epsilon greater than 1.
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Table D. 4. ANOVA Table for Target Errors in Experiment 1
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Source df Sum o f   MeanS  F-Value P-Value G-G H-F
Older I .014 .014 .002 .9625
Subject(Group) 10 59.806 5.981
Del I 19.014 19.014 5.213 .0455 5E-2 5E-2
Del*Order I .347 .347 .095 .7640 .764 .764
Del * Subject(Group) 10 36.472 3.647
MT part 2 130.194 65.097 18.748 .0001 lE-4 lE-4
MT part* Order 2 .361 .181 .052 .9495 .915 9E-1
MT part * Subject(Gtoup) 20 69.444 3.472
Del * MT part 2 1.861 .931 .556 .5818 5E-1 6E-1
Del * MT part * Order 2 3.361 1.681 1.005 .3838 4E-1 4E-I
Del * MT part * Subject(Group) 20 33.444 1.672
Dependent: Target Error
Table o f Epsilon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: Target Error
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
Del 1.000 1.111
MT part .785 .998
Del * MT part .706 .871
NOTE; Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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APPENDIX E: EXPERIMENT2DATA AND ANOVA TABLES
Table E. 1. Means o f Segmental Movement Tmie and Reaction Time for Each 
Participant in Experiment 2
Condition 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Participant RT K ffl W 2 M t3 TMT
0.2406 O.22S o.i 5445 0.11695 0.^967
2 0.22305 0 .1 8 ^ O.16Ô35 0.1131 0.46265
3 0.2007 ô. ît J 0.1645 0.15805 0.47555
4 0 .24^i 0.1956 0.1974 0.5369
5 0.2699 O.1I 8 0.21255 0.1561 0.55665
6 0.22965 0.20225 0.1È715 0.17255 0.56195
7 0.2395 0.215^ o .iô l25 0 .1)105 0.5886
8 0.27315 0.178 0.19385 0.1506 0.52245
9 0.1954 0.1647 0.1719 0.13705 0.47365
10 0.26495 o .i6i i 0.21895 0.16945 0.5512
11 0.2902 0.1902 0.13625 0.10765 0.4341
12 0.20115 0.15635 0.16445 0.138 0.4588
Average 0.2^94625 0.186”^ i5^ 0.1805375 0.14287083 0.50993333
SD 0.03103972 0.02108172 0.02543558 0.02235403 Ô.0494867
3 3 3 y 3 6
RT MTl MT2 MT3 TMT RT
0.2336 0.1454 0.1618 0.1254 0.4326 0.22645
0.22585 0.1319 0.1659 0.12185 0.41965 0.2026
0.1808 0.13525 0.15915 0.1392 0.4)36 0.1785
0.2135 0.1732 0.18485 0.13915 0.4972 0.22885
0.24065 0.16685 0 .1746^ 0.1439 0.48535 0.24765
0.2292 0.18^35 0.1945 0.1471 0.52495 0.22145
0.2425 0.17215 0.17915 0.17095 0.52225 0.22755
0.23585 0.13545 0.17685 0.16025 0.47255 0.23425
0.1874 0.15185 o .n i i Ô.147 0.47005 0.1895
0.22955 0.1326 0.20175 0.14225 0.4766 0.25185
0.2572 0.1431 0.13455 0.1094 0.38705 0.2041
0.18845 6.141^ 0.l5l& 3 0.1)805 0.4218 0.18605
0.22204583 0.15108333 0.17134583 0.13954167 0.46197083 0.21656667
0.02440117 0.01811168 0.0184594 0.01680972 0.04313221 0.02408367
(table con'd.) 
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6 6 6 6 8 8
MTl MT2 m t6 IM r RT MTl
0.11205 0.1^125 o .iib 4 0.2067 6.10575
0.12485 0.1609 0.10796 0.3837 0.19105 0.12315
0.12365 0.1571 0.14876 o.4i^6 0.17195 0.11925
0.1^9i 0.17626 0.14-^ë 0.48205 0.21565 0.1454
0.14625 0.1522 0.11835 0.4168 0.2193 0.13045
0.15605 0.17385 0.1539 0.4838 0.21975 0.13765
0.14045 0.1782 0.1603 0.46È^6 0.20615 0.14495
0.1137 0.18405 0.17415 0.4719 0.2068 0.11065
0.12345 0.1601 0.14825 0.4318 0.17735 0.1335
0.1221 0.15 0.1164 0.6876 O.I862 0.1196
0.1241 0.14055 0.127 0.39165 0.2122 0.1182
0.12595 0.1484 0.14685 0.4212 0.1756 0.124
0.13098333 0.16015417 0.16824167 0.42^6*^91'^ 0.1988 0.12604583
0.01567907 0.01406232 0.01984479 0.03895365 0.01758795 r 0.01262171
8 8 8 16 10 10
MT2 MT3 TMT RT MTl M T 2
0.15255 0.1201 0.3784 0.2036 0.107 0.1446
0.15815 0.12585 0.40715 0.19835 0.1111 0.14495
0.16205 0.1572 0.4385 0.15525 0.1115 0.1555
0.1679 0.1362 0.4495 0.2142 0.1389 0.1711
0.14915 0.1333 0.4129 0.24425 0.1502 0.1561
0.1681 0.12665 0.46'ÿi 0.2082 0.13405 0.16895
0.1817 0.15315 0.4798 0.19895 0.1358 0.1715
0.1728 0.1615 0.44495 0.2145 0.11205 0.1727
0.15425 0.1337 0.42145 0.16905 0.1202 0.15285
0.1842 0.136 0.4398 0.21455 0.11535 0.1611
0.13355 0.10605 0.3578 0.1619 0.106 0.1309
0.14765 0.1251 0.39675 0.16795 0.1308 0.15125
0.16100417 0.13456667 0.42161667 0.19589583 0.12274583 0.15679167
0.01477814 0.01607043 0.03^41621 0.02680371 0.01459696 0.01296204
(table con'd.)
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10 10
M t3
0.1143^ 0.3659^
0.10755 0.3636
0.15115 0.41815
0.là94^ 6.44946
0.1385 0.4448
0.13685 0.43985
0 .lè 8 0.4756
0.1681 0.45285
0.14065 0.4137
0.1256 0.40i06
0.12025 0.35715
0.14355 0.4256
0.13783333 0.41737083
0.01901063 0.03858849
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Table E. 2. ANOVA Table for Segmental Movement Times in Experiment 2
Source df Sum o f   MeanS... F-Value P-Value G-G H-F
Subject 11 .025 .002
STar A .024 .006 41.846 .0001 lE -4 IE-4
5 Tar •  Subject 4 4 .006 I.437E-4
MTSeg 2 .025 .013 23.322 .0001 lE-4 lE-4
MT Seg * Subject 22 .012 .001
STar* MTSeg 8 .015 .002 17.211 .0001 lE-4 IE-4
5 Tar * MT Seg * Subject 88 .009 1.070E-4
Dependent: Initial T size
Table o f EpsOon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: Initiai T size
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
STar .S48 .690
MTSeg .790 .900
STar* MTSeg .258 .318
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Table E. 3. ANOVA Table for Total Movement lline in Expenment 2
Source dr Sum ... Mean Square F-Value P-Valuc ac H-F
Subject 11 .0 7 4 .007
DifBTar 4 .072 .018 41.846 .0001 lE-4 lE-4
EHKSTar •  Subject 44 .019 4.310E-4
Dependent: TMT
Table o f Epsilon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: TMT
DiffSTar
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon 
I .5481 .690l
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ANOVA Table for Reaction Time in &ceriment 2
Source df Sum of... Mean Square F-Value P-Value OG H-F
Subject 11 .026 .002
DiffSTar 4 .015 .004 18.226 .0001 lE-4 lE-4
DiffSTar * Subject 44 .009 2.102E-4
Dependent: RT
Table o f EpsOon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: RT
DiffSTar [
G-G EpsOon H-F EpsOon 
.5 4 4 1 .6 8 3 1
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Table E. 5. ANOVA Table for Target Enors in Expenment 2
Source df SumofSq... Mean Square F-Value P-Value G G H-F
Subject 11 29.333 2.667
DiffSTar 4 47.567 11.892 5.088 .0019 6E-3 2E-3
DiffSTar •  Subject 44 102.833 2.337
Depcndenc Target Error
Table of Epsflon Factors for d f Adjnstoaent 
Dependent: Target Error
DiffSTar [
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon 
7 3 9 1' 1 .0411
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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APPENDIX F: EXPERIMENT 3 DATA AND ANOVA TABLES 
Table P. 1. Means of Segmental Movement Time and Reaction Time for Each
Participant in Brpedment 3
SRT-3taD
ParticiDant RT M Tl
0.157206 0.166368
MT3
0.156522
TMT
I 0.2451 0.480096
2 0.174552 0.131016 0.170394 0.154422 0.455832
3 0.I820I 0.155352 0.164802 0.161376 0.48153
4 0.1557 0.119352 0.194082 0.186414 0.499848
5 0.183834 0.12264 0.154494 0.14724 0.424374
6 0.I950I8 0.149892 0.176232 0.158526 0.48465
7 0.19944 0.140844 0.1635 0.15192 0.456264
8 0.152778 0.12636 0.14337 0.130608 0.400338
9 0.198924 0.111036 0.143316 0.134754 0J89106
10 0.218292 0.138474 0.162888 0.148098 0.44946
II 0.220944 0.154476 0.18756 0.1752 0.517236
12 0.22506 0.129984 0.160356 0.154488 0.444828
13 0.174984 0.09618 0.129438 0.105852 0.33147
14 0.I52I96 0.12927 0.146436 0.131754 0.40746
15 0.207006 0.12045 0.125898 0.093696 0J40044
16 0.17958 0.118908 0.135102 0.137622 0J91632
17 0.13728 0.105018 0.122976 0.10734 0335334
18 0.179778 0.100374 0.158742 0.153696 0.412812
19 0.169866 0.106758 0.127608 0.10773 0.342096
20 0.I929I8 0.13083 0.1464 0.132306 0.409536
Average 0.187263 0.127221 0.1539981 0.1414782 0.4226973
SD 0.02675812 0.01782597 0.01968399 0.02340409 0.05536094
SRT-4tap
TRT RT M Tl MT2 MT3 MT4
0.725196 0.240006 0.182112 0.193854 0.182364 0.175338
0.630384 0.187428 0.147138 0.17493 0.169794 0.156972
0.66354 0.19473 0.159978 0.175254 0.182016 0.150258
0.655548 0.164118 0.135144 0.199188 0.17679 0.16896
0.608208 0.18042 0.135768 0.143964 0.136134 0.133206
0.679668 0.195282 0.149526 0.19653 0.179448 0.160446
0.655704 0.189516 0.15903 0.179952 0.175692 0.14826
0353116 0.16737 0.139134 0.146862 0.141126 0.119862
0.58803 0.233322 0.125166 0.139662 0.15639 0.149916
0.667752 0.208482 0.144222 0.165006 0.158946 0.140958
0.73818 0.217854 0.16776 0.20997 0.207258 0.182856
0.669888 0.201498 0.121038 0.16461 0.150246 0.13725
0306454 0.181122 0.106674 0.183738 0.187608 0.13965
0359656 0.153696 0.138024 0.154512 0.155034 0.146916
0.54705 0.223614 0.112314 0.147432 0.11058 0.110868
037I2I2 0.20238 0.131664 0.145674 0.144066 0.14796
0.472614 0.177192 0.114822 0.160788 0.155052 0.152532
0.59259 0.20691 0.125856 0.185982 0.173646 0.16716
0311962 0.187854 0.127542 0.13518 0.11985 0.122628
0.602454 0.17799 0.126702 0.162612 0.161634 0.142638
0.6099603 0.1945392 0.1374807 0.168285 0.1611837 0.1477317
0.07078588 0.02216375 0.01880995 0.02137654 0.02295214 0.01779046
con (
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SRT-5tap
TMT TRT RT MTl MT2 MT3
0.733668 0573674 0.242874 0.196032 0.200316 0.187368
0.648834 0.836262 0.18261 0.155028 0.169608 0.169932
0.667506 0.862236 0.19299 0.155304 0.175908 0.168126
0.680082 0.8442 0.172926 0.127272 0.214812 0.207336
0J49072 0.729492 0.206706 0.143712 0.164778 0.163956
0.68595 0.881232 0.217938 0.14691 0.199572 0.18558
0.662934 0.85245 0.19827 0.1635 0.18864 0.18555
0546984 0.714354 0.164778 0.15654 0.159762 0.158472
0571134 0.804456 0.2394 0.13911 0.155106 0.16116
0.609132 0.817614 0.225234 0.12738 0.169446 0.168528
0.767844 0.985698 0.250548 0.171216 0.212052 0.220494
0573144 0.774642 0.206346 0.130578 0.167082 0.16146
0.61767 0.798792 0.162654 0.106284 0.190818 0.21363
0594486 0.748182 0.152082 0.147978 0.166896 0.156522
0.481194 0.704808 0:113318 0.127368 0.160224 0.140754
0569364 0.771744 0.20385 0.142824 0.164436 0.15933
0.583194 0.760386 0.199206 0.115506 0.149388 0.149934
0.652644 0.859554 0.23163 0.13695 0.18408 0.175854
05052 0.693054 0.156648 0.10944 0.139158 0.107508
0593586 0.771576 0.185832 0.147372 0.177528 0.18414
0.6146811 0.8092203 0.200292 0.1423152 0.1754805 0.1712817
0.07104625 0.07830237 0.02853078 0.02089322 0.01989363 0.02511937
(table con'd.)
SRT-6iap
MT4 MT5 TMT TRT RT MTl
0.186096 0.18234 0.952152 1.195026 0.206688 0.170538
0.165276 0.146184 0.806028 0.988638 0.178908 0.145242
0.15828 0.161376 0.818994 1.011984 0.185304 0.166218
0.195186 0.181974 0.92658 1.099506 0.161772 0.138744
0.155778 0.156384 0.784608 0.991314 0.18612 0.153936
0.178368 0.161148 0.871578 1.089516 0.198912 0.144036
0.17226 0.168192 0.878142 1.076412 0.20472 0.16248
0.155898 0.151686 0.782358 0.947136 0.175992 0.17178
0.163674 0.160734 0.779784 1.019184 0.222342 0.130248
0.162156 0.137934 0.765444 0.990678 0.21744 0.14691
0.212262 0-19494 1.010964 1.261512 0.21888 0.22992
0.153606 0.150564 0.76329 0.969636 0.203772 0.149832
0.229536 0.12567 0.865938 1.028592 0.198876 0.11826
0.161154 0.15072 0.78327 0.935352 0.163506 0.16026
0.143598 0.11946 0.691404 0.904722 0.23046 0.121608
0.160542 0.16089 0.788022 0.991872 0.209148 0.141522
0.162366 0.14943 0.726624 0.92583 0.15798 0.122796
0.180606 0.181104 0.858594 1.090224 0.209628 0.125058
0.113754 0.12123 0.59109 0.747738 0.170238 0.114552
0.179712 0.150612 0.839364 1.025196 0.205734 0.145974
0.1695054 0.1556286 0.8142114 1.0145034 0.195321 0.1479957
0.02399881 0.01974556 0.09092277 0.10548532 0.02099667 0.02534515
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MT2 MT3 MT4 MT5 MT6 TMT
0.18915 0.180246 0.175626 0.175716 0.17058 1.061856
0.17526 0.179196 0.175092 0.182388 0.16425 1.021428
0.17178 0.19506 0.19353 0.190464 0.163674 1.080726
0.219432 0.213966 0.209328 0.20523 0.190296 1.176996
0.164568 0.160356 0.14856 0.163392 0.153324 0.944136
0.195822 0.189654 0.186558 0.18606 0.164682 1.066812
0.188484 0.18258 0.182562 0.183258 0.184062 1.083426
0.175092 0.1605 0.1572 0.155172 0.154308 0.974052
0.167124 0.18141 0.179196 0.173946 0.169842 1.001766
0.174222 0.16908 0.16677 0.17496 0.153948 0.98589
0.24804 0.24984 0.24408 0.24156 0.21564 1.42908
0.191208 0.182712 0.177696 0.164304 0.155016 1.020768
0.191232 0.20466 0.206832 0.189156 0.14772 1.05786
0.195156 0.194928 0.186936 0.181734 0.175242 1.094256
0.182472 0.171216 0.164946 0.157452 0.134862 0.932556
0.156654 0.151824 0.155406 0.158184 0.160824 0.924414
0.15561 0.172782 0.179832 0.165762 0.160902 0.957684
0.203658 0.194496 0.19236 0.19002 0.18738 1.092972
0.148278 0.12144 0.11922 0.120048 0.117828 0.741366
0.185952 0.188748 0.184368 0.178368 0.160086 1.043496
0.1839597 0.1822347 0.1793049 0.1768587 0.1642233 1.034577
0.022424471 0.02512327 0.02488725 0.02300175 0.02022537 0.12646956
SELF-3tao
TRT M Tl MT2 MT3 TMT
1268544 0.165606 0.168078 0.139116 0.4728
1.200336 0.16857 0.169542 0.159852 0.497964
1.26603 0.168462 0.156078 0.134556 0.459096
1.338768 0.1662 0.173136 0.174612 0513948
1.130256 0.142224 0.11376 0.126024 0582008
1265724 0.143136 0.186846 0.128238 0.45822
1.288146 0.159804 0.156666 0.144084 0.460554
1.150044 0.133572 0.130056 0.11871 0.382338
1.224108 0.116088 0.124842 0.114198 0.355128
1.20333 0.161214 0.149946 0.120774 0.431934
1.64796 0.174864 0.178776 0.178722 0532362
1.22454 0.138702 0.16413 0.149712 0.452544
1.256736 0.136776 0.135834 0.10572 0.37833
1257762 0.15201 0.135354 0.117054 0.404418
1.163016 0.140844 0.137016 0.096936 0.374796
1.133562 0.128196 0.125922 0.12714 0581258
1.115664 0.121278 0.134196 0.13638 0.391854
1.3026 0.134898 0.15747 0.1641 0.456468
0.911604 0.16428 0.137826 0.117762 0.419868
1.24923 0.156714 0.155802 0.146208 0.458724
1.229898 0.1486719 0.1495638 0.1349949 0.4332306
0.13178038 0.0168698 0.0196238 0.02168261 0.04943052
(table con'd.)
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SELF-4tap SELF-5tap
MTl MT2 MT3 MT4 TMT MTl
0.159294 0.159624 0.147642 0.125724 0.592284 0200082
0.150702 0.16989 0.163944 0.147822 0.632358 0.183258
0.168474 0.167592 0.174096 0.140652 0.650814 0.173256
0.15096 0.205584 0.194064 0.19452 0.745128 0.157578
0.160212 0.151044 0.150132 0.13578 0.597168 0.159948
0.145836 0.188286 0.183642 0.139854 0.657618 0.155544
0.171156 0.162186 0.162408 0.147336 0.643086 0.18276
0.16146 0.139902 0.131946 0.12087 0.554178 0.17244
0.134124 0.139764 0.121422 0.094092 0.489402 0.148098
0.170712 0.1563 0.157392 0.141366 0.62577 0.1293
0.179082 0207072 0205194 0.178458 0.769806 0.183552
0.151242 0.185064 0.171216 0.168726 0.676248 0.16764
0.143628 0.156042 0.155856 0.125796 0.581322 0.153324
0.197406 0.158898 0.15339 0.152208 0.661902 0.163176
0.145056 0.17589 0.157872 0.132384 0.611202 0.14952
0.17961 0.151542 0.154002 0.153252 0.638406 0.177198
0.137352 0.14553 0.142962 0.12768 0.553524 0.134652
0.15114 0.17448 0.164868 0.171528 0.662016 0.177378
0.17256 0.143526 0.128688 0.131832 0.576606 0.15417
0.163806 0.168408 0.167184 0.141816 0.641214 0.18054
0.1596906 0.1653312 0.159396 0.1435848 0.6280026 0.1651707
0.01553988 0.01913542 0.02009969 0.02194568 0.06242144 0.01738514
SELF-6tap
MT2 MT3 MT4 MT5 TMT MTl
0.174888 0.173826 0.172458 0.159288 0.880542 0.192732
0.18924 0.18183 0.181446 0.173388 0.909162 0.177834
0.16602 0.173052 0.158202 0.138324 0.808854 0.165642
0.200124 0.22032 0209442 0200064 0.987528 0.138078
0.155094 0.17133 0.158772 0.140016 0.78516 0.19305
0.183534 0.167778 0.167196 0.161682 0.835734 0.141882
0.174066 0.179424 0.174516 0.16188 0.872646 0.180522
0.150282 0.130176 0.138636 0.135708 0.727242 0.194448
0.146172 0.14274 0.130236 0.12333 0.690576 0.128784
0.15282 0.158196 0.151716 0.13617 0.728202 0.133356
0.21198 0213876 0201282 0.187614 0.998304 0.19182
0.176838 0.181548 0.166578 0.164466 0.85707 0.18813
0.170688 0.182796 0.174348 0.147252 0.828408 0.15321
0.163644 0.167676 0.161394 0.151518 0.807408 0.191382
0.175062 0.174912 0.15495 0.140244 0.794688 0.152826
0.149664 0.152388 0.152538 0.159192 0.79098 0.176862
0.152124 0.168942 0.155442 0.136968 0.748128 0.136458
0.191814 0.194658 0202908 0.200448 0.967206 0.175962
0.153324 0.136974 0.126186 0.142572 0.713226 0.157152
0.170484 0.176568 0.17952 0.164244 0.871356 0.1692
0.1703931 0.1724505 0.1658883 0.1562184 0.830121 0.1669665
0.01781957 0.02173099 0.02175676 0.02094426 0.08704102 0.02204112
(table con'd.)
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ü m MT3 MT4 MTS MT6 TMT
0.197394 0.197964 0.188184 0.18855 0.175206 1.14003
0J20I342 0.19713 0.20337 0.201774 0.178686 1.160136
0.161952 0.179238 0.17619 0.166668 0.141096 0S90786
0.195906 0.216402 0.213456 0.204102 0.195222 1.163166
0.16077 0.174318 0.171234 0.16737 0.14922 1.015962
0.19284 0.190848 0.188232 0.182376 0.152838 1.049016
0.18906 0.18762 0.175422 0.174156 0.166002 1.072782
0.173808 0.153408 0.160614 0.152652 0.154164 0S89094
0.151758 0.151152 0.17304 0.159678 0.135828 0.90024
0.147492 0.163044 0.167232 0.162972 0.14664 0.920736
0.215808 0.219786 0.221418 0.203892 0.19176 1.244484
0.19974 0.21135 0.197844 0.180306 0.179574 1.156944
0.178536 0.17586 0.183564 0.1809 0.165852 1.037922
0.186084 0.196572 0.196734 0.18576 0.170682 1.127214
0.18582 0.19026 0.175326 0.179496 0.165882 1.04961
0.1632 0.16539 0.163542 0.16854 0.168198 1.005732
0.169956 0.167274 0.163146 0.160278 0.1515 0.948612
0.19494 0.198534 0.218196 0.198678 0.196422 1.182732
0.146982 0.143898 0.141678 0.142896 0.150372 0.882978
0.184728 0.184032 0.179112 0.174132 0.159768 1.050972
0.1799058 0.183204 0.1828767 0.1767588 0.1647456 1.0544574
0.01911783 0.02094362 0.02020637 0.01678001 0.01711994 0.09843767
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ANOVA Table for Rrst, Second, and Third Segment Movement Times in 
the Three-, Four-, Hve- and Six-Segment Responses in Bcperiment 3
Source df Sum o f ... M eans... F-Value P-Value G-G H-F
order I .003 .003 .512 .4836
SubjectfGroup) 18 .109 .006
Ini Cond I .003 .003 7.852 .0118 lE-2 lE-2
Ini Cond * order 1 .004 .004 10.659 .0043 4E-3 4E-3
Ini Cond * Subject(Group) 18 .008 4.189E-4
MT part 3 .065 .022 89.160 .0001 IE-4 lE-4
MT part* order 3 .003 .001 4.200 .0096 2E-2 lE-2
MT part * Subjea(Group) 54 .013 2.4I3E-4
Res Seg 2 .031 .015 15.974 .0001 3E-4 2E-4
Res Seg * order 2 .001 2.623E-4 .273 .7627 7E-1 7E-I
Res Seg * Subject(Group) 36 .035 .001
Ini Cond * MT part 3 1.344E-4 4.482E-5 .272 .8455 8E-1 8E-I
Ini Cond * MT part * order 3 3.769E-4 1.256E-4 .762 .5206 5E-1 5E-1
Ini Cond * MT part * Subject(Group) 54 .009 I.650E-4
Ini Cond * Res Seg 2 .016 .008 58.961 .0001 IE-4 IE-4
Ini Cond * Res Seg * order 2 2.61 IE-4 1.306E-4 .977 .3862 .372 4E-I
Ini Cond * Res Seg * SubjectCGroup) 36 .005 I.336E-4
MT part * Res Seg 6 .007 .001 10.585 .0001 IE-4 IE-4
MT part * Res Seg * order 6 3.332E-4 5.553E-5 .511 .7989 6E-I 7E-I
MT part * Res Seg * SubjectCGroup) 108 .012 1.087E-4
Ini Cond * MT part * Res Seg 6 3.576E-4 5.960E-5 1.413 .2163 2E-I 2E-I
Ini Cond * MT part * Res Seg * order 6 .001 I.060E-4 2.513 .0257 5E-2 3E-2
Ini Cond * MT part * Res Seg * Subjec... 108 .005 4.2I9E-5
Dependent: MTI23-34S6tap
Table o f Epsilon Factors for df Adjustment 
Dependent: MT123'345dtap
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
Ini Cond 1.000 1.059
MT part .705 .846
Res Seg .609 .666
Ini Cond * MT part .770 .939
Ini Cond * Res Seg .809 .926
MT part * Res Seg .430 .537
Ini Cond * MT part * Res Seg .704 .997
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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Table F. 3. ANOVA Table for Segmental Movement Times on the Three-Segment
Responses in Experiment 3
Source df Sum o f ... MeanS  F-Valuc P-Value & G  H-F
order I .005 .005 2.997 .1005
SubjectCGroup) 18 .028 .002
Initiation Condi I 3.698E-4 3.698E-4 3.090 .0958 lE-I lE-I
Initiation Condi * order I .002 .002 12.617 .0023 2E-3 2E-3
Initiation Condi * SubjectCGroup) 18 .002 1.I97E-4
MTsegment 2 .005 .002 10.691 .0002 IE-3 7E-4
MTsegment * order 2 I.074E-5 5.372E-6 .023 .9773 9E-I .958
MTsegment * SubjectCGroup) 36 .008 2.338E-4
Initiation Condi * MTsegment 2 .005 .002 34.847 .0001 IE-4 IE-4
Initiation Condi •  MTsegment •  order 2 2.024E-4 I.0I2E-4 1.455 .2469 2E-I 2E-I
Initiation Condi •  MTsegment •  Subje... 36 .003 6.957E-5
Dependent; MT3segment
Table o f Epsilon Factors for df A^iustment 
Dependent: MT3segment
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
Initiation Condi 1.000 1.059
MTsegment .720 .809
Initiation Condi * ... .816 .936
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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Table F. 4. ANOVA Table for Segmentai Movement Times on the Four-Segment
Responses in Experiment 3
Source df Sum o f — M eaaS... F-Value P-Value G-G H-F
order I 3.379E-4 3.379E-4 .176 .6800
SubjectCGroup) 18 .035 .002
Initiation Condi I 4.437E-4 4.437E-4 1.062 .3164 3E-1 3E-1
Initiation Condi * order I .002 .002 5.411 .0319 3E-2 3E-2
Initiation Condi * SubjectCGroup) 18 .008 4.178E-4
MTsegment 3 .012 .004 15.412 .0001 lE-4 lE-4
MTsegment * order 3 .001 1.716E-4 .672 .5732 5E-1 5E-1
MTsegment * SubjectCGroup) 54 .014 2.555E-4
Initiation Condi * MTsegment 3 .005 .002 24.461 .0001 lE-4 lE-4
Initiation Condi * MTsegment * order 3 3.947E-4 1.316E-4 2.020 .1220 lE-1 lE-1
Initiation Condi * MTsegment * Su... 54 .004 6.514E-5
Dependent: Tap4segment
Table of Epsilon Factors for df Adjustment 
Dependent: Tapdsegment
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
Initiation Condi 1.000 1.059
MTsegment .546 .627
Initiation Condi •  ... .709 .851
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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Table F. S. ANOVA Table for Segmentai Movement Times on the Hve-Segment
Responses in Experiment 3
Source df Sum o f .. .  MeanS__ F-Value F-Value G-G H-F
order I 4J80E -4 4.380E-4 .143 .7097
SubjectCGroup) 18 .055 .003
Initiation Condi 1 .GDI .001 1.515 .2342 2E-1 2E-1
Initiation Condi * order I .002 .002 5.355 .0327 3E-2 3E-2
Initiation Condi * SubjectCGroup) 18 .006 3J34IE-4
MTsegment 4 .013 .003 11.989 .0001 2E-4 lE-4
MTsegment * order 4 .001 1.816E-4 .670 .6149 5E-1 5E-1
MTsegment •  SubjectCGroup) 72 .020 2.710E-4
Initiation Condi * MTsegment 4 .005 .001 19.439 .0001 lE-4 lE-4
Initiation Condi * MTsegment * order 4 3.075E-4 7.688E-5 1.167 .3328 3E-1 3E-I
Initiation Cbndi * MTsegment •  Su... 72 .005 6.590E-5
Dependent: TapSsegment
Table of Epsilon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: TapSsegment
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
Initiation Condi 1.000 1.059
MTsegment .439 .510
Initiation Condi •  ... .593 .727
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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Table F. 6. ANOVA Table for Segmental Movement Times on the Six-Segment
Responses in Btperiment 3
Source df Sum o f . . .  M eans... F-Value P-Value GG H-F
order I I.390E-4 IJ90E -4 .034 .8553
SubjectCGroup) 18 .073 .004
Initiation Condi I .001 .001 1.007 .3288 3E-1 3E-1
Initiation Condi * order I .001 .001 .959 .3405 3E-I 3E-1
Initiation Condi * SubjectCGroup) 18 .012 .001
MTsegment 5 .022 .004 19.005 .0001 IE-4 IE-4
MTsegment * order 5 4.I75E-4 8.349E-5 .354 .8785 7E-1 7E-1
MTsegment •  SubjectCGroup) 90 .021 2.359E-4
Initiation Condi * MTsegment 5 .003 .001 13.842 .0001 IE-4 IE-4
Initiation Condi * MTsegment * order 5 .001 1.30IE-4 2.775 .0223 4E-2 2E-2
Initiation Condi * MTsegment * Su... 90 .004 4.688E-S
Dependent: Tap6segment
Table o f Epsilon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: Tapdsegment
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
Initiation Condi 1.000 1.059
MTsegment .335 .385
Initiation Condi •  ... .712 .958
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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Source df Sum o f   MeanS  P-Value P-Valoe G-G H-F
order I .008 .008 .173 6822
SubjectfCronp) 18 .783 .044
Initiation Condi I .009 .009 2.257 .1503 2E-I 2E-I
Initiation Condi * order I .025 .025 6.429 .0207 2E-2 2E-2
Initiation Condi * SubjectCGroup) 18 .071 .004
MT part 3 8.418 2.806 983.342 .0001 IE-4 IE-4
MT part* order 3 .011 .004 1.284 .2893 3E-I 3E-I
MT part * SubjectCGroup) 54 .154 .003
initiation Condi * MT part 3 4.738E-4 I.579E-4 .129 .9427 9E-I 9E-I
Initiation Condi * MT part * order 3 .001 3.I65E-4 .258 .8555 8E-I 8E-I
Initiation Condi * MT part * Sub;... 54 .066 .001
Dependent: Total MT
Table o f Epsfloo Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: Total MT
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
Initiation Condi 1.000 1.059
MT part .480 .540
Initiation Condi * ... .745 .903
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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Table F. 8. ANOVA Table for Reactîoii Time in Experiment 3
Source df SumofSq... Mean Square F-Value P-Value G G H-F
order 1 2-745E-4 2-745E-4 .123 .7294
SubjectCGroup) 18 .040 .002
MTpart 3 .002 .001 3.631 .0185 .0263 .0185
MTpart * order 3 3.683E-4 1.228E-4 .773 .5142 .4932 .5142
MTpart * SubjectCGroup) 54 .009 I.589E-4
Dependent: SRT
Table o f Epsflon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: SRT
M Tpart |
G G  Epsilon H-F Epsilon 
.8 2 8 1 1 .0241
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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Source
ANOVA Table for Tar^t Errors in Experiment 3
df Sum ofSq... Mean Square F-Value P-Value G-G H-F
order I .025 .0 2 5 .004 .9492
SubjectCGroup) 18 108.000 6.000
Initiation Condi I 3.600 3.600 2.302 .1466 IE-1 lE-I
Initiation Condi * order I -l.694E-21 -I.694E-2I -I.IE-2I 1.0000 I I
Initiation Condi * SubjectCGroup) 18 28.150 1.564
MTpart 3 97.025 32 .342 22.107 .0001 IE-4 IE-4
MTpart * order 3 2.725 .908 .621 .6045 6E-I 6E-I
MTpart * SubjectCGroup) 54 79.000 1.463
Initiation Condi * MTpart 3 .750 .250 .173 .9145 -876 9E-I
Initiation Condi * MTpart * order 3 3.250 1.083 .748 .5285 5E-1 5E-I
Initiation Condi * MTpart * Su... 54 78.250 1.449
Dependent: Error
Table o f Epsflon Factors for d f Adjustment 
Dependent: Error
G-G Epsilon H-F Epsilon
Initiation Condi 1.000 1.059
MTpart .764 .930
Initiation Condi •  ... .794 .975
NOTE: Probabilities are not corrected for values 
of epsilon greater than 1.
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APPENDIX G: COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR EXPERIMENT 1
,******TAPPING TASK EXPERIMENTrSOURCE
CODE**********************************
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * *
These are the procedures that have been used
DECLARE SUB calstddev3 (validnumber%, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, mt3mean!, 
LEDDATA!, NAMES)
DECLARE SUB calstddev2 (countl%, count2%, count3%, counta%, countb%, 
countc%, leactmeana!, mtlmeana!, reactmeanb!, mtlmeanb!, mtZmeanb!, reactmeanc!, 
mtlmeanc!, mt2meanc!, mt3meancU LEDDATA, NAMES)
DECLARE SUB calstddev (validnumber%, reactmean!, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, 
mt3mean!, LEDDATA, NAMES)
DECLARE SUB EXP2 (NAMES)
DECLARE SUB RANDOMLED (LEDVALUE!)
DECLARE SUB EXP3 (NAMES)
DECLARE SUB EXPI (NAMES)
DECLARE SUB PORTOUT (LEDDATA!)
DECLARE SUB deiayl 0
DECLARE SUB BASDASG (MD%, BYVAL dummy%, FLAG%)
The global arrays that have been used are as follows 
DIMD%(20)
COMMON SHARED D%0 
DIM react!(70)
COMMON SHARED reactlQ 
DIM reacta!(70)
COMMON SHARED reacta!Q 
DIM reactb!(70)
COMMON SHARED reactblQ 
DIM reactc!(70)
COMMON SHARED reactc!Q
DIMmtl!(70)
COMMON SHARED m tl !Q 
DIM mtla!(70)
COMMON SHARED mtlalQ 
DIMmtlb!(70)
COMMON SHARED mtlblQ 
DIMmtlc!(70)
COMMON SHARED mtlclQ
DIMmt2!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt2!Q 
DIMmt2a!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt2a!Q 
DIMmt2b!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt2b!Q 
DIM mt2c!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt2c!Q
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DMmt3!(70)
COMMON SHARED mtSÎQ 
DIM mt3a!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt3a!Q 
DIMmt3b!(70)
COMMON SHARED mtSbîQ 
DIMmt3c!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt3c!Q
'♦♦♦♦♦♦♦Beginning of main 
CLS
MD% = 0  
D%(0)=&H300 
F0R i = 2 T 0 1 5  
D%(i) = 0 
NEXTi 
FLAG% = 0
CALL B ASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(D%(0)), FLAG%)
IF FLAG% o  0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN MODE 0", FLAG%
M D% =I
D% (0)=0
D%(1) = 3
FORi% = 2TO 15
D%(i%) = 0
NEXT i%
FLAG% = 0
CALL B ASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(D%(0)), FLAG%)
IF FLAG% o  0 THEN PRINT "error in initialising mode 1", FLAG% 
DIM REACnONTIME!(30)
■DIM MOVTIMEI !(30)
DIMMOVTIME2!(30)
DIM M0VTIME3 !(30)
COLOR 4, 1
CLS
Da
LOCATE 11, 15
PRINT "WELCOME TO THE TAPPING TASK EXPERIMENT !!!!!!!!" 
LOCATE 13,24
PRINT "(Designed by Dongwon Yook)"
LOCATE 22,5
PRINT "Press any key to continue...."
LOOP WHILE INKEY$ = ""
COLOR 7,1 
CLS
LOCATE 13,5
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER FILENAME: ', NAMES 
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
LOCATE 15,5
PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE DETAILS OF THE SUBJECT" 
LOCATE 17,5
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INPUT "LASTNAME:", LASTNAMES 
LOCATE 17,25
INPUT "FIRSTNAME:", HRSTNAME$
LOCATE 19,5 
INPUT "AGE:", AGE$
LOCATE 19,25 
INPUT "SEX:", SEX$
PRINT #1, "LASTNAME:"; LASTNAMES; " FIRSTNAME:"; FIRSTNAMES; " 
AGE:"; AGES; " SEX:";SEX$
CLOSE #1 
begin:
CLS
LOCATE 17,17
PRINT "CHOOSE THE EXPERIMENT THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO CONDUCT 
PRINT
PRINT "1. EXPERIMENT #1"
PRINT
PRINT "2. EXPERIMENT#!"
PRINT
PRINT "3. EXPERIMENT #3"
LOCATE 24,17
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE:", EXPNUMBER 
IF EXPNUMBER = 1 THEN CALL EXP1(NAME$)
IF EXPNUMBER = 2 THEN CALL EXP2(NAME$)
IF EXPNUMBER = 3 THEN CALL EXP3(NAME$)
CLS
LOCATE 15,17
INPUT "TYPE y' TO CONTINUE OR "n" TO EXIT TO DOS:", CONTINUES 
IF CONTINUES = "y" THEN GOTO begin 
IF CONTINUES = "n" THEN GOTO TAPEND 
TAPEND: END
SUB calstddev3 (validnumber%, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, mt3mean!, LEDDATA, 
NAMES)
’******this routine calculates the standard deviations for expt #3******
stdsum! = 0
d i£ f ! = 0
stddiff! = 0
stdsuml ! = 0
stdsum2 ! = 0
stdsum3! = 0
FOR k %  = 1 TO validnumber% 
mtldiff! = m tl !(k%) - mtlmean! 
stddiffl ! = CDBL(mtldiff! ^ 2) 
stdsuml ! = stdsuml ! + stddiffl. !
IF LEDDATA = 2 THEN
mt2diff! = mt2 !(k%) - mt2mean! 
stddiff2! = CDBL(mt2di£f! 2)
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stdsum l 1 = stdsuml! +  stddifd!
END IF
IF LEDDATA= 4 THEN
mt2difn =  m tl!0^%) - mtlmean! 
stddiffl! =  CDBUmtldifR ^ 1) 
stdsuml! = stdsuml! +  stddiffl!
mtSdiff! =  mt3!0c%) - mt3mean! 
stddiff3 ! = CDBL(mt3diff! ^ 1) 
stdsum3! = stdsumB! +  stddiff3!
END IF
NEXTk%
mtlstddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdsuml! /  (validnumber% - 1))) 
mt2stddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdsuml! /  (vaiidnumber% - 1))) 
mtSstddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdsum3! /  (vaiidnumber% - I)))
PRINT " standard deviation for movement time #1 is”, mtlstddev! 
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for m tl"; mtlstddev!
CLOSE #1
IF LEDDATA = 2 THEN
PRINT " standard deviation for movement time #1 is”, mtlstddev! 
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for m tl”; mtlstddev!
CLOSE #1
END IF
IF LEDDATA = 4 THEN
PRINT " standard deviation for movement time #1 is”, mtlstddev!
PRINT ” standard deviation for movement time #3 is”, mtSstddev!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for m tl"; mtlstddev!
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for mtS”; mtlstddev!
CLOSE #1
END IF
END SUB 
SUB deiayl
'*****calculate a delay of 1 second************ 
PRES = TIMER
DO WHILE TIMER <= PIŒS + 1 !
LOOP
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END SUB
SUB EXP3 (NAMES)
'************************* e x p e r im e n t  #3 ***************************
begin3:
DIMmpdata%(25000)
DIM channel%(25000)
FOR i% = 1 X 0  25000 
inpdata%(i%) = 0 
NEXTi%
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1,
PRINT #1, "EXPERIMENT 3"
PRINT #1,
CLOSE #1 
OUTPUTDATA = 0
CALL PORTOUTCOUTPUTDATA) 'switch off aU leds 
CLS
LOCATE 15,15
EXP3BEGIN: CLS 
extrtrials% = 0 
LOCATE 10, 17
PRINT "PLEASE INDICATE WHICH LED YOU WOULD UKE TO SWITCH ON" 
PRINT
PRINT "1. LED#1"
PRINT
PRINT "2. LED #2"
PRINT
PRINT "3. LED #3"
PRINT
INPUT "ENTER YOUR CHOICE:", led 
IF led = 1 THEN GOTO BEGINEXP3 
IF led = 2 THEN GOTO beginpit23 
IF led = 3 THEN GOTO beginpit33
BEGINEXP3: CLS 
LOCATE 15,11
INPUT "How many trials would you like to run for part #1 of experiment #3"; number%
m tl sum! = 0
CLS
LOCATE 16,14
PRINT "THIS IS PART #1 OF EXPERIMENT #3"
LOCATE 17,14
PRINT "Please request the subject to place the tap on the start point and "
LOCATE 18,14
PRINT "proceed to point #1 as soon as you press any key" 
validnumber% = number%
FOR count% = 1 TO number% 
doagain31: CLS 
FOR i% = 1 TO 25000 
inpdata%(i%) = 0
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NEXTi%
LOCATE 20,17
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY TO BEGIN" 
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
MD% = 3 
CLS
FOR i% = CTO 24999
CALL BASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(D%(0)), FLAG%) 
inpdata%(i%) = D%(0)
NEXTi% 
înîvalue% = 0
FOR i% = 4 T O  24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) > 750 THEN 
finalval% = 1%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi% 
îniitl%  = fînalval%
FOR i% = 1 TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) < 250 THEN 
finrtl%  = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
rtldiff%  = £inrtl% - inirtl%  
rtI!= rtId iff% /50C 0 
m tl !(count%) = rtl !
CLS
LOCATE 15, 12
PRINT "movement time #1", rtl !
LOCATE 16,12
PRINT "The total movement time was ", rtl !
LOCATE 22,15 
INPUT "reject trial"; rejectS
IF rejects = "y" THEN 
extratrials% = extratrials% +  1 
validnumber% = validnumber% - 1 
GOTO nextrial31 
END IF
IF rejects = "n" THEN 
mtlsum! = mtlsum! + rtl !
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "m tl"; rtl!
CLOSE #1
END IF
nextrial31 : IF count% = number% THEN GOTO chktrials31
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CLS
LOCATE 20,12
QUEST30: INPUT "ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEXT TRIAL(type y if so)"; 
answers
IF answers o  "y" THEN GOTO QUEST30 
T )0 WHILE answers o  "y"
•LOOP
CLS
NEXT count% 
chktrials31:
IF extratrials% >  0 THEN 
vaiidnumber% =  validnumber% +  1 
extratiials% = extratrials% - 1 
CLS
LOCATE 20,12
QUEST31: INPUT "ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEXT TRIAL(type y if so)"; 
answers
IF answers o  "y" THEN GOTO QUEST31 
DO WHILE answers o  "y"
LOOP
GOTO doagainS 1 
END IF
dispmeans3:
CLS
LOCATE 17,12
PRINT "This is the end of part #1 of Experiment #3"
LOCATE 19,12
INPUT "Do you want to view the mean and standard deviation results"; ans IS 
DO WHILE ans IS o  "y"
LOOP
mtlmean! = mtlsum! /  validnumber%
LOCATE 21.12
PRINT "mean movement time #1 is", mtlsum! /  validnumber%
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "mean m tl"; mtlmean!
CLOSE #1 
LEDDATA =1
CALL caistddev3(validnumber%, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, mt3mean!, LEDDATA, 
NAMES)
INPUT "Do you want to continue with experiment #3( y / a )"; ans3S 
IF ans3S = "y" GOTO EXP3BEGIN 
EF ans3S = "n" GOTO EXP3END
beginprt23: CLS 
LOCATE 15,11
INPUT "How many trials would you like to run for part #2 of experiment #3"; number%
mtlsum! = 0
mt2sum! = 0
extratrials% = 0
CLS
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LOCATE 14,14
PRINT THIS IS OF PART #2 OF EXPERIMENT #3"
LOCATE 16,14
PRINT "Please request the subject to place the tap on the start point and ' 
LOCATE 17,14
PRINT "proceed to point #2 as soon as you press any key" 
validnumber% =  number%
FOR count% =  1 TO number% 
doagain32: CLS 
FOR i% = l TO 25000 
inpdata%(i%) =  0 
NEXTi%
LOCATE 20,17
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY TO BEGIN"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS =  ""
MD% = 3 
CLS
FOR i% = 0 TO 24999
CALL B ASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(D%(0)), FLAG%) 
inpdata%(i%) = D%(0)
NEXTi% 
inivalue% = 0
FOR i%  - 4  T O  24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) > 750 THEN 
finalval% = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi% 
iniitl%  = finalval%
FOR i% = 1 TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) < 250 THEN 
finrtl% = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
rtldiff% = finrtl%  - inirtl%
FOR i% = £inrtl% TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) > 750 THEN 
inirt2% = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
FOR i% = 2 TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) < 250 THEN 
Qnrt2% = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
rtl != rtld iff% /5000 
rt2diff% = finrt2% - inirt2% 
rt2!=rt2diff% /5000
Ttime! = 0 
CLS
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LOCATE 15,12
PRINT "movement time #1", rtl !
LOCATE 16,12
PRINT "movement time rt2!
Ttime! = Ttime! + rtl ! + rt2!
LOCATE 19,19
PRINT "The total movement time was ", Ttime!
LOCATE 22,15 
INPUT "reject trial"; rejectS
IF rejects =  "y" THEN 
extratrials% = extratrials% + 1  
validnumber% = validnumber% - 1 
GOTO nextriaI32 
END IF
IF rejects = "n" THEN 
mtlsum! = mtlsum! + rtl ! 
mt2sum! = mt2sum! + rt2 !
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT#1, "m tl"; rtl!; "mt2"; rt2!
CLOSE #1
END IF
nextrial32: IF count% = number% THEN GOTO chktrials32 
CLS
LOCATE 20,12
QUEST32: INPUT "ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEXT TRIAL(type y if so)"; 
answers
DF answers o  "y" THEN GOTO QUEST32 
DO WHILE answers o  "y"
LOOP
CLS
NEXT count%
chktrials32:
IF extratrials% > 0 THEN 
validnumber% = validnumber% + 1 
extratrials% = extratrials% - 1 
CLS
LOCATE 20, 12
QUEST33: INPUT "ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEXT TRIAL(type y if so)"; 
answers
IF answers o  "y" THEN GOTO QUEST33 
DO WHILE answers o  "y"
LOOP
GOTO doagain32 
END IF
dispmeans23;
CLS
LOCATE 17, 12
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PRINT "This is theendof part #2 of Experiment #3"
LOCATE 19,12
INPUT "Do you want to view the mean and standard deviation results"; ansl$
DO WHILE ansl$ o  "y"
LOOP
mtlmean! = mtlsum! /  validnumber% 
mt2mean! = mt2sum! /  validnumber%
LOCATE 21,12
PRINT "mean movement time #1 is", mtlmean!
LOCATE 22,12
PRINT "mean movement time #2 is", mt2mean!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "mean m tl"; mtlmean!; "mean mt2"; mt2mean!
CLOSE #1 
LEDDATA=2
CALL calstddev3(validnumber%, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, mt3mean!, LEDDATA, 
NAMES)
INPUT "Do you want to continue with experiment #3( y /  n )"; ans3$
IF ans3S = "y" GOTO EXP3BEGIN 
IF ans3S = "n" GOTO EXP3END 
beginprt33: CLS 
LOCATE 15,11
INPUT "How many trials would you like to run for part #3 of experiment #3"; number%
mtlsum! = 0
mt2sum! = 0
mt3sum! = 0
extratriais% = 0
CLS
LOCATE 14,14
PRINT "THIS IS PART #3 OF EXPERIMENT #3"
LOCATE 16,14
PRINT "Please request the subject to place the tap on the start point and "
LOCATE 17,14
PRINT "proceed to point #3 as soon as you press any key" 
validnumber% = number%
FOR count% = 1 TO number% 
doagain33; CLS 
FOR i% = 1 1 0  25000 
inpdata%(i%) = 0 
NEXT i%
LOCATE 20,17
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY TO BEGIN"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
MD% = 3 
CLS
FOR i% = 0 TO 24999
CALL BASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(D%(0)), FLAG%) 
inpdata%(i%) = D%(0)
NEXTi% 
inivalue% = 0
FOR i% = 4 TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) > 750 THEN 
flnalval% = i%
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EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi% 
mirtl% = fînalval%
FOR i% = 1 TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) <  250 TH Bf 
finrtl%  = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
FOR i% = finrtl%  TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) > 750 THEN 
inirt2% = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
FOR i% = 2 TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) < 250 THEN 
£inrt2% = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
FOR i%  = fmrt2% TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) > 750 THEN 
inirt3% =i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
FOR i% = 3 TO 24999 STEP 4 
IF inpdata%(i%) < 250 THEN 
£inrt3% = i%
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
rtldiff%  = finrtl%  - inirtl% 
rtl! = rtld iff% /5000 
rt2di£f% = 6nrt2% - inirt2% 
rt2!=rt2diff% /5000 
rt3diff% = 6nrt3% - inirt3% 
rt3!=rt3diff% /5000
Ttime! = 0 
CLS
LOCATE 15,12
PRINT "movement time #1", rtl !
LOCATE 16, 12
PRINT "movement time #2", rt2!
LOCATE 17,12
PRINT "movement time #3", rt3!
Ttime! = Ttime! + rtl! +rt2! +rt3!
LOCATE 19, 19
PRINT "the total movement time was ", Ttime! 
LOCATE 22, 15
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INPUT "reject trial"; rejects
IF rejects = "y" THEN 
extratrials% — extratrials% + 1 
validnumber% = validnumber% - 1 
GOTO nextrial33 
END IF
IF rejects = "n" THEN 
mtlsum! — mtlsum! + rtl ! 
mtlsum! = mtlsum! + rtl! 
mt3sum! =  mt3sum! + rt3!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT#1, "mtl"; rtl!; "mtl"; rtl!; "mt3"; rt3!
CLOSE#!
END IF
nextrial33; IF count% = number% THEN GOTO chktrials33 
CLS
LOCATE 10,11
QUEST34: INPUT "ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEXT TRIAL(type y if so)"; 
answers
IF answers o  "y" THEN GOTO QUEST34 
DO WHILE answers o  "y"
LOOP
CLS
NEXT count% 
chktrials33:
IF extratrials% > 0 THEN 
validnumber% = validnumber% + 1 
extratrials% = extratrials% - 1 
CLS
LOCATE 10,11
QUEST35: INPUT "ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEXT TRIAL(type y if so)"; 
answers
IF answers o  "y" THEN GOTO QUEST35 
DO WHILE answers o  "y"
LOOP
GOTO doagain33 
END IF
dispmeans33;
CLS
LOCATE 10,11
PRINT "This is the end of part #3 of Experiment #3"
LOCATE 11,11
INPUT "Do you want to view the mean and standard deviation results"; ansIS 
DO WHILE anslS o  "y"
LOOP
mtlmean! = mtlsum! / validnumber% 
mtlmean! = mtlsum! /  validnumber% 
mt3mean! = mtSsum! /  validnumber%
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LOCATE 22,12
PRINT "mean movement time # I is", mtlmean!
LOCATE 23,12
PRINT "mean movement time 1f2 is", mt2mean!
LOCATE 24,12
PRINT "mean movement time #3 is", mt3mean!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "mean m tl"; mtlmean!; "mean mt2"; mt2mean!; "mean mt3"; mt3mean! 
CLOSE #1 
LEDDATA= 4
CALL calstddev3(validnumber%, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, mt3mean!, LEDDATA, 
NAMES)
LOCATE 25,12
INPUT "Do you want to continue with experiment #3"; ans3S 
IF ans3S = "y" GOTO EXP3BEGIN 
IF ans3S = "n" GOTO EXP3END 
EXP3END: END SUB
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APPENDIX H: COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR EXPERIMENT 3
******TAPPING TASKEXPERIMENTrSOURCE CODE*********************** 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * *
These are the procedures that have been used
DECLARE SUB calstddev (TRIALCOUNT%, reactmean!, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, 
mtSmean!, mt4niean!, mtSmean!, mtdmean!, targets%, totmtmean!, totrstmean!, 
NAMES)
DECLARE SUB calstddev (TRIALCOUNT%, reactmean!, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, 
mtSmean!, mt4mean!, mtSmean!, mtbmean!, TARGETS%, NAMES)
DECLARE SUB EXP2 (NAMES)
DECLARE SUB EXPl (NAMES)
DECLARE SUB VARDELAY (DELAY%)
DECLARE SUB delayl 0
DECLARE SUB BASDASG (MD%, BYVAL dummy%, FLAG%)
The global arrays that have been used are as follows 
DIMd%(20)
COMMON SHARED d%Q
DIMRSTORE!(70)
COMMON SHARED RSTORE!Q 
DIM reacta!(70)
COMMON SHARED reacta!Q 
DIMreactb!(70)
COMMON SHARED reactb!Q 
DIM reactc!(70)
COMMON SHARED reactc!Q
DIMM1STORE!(70)
COMMON SHARED MlSTORE!Q 
DIM mtla!(70)
COMMON SHARED mtlalQ 
DIMmtlb!(70)
COMMON SHARED mtlb!Q 
DIMmtlc!(70)
COMMON SHARED mtlc!Q
DIMM2STORE!(70)
COMMON SHARED M2STORE!Q 
DIM mt2a!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt2a!Q 
DIMmt2b!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt2b!Q 
DIMmt2c!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt2c!Q
DIMM3STORE!(70)
COMMON SHARED M3STORE!Q 
DIM mtSa!(70)
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COMMON SHARED mt3a!0 
DIMmt3b!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt3b*0 
DIM mt3c!(70)
COMMON SHARED mÛcîQ
DIMM4STORE!(70)
COMMON SHARED M4STOREÎQ 
DIM mt4a!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt4a!Q 
DIMmt4b(70)
COMMON SHARED mt4b!0 
DIM mt4c(70)
COMMON SHARED mt4cî0
DIMM5STORE!(70)
COMMON SHARED M5ST0REÎQ 
DIM mt5a!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt5a!0 
DIMmt5b(70)
COMMON SHARED mtSblQ 
DIM mt5c(70)
COMMON SHARED mtScîQ
DIMM6STORE!(70)
COMMON SHARED M6ST0REÎQ 
DIMmt6a!(70)
COMMON SHARED mt6a!0 
DIMmt6b(70)
COMMON SHARED mt6b!0 
DIM mt6c(70)
COMMON SHARED mtôcîQ
DIMMITOTALK70)
COMMON SHARED MTTOTALÎ0
DIMTOTRESP!(70)
COMMON SHARED TOTRESPQ
'*******Beginning of main program**********^*****
CLS
MD% = 0  
d%(0) = &H300 
FORi = 2TO  15 
d%(i) = 0 
NEXTi 
FLAG% = 0
CALL B ASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(d%(0)), FLAG%)
IF FLAG% o  0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN MODE 0", FLAG% 
MD% = 1 
=  0
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d% (l) = 3 
FORi% = 2 T O I5  
d%(i%)s=0 
NEXTi%
FLAG% = 0
CALL BASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(d%(0)), FLAG%)
IF FLAG% o  0 THEN PRINT "error in initialising mode I", FLAG%
T)IM REACnONTIMB!(30)
T)IMMOVTIME1»(30)
"DIM MOVTIME2!(30)
•DM MOVTME3 !(30)
COLOR 4, I
CLS
DQ
LOCATE 11,15
PRINT "WELCOME TO THE TAPPING TASK EXPERIMENT !!!!!»!!"
LOCATE 13,24
PRINT "(Designed by Dongwon Yook)"
LOCATE 22,5
PRINT "Press any key to continue...."
LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
COLOR?, 1 
CLS
LOCATE 13,5
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER FILENAME: ", NAMES 
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
LOCATE 15,5
PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE DETAILS OF THE SUBJECT"
LOCATE 17,5
INPUT "LASTNAME:", LASTNAMES 
LOCATE 17,25
INPUT "FIRSTNAME: ”, FIRSTNAMES
LOCATE 19,5
INPUT "AGE:", AGES
LOCATE 19,25
INPUT "SEX:", SEXS
PRINT #1, ""
PRINT #1, "LASTNAME:"; LASTNAMES; " FIRSTNAME:""; FIRSTNAMES; "" 
AGE:""; AGES; "" SEX:"; SEXS 
CLOSE #1 
BEGINl:
CLS
LOCATE 17,17
PRINT "CHOOSE THE EXPERIMENT THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO CONDUCT"" 
PRINT
PRINT "1. EXPERIMENT #1"
PRINT
PRINT "2. EXPERIMENT #2"
LOCATE 24,17
INPUT " PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE:"", EXPNUMBER 
IF EXPNUMBER = 1 THEN CALL EXP1(NAME$)
IF EXPNUMBER = 2 THEN CALL EXP2(NAME$)
CLS
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LOCATE 15,17
INPUT TYPE y' TO CONTINUE OR V  TO EXIT TO DOS:", continues 
IF continues = "y" THEN GOTO BEGINl 
IF continues = "n" THEN GOTO TAPEND 
TAPENDzEND
of main program*************^*
SUB calstddev (TRIALCOUNT%, reactmean!, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, mtSmean!, 
mt4mean!, mtSmean!, mt6mean!, targets%, totmtmean!, totrstmean!, NAMES) 
’********this routine calculates the standard deviations (or ************
stdsum! =  0 
d iff!= 0  
stddiff! = 0 
stdsuml! = 0  
stdsum2! = 0  
stdsumS! = 0  
stdsum4! = 0 
stdsumS! = 0 
stdsum6! = 0 
stdmtsum! = 0 
stdrstsum! = 0
FOR K% = 1 TO TRIALCOUNT% 
diff! = RSTORE(K%) - reactmean! 
stddiff! = CDBL(diff! ^ 2) 
stdsum! = stdsum! + stddiff! 
mtldiff! = MlSTORE!(K%) - mtlmean! 
stddiffl ! = CDBL(mtldiff! ^ 2) 
stdsuml ! = stdsuml ! +  stddiffl !
IF targets% = 3 THEN 
mt2diff! = M2STORE!(K%) - mt2mean! 
stddiffl! = CDBL(mt2diff! ^ 2) 
stdsum2! = stdsuinl! + stddiff2!
END IF
IF targets% = 4 THEN 
mt2diff! = M2STORE!(K%) - mt2mean! 
stddiffl! = CDBL(mtldiff! ^ 2) 
stdsuml! = stdsuml! + stddiffl! 
mtSdiff! = M3STORE!(K%) - mtSmean! 
stddiffS ! = CDBUmtSdiff ! ^ 1) 
stdsumS! = stdsuinS! + stddiffS!
END IF
IF targets% = 5 THEN 
mtldfff! = MlSTORE!(K%) - mtlmean! 
stddiffl! = CDBL(mtldiff! 2) 
stdsuml! = stdsuinl! + stddiffl! 
mtSdiff! = MSSTORE!(K%) - mtSmean! 
stddiffS! = CDBL(mtSdiff! ^ 2) 
stdsumS ! = stdsuinS ! + stddiffS ! 
mt4diff! = M4STORE!(K%) - mt4mean!
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stddiff4! = CDBL(mt4di£n ^ 2) 
stdsum4! = stdsum4! + stddiff4l 
END IF
IF targets% =  6 THEN 
mt2diffî = M2STORE!(K%) - m(2mean! 
stddi£f2! = CDBL(mt2di£n ^ 2) 
stdsum2! = stdsuin2! + stddiff2! 
mt3diff! = M3STORE!(K%) - mtSmean! 
stddiffS! = CDBUmtSdifR ^ 2) 
stdsumS! = stdsumS! + stddiffS! 
mt4diff! = M4STORE!(K%) - mt4mean! 
stddiff4! = CDBL(mt4diff! ^ 2) 
stdsum4! = stdsum4! + stddiff4! 
mtSdiff! = M5STORE!(K%) - mtSmean! 
stddiffS! = CDBUmtSdiff! ^ 2) 
stdsumS! = stdsumS! +  stddiffS!
END IF
IF targets% = 7 TH Bf 
mt2d&! = M2STORE!(K%) - mt2mean! 
stddiffl! = CDBL(mt2diff! ^ 2) 
stdsum2! = stdsuml! + stddiffl! 
mtSdiff! = MSSTORE!(K%) - mtSmean! 
stddiffS! = CDBUmtSdiff! ^ 1) 
stdsumS! = stdsumS! + stddiffS! 
mt4diff! = M4STORE!(K%) - mt4mean! 
stddiff4! = CDBL(mt4diff! 1) 
stdsum4! = stdsum4! + stddiff4! 
mtSdiff! = MSSTORE!(K%) - mtSmean! 
stddiffS! = CDBUmtSdiff! ^ 2) 
stdsumS! = stdsumS! + stddiffS! 
mtSdiff! = M6STORE!(K%) - mtSmean! 
stddiffS! = CDBUmtSdiff! ^ 2) 
stdsumS! = stdsumS! + stddiffS!
END IF
totmtdiff! = MTTOTAL!(K%) - totmtmean! 
stdmtdiff! = CDBL(totmtdiff! ^  2) 
stdmtsum! = stdmtsum! + stdmtdiff!
totrstdiff! = TOTRESP!(K%) - totrstmean! 
stdrstdiff ! = CDBL(totrstdiff! ^  2) 
stdrstsum! = stdrstsum! + stdrstdiff!
NEXTK%
reactstddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdsum 
mtlstddev! = CDBUSQR(stdsumI 
mt2stddev! = CDBUSQR(stdsum2 
mtSstddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdsum3 
mt4stddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdsum4 
mtSstddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdsiun5 
mtSstddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdsumS
/(TRIALCOUNT%-I)) 
/(TRIALCOUNT% -1)) 
/(TRIALCOUNT%-l)) 
/(TRIALCOUNT%-I)) 
/(TRIALCOUNT%-l)) 
/(TRIALCOUNT%-l)) 
/(TRIALCOUNT%-I))
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totmtstddevl = CDBL(SQR(stdmtsum! f  (TRIALCOUNT% - I))) 
totrststddev! = CDBL(SQR(stdistsum! /  (TRIALCOUNT% - I)))
PRINT "standard deviation for reaction time is", reactstddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #1 is", mtlstddev!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "std dev. for reaction time"; reactstddev!; "std. dev. for m tl "; mtlstddev! 
CLOSE #1
IF targets% = 3 THEN
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #2 is", mt2stddev!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for mt2"; mtlstddev!
CLOSE#!
END IF
IF targets% = 4 THEN
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time is", mtlstddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #3 is", mt3stddev!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for m tl"; mtlstddev!; "std. dev. for mt3"; mt3stddev!
CLOSE#!
END IF
IF targets% = 5 THEN
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #1 is", mtlstddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #3 is", mt3stddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #4 is", mt4stddev!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for m tl"; mtlstddev!; "std. dev. for mt3"; mt3stddevl; "std. dev. 
for mt4"; mt4stddev!
CLOSE#!
END IF
IF targets% = 6 THEN
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time is", mtlstddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #3 is", mt3stddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #4 is", mt4stddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time ^  is", mtSstddev!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for m tl"; mtlstddev!; "std. dev. for mt3"; mtSstddev!; "std. dev. 
for mt4"; mt4stddev!; "std. dev. for mt5"; mtSstddev!
CLOSE#!
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #2 is", mtlstddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #3 is", mtSstddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #4 is", mt4stddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #5 is", mtSstddev!
PRINT "standard deviation for movement time #6 is", mt6stddev!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "std. dev. for m tl"; mtlstddev!; "std. dev. formtS"; mtSstddev!; "std. dev. 
for mt4"; mt4stddev!; "std. dev. for mtS"; mtSstddev!; "std. dev. for mt6"; mt6stddev! 
CLOSE#!
END IF
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PRINT "standard deviation for total movement time is", totmtstddevl 
PRINT "standard deviation for total response time is", totrststddev!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "standard deviation for total movement time is", totmtstddevl 
PRINT #1, "standud deviation for total response time is", totrststddev!
CLOSE #1 
END SUB
SUB EXPl (NAMES)
REM
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * *
REM ****** TAPPING TASK WITH LOW AND HIGH FREQUENCY BEEPS 
* * * * * *
REM ****** DESIGNED BY DONGWON YOOK ******
REM
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * *
DECLARE SUB BASDASG (MD%, BYVAL dummy%, FLAG%) 
DECLARE SUB VARDELAY (DELAY%)
COMMON SHARED MD%, FLAG%
D IM  d%(20)
COMMON SHARED d%Q
DIM RSTOREl(lOO), MlSTOREl(lOO), M2STORE1(100), M3STORE1(100), 
M4STOREK100)
DIM M5STORE1(100), M6STORE1(100)
FLAG% = 0
REM-
CLS
M D% =0 
d%(0) = &H300 
FO Ri = 2TO  15 
d% (i)= 0 
NEXTi
CALL B ASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(d%(0)), FLAG%)
IF FLAG% o  0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN MODE 0", FLAG%
COLOR 2,1 
CLS
LOCATE 3,20 
PRINT
" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * "
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PEUNT "************* WELCOME TO THE TAPPING TASK EXPERIMENT ! ! Î 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "
PRINT "************* DESIGNED BY DONGWON
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "
PRINT
" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * "
PRINT ""
COLOR 4, 1 
LOCATE 15,14
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
CLS
LOCATE 15,5
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF TARGETS YOU ARE USING : 
vtargets%
targets% = vtargets% + 1
PRINT #1, "THE # OF TARGETS IS vtargets%
CLS
PRINT "CONNECT THE ALLIGATOR CUPS..."
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
LOCATE 17,5
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF TRIALS : NUMBER%
TRIALCOUNT% = NUMBER%
PRINT #1, "THE # OF TRIALS IS : "; TRIALCOUNT%
PRINT #1, ""
CLOSE #1
BEGIN:
CLS
DIM inpdata%(32500)
J % = 0
FOR J% = 1 TO TRIALCOUNT%
FOR i% = 0 TO 32500 
inpdata%(i%) = 0 
NEXTi%
MTIMEI! = MT1ME2! = MTIME3! = MT1ME4! = MT1ME5! = MTJME6! = RTIME! = 
0
LOCATE 19,5
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER THE DELAY BETWEEN THE BEEPS: DELAY%
CLS
LOCATE 5 ,20
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PRINT "STARTING EXPRIMENT!..."
PRINT
LOCATE 10,10
PRINT " IF YOU WANT TO EXIT AT ANY INSTANT, TYPE CTRL+SCROLL 
LOCK"
LOCATE 15,10
INPUT " IS THIS A CATCH TRIAL ? CATCHS 
CLS
IF CATCHS = "Y" OR CATCHS = "y" THEN 
LOCATE 15,10
PRINT " PLEASE ASK THE SUBJECT TO PLACE THE TAP ON START POINT" 
LOCATE 17,12
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO START"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
CLS
■SLEEP (1)
SOUND 800, 1.5
CALL VARDELAY(DELAY%)
SLEEP (1.5)
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTIUE"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
CLS
GOTO CATCHJUMP 
END IF
CLS
LOCATE 15,10
PRINT " PLEASE ASK THE SUBJECT TO PLACE THE TAP ON START POINT " 
LOCATE 17,12
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO START"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
CLS
■SLEEP (1)
SOUND 800, 1.5
CALL VARDELAY(DELAY%)
SOUND 2500, 1.5
MD% = 14
FOR i % = 0  TO 32499
CALL BASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(d%(0)), FLAG%) 
inpdata%(i%) = d%(0)
NEXTi%
inivalue% = 0
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FOR i% =  4  TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 15 THEN 
finalvalO% = i%
=  finalvalO% - inivalue% 
RTIME! = d ifi% /5000 
PRINT "REACTION TIME"; RTIME! 
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% o  1 THEN 
FOR i% =  finalvalO% TO 32499
TF inpdata%(i%) = 11 THEN 
' PRINT "ERROR : CHOSE THE WRONG OPTION"
' EXIT FOR 
END IF
IF inpdata%(i%) = 13 THEN 
finalvall% = i%
MOV'riMEl% = fînalvall% - fînalvalO%
MTIMEI ! = MOVTIMEl% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT TIMEl"; MTIMEI !
EXIT FOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% = 2 THEN
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : MTIMEI !
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : MTIMEI ! + RTIME!
GOTO done 
END IF 
END IF
IF targets% = 3 OR targets% = 4 OR targets% = 5 OR targets% = 6 OR targets% = 7 
THEN
FOR i% = finalvall% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) =11 THEN 
finalval2% = i%
movtime2% = fînalval2% - fînalvall%
MTIME2! = movtime2% /  5000
PRINT " MOVEMENT TIME2"; MTIME2!
EXTTFOR
END IF
NEXTi%
IF targets% = 3 THEN 
SUM! = MTIMEI ! + MTIME2!
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : "; SUM!
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PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : SUM! + RTIME! 
GOTO done 
END IF 
END IF
IF targets% -  4  OR targets% = 5 OR targets% = 6 OR targets% = 7 THEN 
FOR i% = finalval2% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) =  7 THEN 
finalval3% = i%
movtime3% = finalvaI3% - fînalval2%
MTIME3! =  movtime3% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT TIME3"; MTIME3!
EXTTFOR
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% = 4 TH EN ___
SUM! = MTIMEI! + MTIME2! + MTME3!
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS SUM!
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : SUM! +  RTIME!
GOTO done 
END IF
END IF
IF targets% = 5 OR targets% = 6 OR targets% = 7 THEN 
FOR i% = finalval3% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 13 THEN 
finalval4% = i%
movtime4% = finalval4% - fînalval3%
MTIME4! = movtime4% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT TIME4"; MTIME4!
EXTTFOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% = 5 THEN___
SUM! = MTIMEI ! + MTIME2! + MTIME3! + MTIME4!
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : SUM!
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : "; SUM! + RTIME!
GOTO done 
END IF
END IF
IF targets% = 6 OR targets% = 7 THEN 
FOR i% = finalval4% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 11 THEN 
finalval5% = i%
movtime5% = fînalval5% - fînalval4%
MITME5! = movtime5% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT TIME5"; MTIME5!
EXTTFOR
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END IF
NEXTi% ____
IF targets% = 6 THEN ___ ___
SUM! = MTIMEI! + NniME2! + MTIME3! +  MTTME4» + MTIME5!
PRINT THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : SUM!
PRINT THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : SUM! + RTIME!
GOTO done 
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN 
FOR i% = finalvaI5% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) — 7 THEN 
finalval6% = i%
movtime6% = fînalval6% - fînalval5%
MTIME6! = movtime6% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT T1ME6"; MTIME6!
EXTTFOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
SUM! = MTIMEI ! + MTIME2! + MTIME3! + MTIME4! + MTIME5! + MTIME6! 
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : SUM!
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : SUM! + RTIME!
END IF 
END IF
done:
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO CANCELL THIS TRIAL?"; ansl$
IF anslS = "n" OR anslS = "N" THEN 
RSTORE!(J%) = RTIME!
MlSTORE!(J%) = MTIMEI!
M2STORE!(J%) = MTIME2!
M3STORE!(J%) = MTIME3!
M4STORE!(J%) = MTIME4!
M5ST0RE!(J%) = MTIME5!
M6STORE!(J%) = MTIME6!
MTF0TAL!(J%) = SUM!
TOTRESP!(J%) = SUM! + RTIME!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "TRIAL #  IS : "; J%
PRINT #1. "THE DELAY BETWEEN THE BEEPS IS DELAY% 
PRINT #1, "REACTION TIME IS : "; RTIME!
IF targets% = 2 THEN
PRINT#1, "MOVEMENTTIME I IS : MTIMEI!
END IF
IF targets% = 3 THEN
PRINT#1, "MOVEMENTTIME 1 IS : "; MTIMEI!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 2 IS : "; MTIME2!
END IF
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IF targets% = 4 THEN
PRINT#1, “MOVEMENTTIME IIS  : MTIMEI! 
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 2 IS : MTIME2! 
PRINT #1. MOVEMENT TIME 3 IS : MTIME3! 
END IF
IF targets% = 5 THEN
PRINT #1, MOVEMENT TIME I B : " ;  MTIMEI! 
PRINT #1. MOVEMENT TIME 2 IS :" ; MTIME2! 
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENTTIME 3 B  : "; MTIME3! 
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 4 B  : "; MTIME4! 
END IF
IF targets% = 6 THEN 
PRINT #1, MOVEMENT TIME I IS 
PRINT #1, MOVEMENT TIME 2 B  
PRINT #1, MOVEMENT TIME 3 IS 
PRINT #1, MOVEMENT TIME 4 IS 
PRINT #1, MOVEMENT TIME 5 IS 
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN 
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 1 IS 
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 2 IS 
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 3 B  
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 4 IS 
PRINT #1. "MOVEMENT TIME 5 B  
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 6 IS 
END IF
"; MTIMEI! 
"; MTTME2! 
";MTIME3! 
"; MTIME4! 
"; MTIME5!
"; MTIMEI! 
"; MTIME2! 
";MTIME3! 
"; MTIME4! 
";MTIME5! 
"; MTIME6!
PRINT #1, ""
PRINT #1, "TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME FOR THIS TRIAL IS : "; SUM! 
PRINT #1, "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR THIS TRIAL IS : "; SUM! + 
RTIME!
PRINT #1, ""
PRINT #1, "END OF TRIAL !"
PRINT #1, ""
CLOSE #1
GOTO continuel 
END IF
IF ansl$ = "y" OR ansl$ = "Y" THEN 
PRINT "THIS TRIAL IS CANCELLED"
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "TRIAL # IS : "; J%
PRINT #1, "THIS TRIAL IS CANCELLED " 
PRINT #1, ""
CLOSE #1
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO EXIT ?"; EXOPS
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IF EXOP$ = "y" OR EXOPS = "Y" THEN 
GOTOENDPROG 
END IF
CATCHJUMP:
GOTO continuel 
END IF
continuel:
NEXTJ%
RTÎ = M l! = M2! =  M3! = M4! = M5! = M6! = TOTMT! = TOTRST! = 0 
FOR K %  = 1 TO TRIALCOUNT%
RT! = RSTORE!(K%) + RT!
M l ! = MlSTORE!(K%) + M l!
M2! = M2ST0RE!(K%) + M2!
M3! = M3STORE!(K%) +M3!
M4! = M4ST0RE!(K%) + M4!
M5! = M5ST0RE!(K%) + MS!
M6! = M6STORE!(K%) + M6!
TOTMT! = MTTOTAL!(K%) + TOTMT!
TOTRST! = TOTRESP!(K%) + TOTRST!
NEXTK%
reactmean! = RT! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mtlmean! = M l ! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mt2mean! = M2! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mtSmean! = M3! /TRIALCOUNT% 
mt4mean! = M4! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mtSmean! = MS! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mt6mean! = M6! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
totmtmean! = TOTMT! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
totrstmean! = TOTRST! / TRIALCOUNT%
PRINT ""
PRINT "THE AVERAGE REACTION TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS ""; 
reactmean!
IF targets! = 2 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTl FOR TRIALCOUNT%; " TRIALS IS ""; mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; " TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
'"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 3 THEN
PRINT " THE AVERAGE MTl FOR TRIALCOUNT%; " TRIALS IS ""; mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS ""; mt2mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS ""; 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
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END IF
IF targets% = 4  THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt2mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 5 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mt2mean! 
PRINT THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mt4mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 6 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mt2mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt4mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtZmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mt4mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT6 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtdmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE REACTION TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS 
IS reactmean!
IF targets% = 2 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
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IF targets% = 3 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1. "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 4 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TEUALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRL\LCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 5 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt4mean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 6 THEN
PRINT #1. "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt4mean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT5 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt5mean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PEUNT #1, "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PEHNT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt4mean! 
PEUNT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT5 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt5mean! 
PEUNT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT6 FOR TEOALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtômean! 
PEUNT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TEOALCOUNT%; 'TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PEUNT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL EŒSPONSE TIME FOR TEUALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
PRINT #1, ""
PEUNT #1, "************** e n d  OF"; TEUALCOUNT%; "TEUALS 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "
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CLOSE#!
CALL calstddev(TRIALCOUNT%, reactmean!, mtlmean!, mt2mean!, mtSmean!, 
mt4mean!, mtSmean!, mtômean!, targets%, totmtmean!, totrstmean!, NAMES)
ENDPROG:
END
SUB VARDELAY (DELAY%)
' pres = TIMER
' DO WHILE TIMER <= pres + DELAY9&
LOOP 
END SUB
END SUB
SUB EXP2 (NAMES)
REM
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * *
REM ****** TAPPING TASK WITH LOW AND HIGH FREQUENCY BEEPS 
* * * * * *
REM ****** DESIGNED BY DONGWON YOOK ******
REM
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * *
DECLARE SUB BASDASG (MD%, BYVAL dummy%, FLAG%) 
DECLARE SUB VARDELAY (DELAY%)
COMMON SHARED MD%, FLAG%
DIM d%(20)
COMMON SHARED d%0
DIM RSTORE!(100), M1STORE!(100), M2STORE!(100), M3STORE!(100), 
M4STORE!(100)
DIM M5STORE!(100), M6STORE!(100)
FLAG% = 0
REM-
CLS
MD% = 0 
d%(0) = &H300 
F 0 R i = 2 T 0  15 
d%(i)=0 
NEXTi
CALL BASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(d%(0)), FLAG%)
IF FLAG% o  0 THEN PRINT ERROR IN MODE 0 ", FLAG%
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COLOR 2 ,1 
CLS
LOCATE 3,20 
PRINT
" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*****"
PRINT "************* WELCOME TO THE TAPPING TASK EXPERIMENT ! !I ****************"
PRINT "♦♦**♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦* DESIGNED BY DONGWON
****************"
PRINT"*********************************************************************
*****"
PRINT ""
COLOR 4 ,1 
LOCATE IS, 14
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
CLS
LOCATE 15,5
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF TARGETS YOU ARE USING : 
vtargets%
targets% = vtargets% + 1
PRINT #1, "THE # OF TARGETS IS : vtargets%
CLS
PRINT "CONNECT THE ALLIGATOR CLIPS . "
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
LOCATE 17,5
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF TRIALS : NUMBER% 
TRIALCOUNT% = NUMBER%
PRINT #1, "THE # OF TRIALS IS : TRIALCOUNT%
PRINT #1, ""
CLOSE #1
BEGIN2:
CLS
DIM inpdata%(32500)
J % = 0
FOR J% = 1 TO TRIALCOUNT%
FOR i% = CTO 32500
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inpdata%(i%) =  0 
NEXTi%
NmMEl !== NfnME2! = MITME3! = MTIME4! -  MTIME5! = MTIME6Î = RTIME! = 
0
LOCATE 19,5
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER THE DELAY BETWEEN THE BEEPS: DELAY%
CLS
LOCATE 5,20
PRINT "STARTING EXPRIMENT!..."
PRINT ""
LOCATE 10,10
PRINT " IF YOU WANT TO EXIT AT ANY INSTANT, TYPE CTRL+SCROLL 
LOCK"
LOCATE 15,10
INPUT " IS THIS A CATCH TRIAL ? "; CATCHS 
CLS
IF CATCHS = "Y" OR CATCHS = "y" THEN 
LOCATE 15,10
PRINT " PLEASE ASK THE SUBJECT TO PLACE THE TAP ON START POINT" 
LOCATE 17,12
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO START"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
CLS
■SLEEP (I)
SOUND 800, 1.5
CALL VARDELAY(DELAY%)
■SLEEP (1.5)
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTIUE '
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS =  ""
CLS
GOTO CATCHJUMPl 
END IF
CLS
LOCATE 15,10
PRINT ■ PLEASE ASK THE SUBJECT TO PLACE THE TAP ON START POINT" 
LOCATE 17,12
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO START"
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEYS = ""
CLS
■SLEEP (1)
■SOUND 800, 1.5
■CALL VARDELAY(DELAY%)
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SOUND 2500, 1.5 
MD% = 14
FOR i% = 0 X 0  32499
CALL BASDASG(MD%, VARPTR(d%(0)), FLAG%) 
inpdata%(i%) = d%(0)
NEXTi%
înivalue% = 0  
FOR i% = 4 TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 15 THEN 
fînalvalO% = i% 
di£f% = fînalvalO% - inivalue% 
RTIME! = di£f% /5000 
PRINT "REACTION TIME"; RTIME! 
EXTTFOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% o  1 THEN 
FOR i%  -  finalvalO% TO 32499
TF inpdata%(i%) = 11 THEN 
' PRINT "ERROR : CHOSE THE WRONG OPTION"
' EXTTFOR 
END IF
IF inpdata%(i%) = 13 THEN 
fînalvall% = i%
MOVTIMEl% = finalvall% - finalvalO%
MTIMEI ! = MOVTIMEl% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT TIMEl"; MTIMEI!
EXTTFOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% =  2 THEN
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : "; MTIMEI !
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : "; MTIMEI ! + RTIME!
GOTO donel 
END IF 
END IF
IF targets% = 3 OR targets% = 4 OR targets% =  5 OR targets% = 6 OR targets% = 7 
THEN
FOR i% = finalvall% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 11 THEN 
finalval2% = i%
movtime2% = fînalval2% - Gnalvall%
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MTIME2! = movtmie2% /  5000
PRINT " MOVEMENT TIME2"; MTIME2!
EXTTFOR
END IF
NEXTi%
IF targets% = 3 THEN 
SUM! = MTIMEI ! +  MTIME2!
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : SUM!
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : "; SUM! + RTIME! 
GOTO donel 
END IF 
END IF
IF targets% = 4 OR targets% = 5 OR targets% = 6 OR targets% = 7 THEN 
FOR i% = finalval2% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 7 THEN 
finalval3% = i%
movtime3% = finalval3% - fînalvaI2%
MT1ME3! = movtime3% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT TIME3"; MTTME3!
EXTTFOR
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% = 4 THEN
SUM! = MTIMEI ! + MTIME2! + MTIME3!
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS SUM!
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : "; SUM! + RTIME!
GOTO donel 
END IF
END IF
IF targets% = 5 OR targets% = 6 OR targets% = 7 THEN 
FOR i%  = £inalval3% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 13 THEN 
finalval4% = i%
movtime4% = fînalval4% - fînalvaI3%
MT1ME4! = movtime4% /  5000 
PRINT MOVEMENT TIME4"; MTIME4!
EXTTFOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% = 5 THEN
SUM! = MTIMEI ! + MTIME2! + MTIME3! + MTIME4!
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : "; SUM!
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : "; SUM! + RTIME!
END IF
END IF
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IF targets% = 6 OR targets% =  7 THEN 
FOR i%  =  finalval4% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 11 THEN 
fînalvaIS% = i%
movdme5% = fînalval5% - fînalval4%
MTIME5! = movtime5% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT TIMES"; MTIME5Î 
EXTTFOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
IF targets% = 6 THEN___
SUM! = MTIMEI! + MT1ME2!+ MT1ME3!+ MTIME4!+ MT1ME5!
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : "; SUM!
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : SUM! + RTIME!
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN 
FOR i% = finalval5% TO 32499 
IF inpdata%(i%) = 7 THEN 
fînalval6% = i%
movtime6% = fînalval6% - finaival5%
MT1ME6! = movtime6% /  5000 
PRINT "MOVEMENT TIME6"; MTIME6!
EXTTFOR 
END IF 
NEXTi%
SUM! = MTIMEI ! + MTIME2! + MTIME3! + MTIME4! + MTIME5! + MTIME6! 
PRINT "THE TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME IS : "; SUM!
PRINT "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME IS : "; SUM! + RTIME!
END IF 
END IF
donel:
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO CANCELL THIS TRIAL?"; ansl$
IF ansl$ = "n" OR ansl$ = "N" THEN 
RSTORE!(J%) = RTIME!
MlSTORE!(J%) = MTIMEI !
M2STORE!(J%) = MTIME2!
M3STORE!(J%) = MTTME3!
M4STORE!(J%) = MTIME4!
M5ST0RE!(J%) = MTTME5!
M6STORE!(J%) = MTIME6!
MTTOTAL!(J%) = SUM!
TOTRESP!(J%) = SUM! + RTIME!
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1. "TRIAL # IS : "; J%
PRINT #1, "THE DELAY BETWEEN THE BEEPS IS :"; DELAY% 
PRINT #1, "REACTION TIME IS : "; RTIME!
IF targets% = 2 THEN
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PRINT#1, "MOVEMENTTIME IIS  : MTIMEI! 
END IF
IF targets% — 3 THEN
PRINT# 1 ."MOVEMENTTIME IB :" ;M TIM EI!  
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 2 B  : MTIME2! 
END IF
IF targets% = 4 THEN
PRINT #1, MOVEMENT TIME I B : " ;  MTIMEI! 
PRINT #1, MOVEMENT TIME 2 B  : "; MTIME2! 
PRINT#1, "MOVEMENTTIME 3 B  : "; MTIME3! 
END IF
IF targets% = 5 THH^
PRINT#1, "MOVEMENTTIME I B : " ;  MTIMEI!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 2 B  : "; MTIME2!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENTTIME 3 IS : "; MTIME3!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 4 IS : "; MTIME4!
END IF
IF targets% = 6 THEN
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME I IS : "; MTIMEI!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 2 IS : "; MTIME2!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 3 IS : "; MTIME3!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 4 IS : "; MTIME4!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 5 IS : "; MTIME5!
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME I IS : "; MTIMEI !
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 2 IS : "; MTIME2!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 3 IS : "; MTIME3!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 4 B  : "; MTIME4!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 5 IS : "; MTIME5!
PRINT #1, "MOVEMENT TIME 6 IS : "; MTIME6!
END IF
PRINT #1, ""
PRINT #1, "TOTAL MOVEMENT TIME FOR THIS TRIAL IS : "; SUM! 
PRINT #1, "THE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR THIS TRIAL IS : "; SUM! + 
RTIME!
PRINT #1, ""
PRINT #1, "END OF TRIAL !"
PRINT #1, ""
CLOSE#!
GOTO continue2 
END IF
IF ansl$ = "y" OR ansl$ = "Y" THEN 
PRINT "THIS TRIAL IS CANCELLED"
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■OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1 
PRINT #1, "TRIAL #  IS : J%
PR IN T #!, "Tins TRIAL IS CANCELLED " 
PRINT #1, ""
CLOSE #1
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO EXIT ?"; EXOPS 
IF EXOPS = "y" OR EXOPS = "Y" THEN 
GOTOENDPROG!
END IF
CATCHJUMP!:
J % = J % -  !
GOTO continuez 
END IF
continuez:
NEXTJ%
RT! = M !! = MZ!=M3!= M4! = M5! =  M6! = TOTMT! = TOTRST! = 0 
FOR K% = 1 TO TRIALCOUNT%
RT! = RSTORE!(K%) + RT!
M ! ! = M!STORE!(K%) + M ! !
MZ! = MZSTORE!(K%) + MZ!
M3 ! = M3STORE!(K%) + M3 !
M4! = M4STORE!(K%) + M4!
M5! = M5ST0RE!(K%) + M5!
M6! = M6STORE!(K%) + M6!
TOTMT! = MTTOTAL(K%) + TOTMT!
TOTRST! = TOTRESP(K%) + TOTRST!
NEXTK%
reactmean! = RT! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mtlmean! = M! ! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mtZmean! = MZ! / TRIALCOUNT% 
mt3mean! = M3 ! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mt4mean! = M4! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
mtSmean! = MS! / TRIALCOUNT% 
mtômean! = M6! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
totmtmean! = TOTMT! /  TRIALCOUNT% 
totrstmean! = TOTRST! /  TRIALCOUNT%
PRINT ""
PRINT "THE AVERAGE REACTION TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
reactmean!
IF targets! = Z THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT! FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
END IF
IF targets% = 3 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT! FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTZ FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtZmean!
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PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 4 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt2mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt3mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 5 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtZmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt4mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 6 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtZmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR TRIALCGUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt4mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT5 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN
PRINT "THE AVERAGE M TI FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTZ FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtZmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mt4mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE MT6 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt6mean! 
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
OPEN NAMES FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE REACTION TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS 
IS reactmean!
IF targets% = Z THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTI FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean!
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PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 3 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTl FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; TRIALS IS "; mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mt2mean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 4 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTl FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1. "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT #1. "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 5 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTl FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT2 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt4mean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS "; totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% =  6 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTl FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE M Tl FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt4mean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT5 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
END IF
IF targets% = 7 THEN
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTl FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTl FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtlmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT3 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mtSmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT4 FOR TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mt4mean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MTS FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS "; mtSmean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE MT6 FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS mt6mean! 
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL MT FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS IS 
totmtmean!
PRINT #1, "THE AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME FOR "; TRIALCOUNT%; 
"TRIALS IS totrstmean!
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END IF 
PRINT #1, ""
PRINT #1, "*********$**** e n d  OF"; TRIALCOUNT%; "TRIALS 
**********************"
CLOSE#!
CALL calstddev(TRIALCOUNT%, leactmean!, mtlmean!, mtlmean!, mtSmean!, 
mt4mean!, mtSmean!, mt6mean!, targets%, totmtmean!, totrstmean!, NAMES)
ENDPROGI:
END
END SUB
SUB VARDELAY (DELAY%) 
pres = TIMER
DO WHILE TIMER <= pres + DELAY%
LOOP
END SUB
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